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Nought, excepting this I know

That whatfrom my lips doth flow

Is what thou bid'st me say.

And what Ipourfrom out my throat,

Parrot-like I learn by rote

From thee Lord / each day.

A present God thou art, and none

Can fathom what by thee is done

In sport orplayful mood.

This heart with thoughts thou eer dost

fill

This tongue with speech providest still,

I know not ill or good.





The Study of Hinduism.

CHAPTER I.

What is Hinduism ?

'

Its General Value.

What is Hinduism ? The question has not,

we are afraid, been satisfactorily
Its complexity

answered as yet. Not to speak of

foreigners whose knowledge must necessarily

be more or less superficial, even our

own scholars have not as yet cared to

render an exhaustive and clear answer to it,

Hinduism includes so many things, means so

much, and at the same time, one might say almost

so little, that though the name has become

pretty familiar all over the world, the thing is still

more or less unknown to and un-understood by
most people. It is a religion : but there are people

who would not even call it a religion at all. They



understand by it a social economy and nothing

more, and judged from certain stand-points,

their views would be hard to controvert. A
religion Hinduism is not. One might as well take

Islam and Christianity and Judaism and the religion

of Zoroaster, and that of Confucius, and Taoism,

with a good deal" of what is known as religion

even among primitive peoples, and forming a

compendium of all these, call it a religion. In

Hinduism you find elements that coincide' with

the essentials of most other world-religions, from

the lowest to the highest, standing in a myste-

rious and profound unity. Worship of gods' and

godesses like those of Smallpox and Cholera,

or even of the Plague ;
incantations to Sylvan

deities, offerings to ancestors, all these are found

here standing side by side with the mysteries of

the Trinity and the Divine Incarnation, both not

less mysterious, though perhaps they might appear

to some at least, as far more rational than the essen-

tial dogmas of Christianity, the theosophy of the

Mystics and the transcendental emotionalism

of a Hafez, an Omarkhayam or a Madame

Guion, The contradictions of tenets, the com-

plexities of disciplines, the varieties of cultures,

that go to form what we know as Hinduism to-

day, are absolutely bewildering, and we cannot

blame people for having failed to discover the

unity that underlies these.
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This very complexity, however, offers to the

An interesting
students of the science or, more

study
strictly speaking, the philosophy of

religion, a most interesting subject of study and

'investigation in this great world-religion. It may

justly claim to be somewhat of an epitome of all

-world-religions, and the history of religious evolu-

tion may be traced in it almost from beginning

to end, so far as that end -has been yet reached

by man. 'And the value of it, to the student of

..religion, lies in the fact that in almost all its

phases, Hinduism is still a living thing. What

you discover as fossils of bygone ages in some of

the other religions, you may find, perhaps, in this

curious system as almost a living specimen, by
which you can, therefore, better understand and

more carefully and correctly interpret the mystic

and mysterious .records of other times and other

systems dogmas and disciplines that having
fallen into disuse, have lost their key altogether.

The late Professor Max Muller was, therefore,

essentially right in his attempt to
An adequate

'

Source of Histori- start his Science of Religion, practi-
u y>

cally, with an examination of the

earlier records of the religion of the Hindus. It

-was due, no doubt, to his oriental and especially

his Vedic studies. Largely it was due also, we

"believe, to his special theory regarding the origin

-and growth of the so-called religious sentiment
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which found such ample support from certain

aspects of Vedic and Upanishadic Hinduism..

Both these had their limitations, and his conception*

regarding the evolution of religion needs considera-

ble amendment and correction no doubt, but inspite:

of It all, he was intuitively on the right track when'

he sought. for the key for the elucidation of the

mysteries of human religions, in the experiences,

of the Hindu people. We do not, however, means

to suggest by this that the other races had not

this key themselves, or that the Hindus have, in

any supernatural sense, been a chosen people of

God as the Hebrews are described in the Chris-

tian Scriptures. By no means so. All that we

mean is, as already mentioned above, that while

the other religions have passed beyond their

earlier stages, Hinduism, as known to us, has

not done so, though it has reached in

some parts, the stages wherin even the:

most advanced Christian or Mahomedan religious,

consciousness stands to-day. We mean that. Hin-

duism is not like some of the great historical reli-

gions, an individual religion so to say, but it is

a community or a family of religions, some in lower

and earlier, some in higher and more advanced

stages of growth. Indeed, it is this peculiarity that

distinguishes ethnic types of religion from the

credal types. All credal religions grew out of

some ethnic religion : Buddhism grew out of Hin-
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"duism, Christianity out of Judaism, and Islam

Ethnic versus out f *ne ^ Arab ritualism and
credai religion

idolatry. And Hinduism, Judaism,

as well as the ancient .religion of Arabia, are all

ethnic religions, that owned their peculiarities to

the peculiar race characteristics, both mental and

social, of the particular ethnic groups with which

they stood related, and that ,took their special

lines of
'

evolution under the influence of their

-special nature surroundings, of their social contacts

and conflicts with and accretions from their neigh-

bouring groups of humanity. These ethnic

religions are always exclusive, counterminious

with the particular ethnic groups related to them,

refusing accession to their ranks, by mere religious

conversion, from other ethnic groups. Ethnic

religions are, therefore, also extremely tolerant of

other ethnic religions. Not so, however, the credai

.religions. A definite creed makes these somewhat \

of a non-national religion : men of all climes and 1

all colour, by accepting the creed may enter its
'

fold, and become members of the same Church or

religious denomination. This, however, makes all

credai religions more or less rigid, exclusive, and

intolerant. The uniformity of creed and the

necessary uniformity of discipline and worship

and ritual, leave no room for vital divergence of

thoughts or cultures within a credai system. Wher-

ever and whenever such divergences do appear, as
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they are bound to, owing to the variety of human,

capacity and the diversity of man's experiences

and ideas, they are decreed as heresies. Contra-

dictory things cannot, therefore, find place in credal.

religions. Where the ante-credal stage is remem-

bered and the ancient and preparatory process of

evolution still recognised as sacred and divine, as,

is done by Christianity, it is preserved as the Old

Testament, an old law, and old ideal, which was,

good in the olden time, but practically superseded "S

by or subsumed into the new, as childhood is super-,

seded by and subsumed into youth, and youth is

done by and into maturity. The old exists as a

memory, which may be cultivated for the deepen-

ing .of love or quickening of gratitude ;
but for all

that it is not the living present, and has not,.

therefore, a substantiality just now. Though trans-

cending the limitations of ethnic codes and.

characters, and therefore assuming a kind of univer-

sality, yet credal religions for thk new exclusiveness

- they develop, which is far more rigid in one way,

because of its claims to absolutism, than the social

but otherwise tolerant exclusivism of ethnic system.

cannot find us a key to the elucidation of the

infinite variety of human rites and human beliefs;

Ethnic systems are somewhat better guides in this

matter.

When an ethnic system reaches the universal

stage, directly without passing through the mediat-
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ing credal stage, its value as a key to the solution

of the mysteries of the religious experiences of man

is simply, immeasurable. It stands then as a

living museum of human religions, where the

.... . t, diligent student may study the
(a)

A key to the s
.

religious experi- dead with the help of the living,
encesofmen

'

. , , ,

and interpret the past in the light

of the present

The study of Hinduism has, however, apart

(t) Special value
from this general value to the student

of the study in this of religious Philosophy, a special
transition period .

value to our age. The religious

thoughts and ideals of humanity are passing

through strange and mighty transformations

around us. Not to speak of Europe, even

in what has hitherto been regarded as the sleepy

and changeless land of the Orient, human culture

seems to be running fast into new channels, revolu-

tionising ancient ideals and institutions every-

where. New influences are at work creating new

problems ;
new thoughts and new knowledge are

spreading, quickening new doubts, and working

up new conflicts that demand everywhere a new

synthesis and settlement, in Persia we have not

only new political forces pushing themselves up
for a democratic constitution, but new religious

movements as well, one of which, that of Babism

at , least, has already made itself heard outside the

Kingdom of the Shah. In Afganistan, the working
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of the new leaven is seen in the ideals and

activities of the young, prince who rules her

destinies. Not to speak of Japan, which openly

entered into the larger life of modern: humanity,

upon her own rights. Even China, the eternally

changeless, is throbbing under1

the pressure of

new thoughts and aspirations which, though the

details are so far as known to us, could not but

create fresh doubts and raise fresh demands for a

re-interpretation and re-adjustment of the old life

and religion of the people. In India the religious

thought and life of the people are passing through

the throes,- it seems, of a new birth, Hinduism and

Islam have both felt the shock of the new

world-thoughts and world-ideas, and have, some-

where consciously and openly and some where sec-

retly and unconsciously, been adapting themselves

to the new forces and conditions about them. The

Hindus, bewildered by the sudden influx of alien

ideas and ideals, seem as yet to have scarcely

had the needful peace and leisure, to take a full

and correct measure either of their old ideals or

of the new ones
;

and while some are trying to

embrace the new to the prejudice of the old,

and others are seeking to cling with the tenacity

of unreasoning faith to the old, to the entire

exclusion of the new, the religious life and thought

of the nation at large seem to be slowly but surely

breaking out of their old moorings, without com-
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petent knowledge or guidance. It is an age of

universal questioning and universal doubt
;
and

.:r.e-statement of the old verities of life has become

imperative, to settle these at rest, in every part

of the civilized world. A study of Hinduism, in

the light of the highest culture of the times, is

absolutely necessary for the purpose of this re-

statement, to the Hindus themselves.

:
Such a study has also, we hold, a special value,

, , +

'

even to the modern western students^
<c) Its Special
Value to the West- and thinkers. There are .many prob-
ern students in , r , ... ., , .

solving their prob-
lems of modern religious' thought

lems and life in .Europe and America

and even problems affecting the very future of

modern Western civilisation and humanity upon
which Hindu experience and Hindu ideals may

possibly throw much helpful light. Hindu theo-

logy has, it seems, passed through a good deal of

the trials through which Christian theology seems

to be passing to-day. The conflicts of science and

scripture, of reason and revelation, of ritualism and

-ethicism, of Popery and Protestantism, not to

mention the profounder problems concerning the

Personality and the Incarnation of God and the

religio-ethical problems of Divine Immanence and

Providence and human freedom and responsibility,

problems before which modern Western thought

seems so often to sit down almost in utter despair,

leading some to abandon reason altogether and



seek refuge in unreasoning and unquestioning faith,,

and others to give themselves up to a so-called

rational, but essentially materialistic view of life
;

'
I

-|

all these or most of them in some shape or other

seem to have been faced and more or less satisfac-

torily solved by the ancient and mediaeval Hindus.

All their solutions may not be acceptable to our-

age. It would, indeed, be too much to expect such

absolute and unerring illumination from ancient

experience anywhere, for the solution of modern

problems. Our age is different from theirs. The

forms of our thinking are, also, more or less differ-

ent. Though the character of our present day pro-
-

blems may be the same as that of the problems

that faced people a couple of thousand years.

ago, still their ' centents are not, and could not in

any case be expected to be the same. It is not,

therefore, contended that the Christian conscious-

ness of our age will be able to solve its complex

problems by bodily accepting the solutions f

similar problems that may have satisfied the

ancient or mediaeval Hindus. Yet at the same time'

we do claim for a careful and reverent study of

Hinduism this much, at least, that it is.

capable of furnishing valuable hints and

suggestions, by working up which even,

modern Western thought might find, its way
made a bit clearer than before, and might

thus, arrive at more satisfactory conclusions,,.
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on some points, than what it has hitherto,

succeeded in doing.

In fact, it would be impossible to deny that the .

Such a Study study of non-Christian systems, and

ened

lre

and
yb

deep-
more particularly of Brahmanical.

ened Christian philosophy and Buddhistic religion,
thought

F
, , -I

has already had an almost percepti-

ble influence in the broadening and possibly even
|

the deepening of modern Christian thought. The-.'

strongest note in current of religious life and thought,.

on both sides of the Atlantic, is undoubtedly that .

of Divine Immanence. The speculative philosophy

of the last century and the highest generalisations,

of modern science have both contributed very

materially, no doubt, to bring about this result.

But the influence of Oriental researches seems to >

have been almost as effective, in helping this some-

what novel thought-movement in Latin Christia-

nity especially in its spiritual aspects, an

influence that has received the spiritual ideals that

had been contributed by Greek thought and more:

particularly by the Alexandrian Fathers, to the,

growth and expansion of Christian-thought and.

piety in the earlier centuries. And yet the deeper'

notes of Hinduism have not as yet been sounded:

by any of these European Orientalists. The best;

of them, have only presented partial views of this,

great world-system. The interpreters of Hinduism;

among our own people also have either been too
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much under the influence of modern Materialism,

miscalled rationalism, or too blind and unreason-

ing adherents of ancient mysticism. And both

these, rank Rationalism and. blind bigotry, are

equally unfitted for the work which they seem to

have laid out before them.

Indeed, the need of a critical and intelligent

Its influence al- study of Hinduism has been recog-

WesSrn
g
Scno

d
nised by Western scholars from the

lars
days of Sir -William Jones, Cole-

brook, Horace Hayman Wilson, J. Moore and

-others. And Christian scholars and missionaries

have now and again applied themselves to this

work during the last hundred years, and more.

Even the Hindus are beholden to some
>
of them

for their own revived interest in the study of their

-own literatures. They owe a special debt of grati-

tude to Sir William Jones, Colebrook, Wilson and

Muir, for their researches into their ancient

books, and the rites and creeds of even

their existing sects and denominations, a

.good deal of which had lain even beyond
their own knowledge so long. But these scholars,

though great linguists and painstaking and well-

read Oriental students, were not philosophers

and they could not therefore properly interpret the

meaning and significance of what they so faith-

fully described or translated. Their successors

-in the study of Hindu-religion have many of them
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been Christian Evangelists, and these had no-

doubt, something of a philosophy of religion with

them
;
but it has been only Christian Philosophy,

the generalisation of a different kind of religious

thought and experience, allied to a somewhat:

different type of piety, and their sectarian philo-

sophy has necessarily been able to render them.

but little help in the interpretation of a foreign

system. To most of them what did not run on

all fours with Christian dogma or Christian ethics,,

Though but ina- was necessarily an untruth or an

dequately ev[\ an(j wnat did seem to do so

must have been due to Christian influence. At:

best, in their estimate the Hindu records referred,

only to
" The unknown God. -

.

Professor Max Muller's was, without doubt, an

Max Muller's attempt not merely towards a wider

interpretation li-

propagation of Hindu lore, but also-
mited by the nar- r r '

row 1 method of at .a rational .and modem, that is
his Philosophy of .

Religion scientific and philosophical, expla-

nation of it. His is, so far, the only interpretation

of Hinduism that has been attempted for the

English speaking peoples at any rate. But the

late Professor's interpretation of Hinduism suffers

from the limitations of his particular Philosophy

of religion, and equally also from the somewhat

narrow view that he took of both the comparative

and the historic methods upon which, as a matter

of course, he had sought to build up that philo-



sophy. It seems, indeed that Professor Max

Muller's theological studies grew out of

"his philological studies and he therefore

sought naturally, to apply the same

Tdnd of comparative examination to theology

-as had rendered such excellent results in

establishing an organic kinship, for instance,

between Sanskrit and Greek and Latin, in the

-domain of philology. He .followed his German

masters and fellow-workers in recognising in one

common pre-historic stock, the origin of the Hindu,

the Greek, the Roman, the Tueton, and the Saxon

and other European races. The linguistic affinity

was too marked
,

and unerring to be ignored. So

far he was on the right track. But Professor Max
. Muller's philology stopped short of

Basei on Lin- f
s
; , .,

^
t

;:guistic affinity
the fundamental philosophy which it

merely
suggested and which alone could

fully explain it What is the significance of this

common lingustic structure? This is a question

which does not seem to have troubled Professor

Max Muller further than to suggest that people

"who speak languages that reveal an original struc-

tural unity or affinity, must have at one time, lived

"together and belonged to one and the same race or

"tribe.

And yet, the close and organic affinity that he

; seems to have recognised between thought and lan-

::guage should have revealed a much profounder
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significance in the affinity between Sanskrit and

Greek and Latin and other languages of the Indo-

European group, than what Professor Max Muller

seems to have fully realised, or at least than what he

cared to utilise in building up his so-called science

of comparative .religion. The discovery of this

structural affinity among these different languages

is a thing of supreme value to the student of com-

parative religion. For the -structure of a language

reveals the original structure of the thought, the

But Max Muller primordial cast of mind of those

wh

nity pre-supposes from pre-historic times. Linguistic
thought affinity . .. - .

affinity implied affinity of a deeper

kind, namely, thought affinity. It meant that

people to whom this family of languages belonged

have, from pre-historic times, beenjapproaching the

same world-problems, practically from the same

mental stand-point. And the wonderful affinity

that the study of the primitive religions of these

peoples discovered in the fundamental religious

conceptions, could thus, be very easily explained

by this thought-affinity. And had the learned

Professor approached the fundamental problems

-of his so-called Science of Religion from this view-

point, his contribution to the study of Comparative

Religion would have been far more valuable and

puauring, and his interpretation of Hinduism

also would have been richer by far and more
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satisfactory than -what they are generally
found to be.

2.

Max Midler's Presentation of Hinduism,

The fundamental problem before Comparative-

The Origin of Religion is the origin of the religious

oSs
S

in

C

man
consdousness in man. Professor

ascribed to the
1 Max Muller sought to solve it by

innate sense -of .

the Infinite first ascribing it to an innate sense of theHS ^finite in man
;
and this intuition

in s of the Infinite in man was first quick-

ened by his nature-surroundings. This is the funda-

mental idea of Professor Max Muller'sphilosophy

of religion. Possessed with this one idea, he sought

for its illustrations in the earliest religious experi-

ences of man as recorded in Sanskrit and Greek:

literature, and starting from this Nature-Religion

he sought to trace the evolution of the religious,

sentiment, up to what he called Theosophy, culmi-

nating in the consciousness of. God as the Soul

of the Universe and the Self of man, throwing, in

the course of this up-building of his Science of"

Religion, considerable light, now and again, upon
the affinities between, not only Vedic and Hellenic

religions, but even between the more advanced

forms of Hinduism, Christianity and Islam. But

valuable as his history of Hinduism undoubtedly

is, it is, after all, more or less partial, and does not



cover the wh.ole field, nor advance the solution of

the most perplexing problems of this strange and

weird system.

Professor Max Muller, more perhaps than any
other European Oriental scholar, has

His charming
picture of the Par- himself, however, raised some of these
ticnlarism or Na- , , t , r , ,

of the very perplexing problems before the
Hindus modern student of human, and speci-

ally, of Hindu religion. In his studies of the

Vedic religion, he has presented the world

with a charming picture of the particularistic or

naturalistic religion of the primitive Hindus.

And one can understand this phase of religious

evolution more or less. This sort of Naturalism or

Particularism is not peculiar to ancient Hinduism

alone. For religion in the earlier stages is always

and everywhere of a Particularistic or Naturalistic

type. We find these Nature-deities in ancient

Greece and Rome. They are common to all Aryan

religions. And we find traces though not of a

Naturalistic stage, but distinctly of a Particularistic

one, even in Semitic records. Even the so-called

Monotheism of the ancient Hebrews is pretty gene-

rally ad mitted, by modern scholars, to have been

really not monotheism, which would preclude the

very possibility of more than one God, but simply

Monolatry, (i) which, without denying the existence

(i) See Shultz "Old Testament Theology" Vol. I. -

2



of other gods, simply adhered absolutely to the

worship of one God. Indeed, the existence of these

other gods, "Strange Gods," as they are called,

is never denied absolutely in the old Hebrew

records. In the Psalms we have it that

" In the council of the gods sat God,

where the existence of the other gods is

not denied, but only the supremacy of

God the Lord Almighty of Israel, over them

is declared and asserted. In the earlier records

we find Taleveh, in fact, struggling to secure

and prove his superiority to these other gods. He
is there only one God among many gods. Other

peoples have their own, gods, and so long as these

peoples do not come into conflict with the- people

of Israel, the God of Israel does not come into

conflict with their gods. The God of Israel does

not, in the earlier records, claim authority over other

nations.

This, indeed, as we have already pointed out,

is the common characteristic of allA curious cha-

racteristic of all kthmc religions. They are all, in the
Ethnic religions lowest ^^ Qf & partjcularistjc

type. And though Vedic or Hellenic parti-

cularism differs very meterially from early

Hebrew particularism, still the former is not

absolutely un-understandable by those whose

religious traditions have been more decidedly

Semitic than Aryan.
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Thus European students can generally enter

His successful into the spirit of Vedic-naturalism

and they < 'ess enjoy the

,Upanishads and poetry of the religious imagination
their Brahma- r

jnanam of the primitive Hindu. When
Professor Max Muller worked up his studies from

the Vedas to the Upanishads, and presented to the

English-speaking peoples, the profoundly spiritual

and ethical ideals and cultures of philosophic

.Hinduism, what he termed, Theosophy, and

-especially as in doing so he tried to explain and

interpret the Brahma-Jnanam or Gnosticism of

the Hindus, in the terms of Christian gnosticism,

: seeking to establish some
.
sort of a parallelism

; between the teachings of the Hindu saints and

sages, and those of the Alexandrian Fathers,

Oregen, Clement, Tertullion and others, he was

able to present something both intelligible and

interesting to the European reader. And all this

has helped to awaken curiosity, if not to create an

interest in Hinduism among a large and increasing

class of people on both sides of the Atlantic. We
are thankful for all this pioneering work. Indian

culture and civilisation owe a debt to Professor

Max' Muller for all this, which is immense, and must

remain always unpaid and unpayable. And it casts

no reflection upon the worth of his works to say

that some of the most complex problems that these

works have raised, have not been satisfactorily
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solved by them. Every student and'
But he has not

'
.

been able to solve scholar, however valuable their
all the problems . , , . - ... ...
that he has re- works, and whatever finality might
lated be claimed for some of the results of"

their labours, must raise questions which either

elude their grasp, or which they find it impossible-

to tackle within the short span of life granted them-

here below. Professor Max Muller has done more

than what has been even attempted by any other

person so far, to popularise Hindu thoughts and

ideals among English-speaking peoples ;
and if"

still a good deal remains yet to be done, it does

not reflect upon the richness of his intellect or the

breadth of his acquisition, but proves only the

depth, the complexity and the vastness of the field

in which he laboured with such zeal and such'

success throughout a life-time.

Professor Max Muller's presentation of Hindu-

His work fails to
ism seems owing to this reason, to

reconcile the have as much interested as it has

o?
y
the Hindus perplexed the English and American

^ader. For, people have failed, so-

so called idolatry far> to reconcile the spiritual teach-

ings of Hinduism, which the learned Professor tried

to emphasise, with the current ceremonialism and

so-called Idolatry of the Hindu people. The-

problem of this so-called Idolatry is an unsolved

problem even to the vast majority of educated

Hindus themselves. As for European and'
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American readers of Professor Max Muller, many
of them have even been tempted to regard his

interpretations of Hinduism as far-fetched and

ingenuous, the result of a reading of his own

advanced views and ideals into the crude utterances

of the ancient rhapsodists and mystics of India.

And this suspicion has received support from the

fact that neither Professor Max Muller, nor, so far

as we know, any other European Orientalist has

tried to present a consistent and philosophic study

of present-day Hinduism, though many .have

written and spoken very highly of its ancient

records, while Christian propagandists have almost

uniformly painted the former in the darkest colour

possible. And all this conflict and confusion of

estimates and interpretations have left Hinduism

,an unsolved and insoluble riddle to the general

European mind.



CHAPTER II.

General Observations.

1 Methods of Study.

. ^
What is needed to remove this confusion is a

. T t ^ right method of study. In the firstA right method
of study alone place, it must be always borne in
can remove the j . i . TT- j i . r n
confusion referred mmd that Hinduism does not fully
to

explain itself. Nothing, indeed, in

the universe ever does so. For, everything is in an

almost endless chain of relations and must, there-

fore, to be fully understood, be interpreted by and

through these varied relations. Isolation is not

only death, but it is chaos and unreason, in God's

world. The particular never can interpret itself; it

must, to be rightly understood, be brought under-

the light of the general or universal. Hinduism is

a particularity, it presents a particular class or

classes or group or groups of religious phenomena,

or spiritual experiences, the real meaning and pur-

pose of which can never be got at, unless they are-

brought under some general truths or principles.

In other words, the study of any particular religion

must be entered upon by the light of some general'

Philosophy of Religion, which shall sum up the-

highest generalisations of the religious experiences.

of mankind.



And the method of study here must, at once,

be scientific and philosophical,
The method

.

f f >

must be scientific scientific, that is, based upon an ex-
and philosophical . /. . , r . ,^ r amination of actual facts and experi-

ences, and its results must be capable, to some

extent at least, of verification, and philosophical,

that is, have for its back-ground the ultimate

generalisation of all human knowledge and experi-

ence. This combination of science and philosophy

is necessary in a right method of investigation of

the religious phenomena, for the very simple reason

that religion itself is both a science and a philo-

sophy. It is a philosophy because dealing with ulti-

mate principles and verities. It is a science because

it aims by various methods and disciplines, physi-

cal and psycho-physical as well as intellectual and

moral, to actualise in life and conduct, the

ultimate realities of philosophy. Indeed, religion

and philosophy are one. In India, at least,

this truth has never been lost sight -of. For

religion in its theoretic aspect is philosophy r

philosophy in the practical side is religion. The

methods of investigating the phenomena of religion

cannot, therefore, be purely speculative or a priori,

nor yet absolutely positive or a posteriori, but there

must be a combination here of both science and

metaphysics. Indeed, almost every attempt to

build up a Philosophy of Religion, from the time

of Hume up to our own days, has partaken, more



or less, of this dual character
;
and Prof. Max

Muller has even called his Philosophy of Religion,

openly and defiantly a Science, and the methods

that he adopted in his investigations, though they

need considerable correction and amendment,

largely justified the name.

The analysis and classification of experience is

the universal end of all science. The science of

f Religion means a systematisedA science of ...
religion means a knowledge of religious experience,

knowledge of reli-
^ts enc^ is or ought to be the analysis

gious experiences and classification of the particularthe ultimate ex- * r

planation ofwhich class of human experience called
rests with meta- . .

physics and philo- religious; and the science of Religion
sop y

in seeking this end must follow the

approved methods by which it is sought in other

departments of human experience. But every

science takes for granted the ultimate verities

which form the fundamental ground of the

particular group of human experience it seeks to

investigate. The necessary postulates of Physical

science, for instance, are the truth and reality of

universal sense-perceptions, that testify to the so-

called properties of material objects and prove

their existence. It is not the province of this

science to examine, analyse, and verify the truth of

these perceptions, or discover their real character.

The existence of the material world and our rela-

tions with that world through our senses, the



general trustworthiness of universal sense-testimony,

these are the assumptions of Physical Science. It

-starts with these necessary assumptions. The

psychological group of the sciences also do, and

must, similarly start with and work upon certain

'truths, which they must accept on trust, and take

for granted. It is the function of philosophy, or

: strictly speaking, of metaphysics, to investigate,

discover and establish the fundamental verities in-

volved in our, psychological experiences. And as

-we ascend in the investigation of our experience

-from the material to the mental plane,' using this

word in its widest sense, to include every depart-

ment of our inner life, from the mere psychological

to the highest spiritual aspects of it, its depend-

ence upon philosophy or metaphysics increases' in

a direct ratio. The physical sciences may not

'trouble themselves with ultimate verities
;
but yet

even those cannot move one step without the aid

of Mathematics, and Mathematics, though regarded

popularly as the most positive of all the sciences,

can not divorce itself altogether from philosophy or

metaphysics. Time and Space are the two things

with which Mathematics deals, and Time and

.'Space are really unintelligible except in the light

<of the most profound and abstruse metaphysics.

.Space is extension, time is succession, and both in-

fhere, so to say, as primary properties, not in the

/matter but in the mind. Mathematics takes for
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granted the infinity of both time and space,,

which is made posisible really by positing an Infinite

Mind behind them
;
and thus even Mathematics

runs dangerously into the bewildering labyrinths of

metaphysical speculations. There is, however, a

view of the physical sciences, which does avoid

philosophy or metaphysics, and for all so-called

practical, that is empirical purposes, it may well do

so. But the biological group of the sciences can-

not as easily do it. For though biology in the

lowest stages may possibly avoid psychological

investigations, in the higher forms, not mere birth,

growth, and decay, with the functions of re-

production, represent the only, and least of

all, the highest manifestation of life. In the

higher forms, sense-activity is very closely

associated with life, and sense-activity

cannot be interpreted by biology alone; but

we must seek for its real . meaning and

significance at the hands of psychology, which is-

again very intimately related to metaphy-

sics and cannot, indeed, move one single step-

without it.

And the group of human experiences common-

ly known as religious cannot by any means, be put

on the same level with those that furnish

materials for astronomy or physics, or chemis-

try, or anatomy and physiology, though

all these have always had a great influence



in shaping man's religious ideals and conceptions..

They belong, taking the lowest and least specula-

tive view of them, to the domain of
Religious pheno-
menaas psycho- psychology. They are mental or

logical are more , ,
.

, .,

intimately related emotional experiences, and are there-

to metaphysics fore more directly and intimatelyand philosophy
J J

allied to philosophy and metaphysics,

than any others. Philosophy and metaphysics

cannot, consequently, be at all ignored in the inves-

tigation of these experiences, and any attempt to

reduce them to systematised knowledge, must

first of all discover their philosophical or metaphy-

sical foundations. The Science of Religion, in

other words, must be, as we have already said,.

different from the other sciences.
Science of reli-

gion must pre- in as much as its treatment

- must be partly philosophical
f Unda "

or metaphysical and partly

scientific.

2, Method of Science of Religion.

In fact, until very recently, theologians and

philosophers had almost exclusivelyHume first ap-

plied the a posti- followed the a pnon method in the
riori method to .

, , r i , . i i

the study of reii- investigation of religious truths
;
and

gious phenomena any strjctiy scientific treatment of

the subject was all but absolutely inconceivable to-

our forefathers. David Hume was, perhaps, the

first English thinker, who sought to approach the:
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phenomena of human religion from a purely natural,

as opposed to a supernatural stand-point Since

then deists and sceptics have occasionally tried,

no doubt, to follow in his wake and to trace the

-origin of the religious consciousness in man to his

ordinary physical or psychical experiences, but the

standard works on the subject followed still the

old a priori methods, and the general literature

on religion continued, for a long time, to belong to

the domain of speculative philosophy. It was only

in the last century that "the discovery of Sanskrit,"

and of the Comparative Method that directly result-

ed from it, on the one hand, and the birth of the

science of anthropology which sought
Discovery of the

J

comparative me- to investigate and classify the primi-
thodand birth of ~ ,. r j . r ,

-anthropology in "ve Ĝ an" experiences of humanity
the last century and the critjcal study of the religious

records of the different nations of the world, on

the other, commenced for the first time to almost

revolutionise the old and familiar methods of

investigating religious truths. And yet, a little

over thirty years ago, even Professor Max Muller

had to plead piteously before an enlightened Ox-

ford audience, in justification of what he called

this Science of Comparative Religion.

Every Science has its own proper methods of

Investigation. What are the special methods of

investigation for the Science of Religion, then ?

The answer to this question has already been par-



tially anticipated by the assertion of the close and.,

organic relation that this science has to Philosophy

or Metaphysics. Observation, experiment, veri-

fication, these are the common methods of all,

science, and these must also, more or less, be appli-

cable to the study of the religious phenomena ;

we say more or less because the methods of

experiment here must be psychological and

owing to the almost infinite variety, complexity

and subtlety of all mental phenomena the

verification of results here must, necessarily, be

less positive, and must be examined more in the-

rnass than in isolated or individual cases as is-

necessary in the case of mere physical or even bio-

logical phenomena. But still, any strictly scientific

investigation of the religious phenomena cannot

altogether ignore these common methods of science..

The methods that must, however, be peculiar

to the Science of Religion, are the
Its method,

then, is Histrio- Comparative and the Historic me-

ded
P
by

a

the ?aw thods, the two worked together,
of Evolution and always under the guidance of

the Law of Evolution.

Evolution of Religion, however, must follow the

universal lines of mental or emotional evolution,

must follow, in other words, the Dialectics of

Dialectic Evolu- Reason. This necessity is imposed

tion^of
religion UpOn Religion by its very naturfe as

true both a mental and an emotional
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phenomenon. As both thought and sentiment

move from unity to duality and fulfil themselves in

totality, as the movement of Reason is from thesis

to antethesis and from antethesis to synthesis in

which it finally fulfils and realises itself, as all evolu-

tion, in the words of Herbert Spencer, is from

homogeniety to differentiation and from differentia-

tion to integration, so also the course of religious

evolution whether in the individual or in the race,

must be from unity or homogeneity or thesis,

through duality or differentiation or antethesis, to

totality or integration or synthesis. And this

course of evolution which speculative philosophy

lays down as the only natural course for the

; growth of human religions, is found upon a careful

stndy of the different world-religions to be what

has been actually and universally followed by them.

It has been the one universal course of evolution of

religion whether in India or Judea, China or Greece.

This Dialetic is the contribution of philosophy

;
to the Science of Religion. This is,

The Dialectic of
.

reason is a pos- so to say, its primary assumption
tulate given to , 1M . i . /-

these Sciences by
and like every postulate of science

Philosophy and it this dialectic is fully verified and
has been fully

J

verified by criti- justified by a critical study of and
cal research

research into the actualities of reli-

gious history. Whatever methods, whether com-

parative or historic, we may adopt in the investi-

gation of the phenomena of human religion, their



results must always be tested, connected and

verified by this Dialectic of Reason, this Law

of Evolution. For, the application of this law of,

mental evolution can alone verify the truth of

our interpretations or correct the errors of our

assumptions and inferences. This is of special

value in the working out of the Comparative

Method, in religious investigations. To cite a

concrete instance, let us take the so-called idolatry

of primitive culture, and the worship of stocks

and stones by an advanced people like the Hindus,

or the Greeks. A Negro walks out of his hut and

stumbles upon a piece of rock or flint, and says

"ta ta" "thou art here, I did not know,"

and putting it in his bag, proceeds, on his day's

errand. Should he succeed in his errand, he

attributes the success to the kindly influence

of the rock or flint, brings it back home, and

sets it up among the other objects of his

reverence or worship, and henceforth it

becomes a fetish to him.* Here is distinctly some

kind of idolatry. And there is also the

so-called stone-god ( the sacred black-stone )

worshipped by some Hindus. The one

form of worship looks, from the outside,

very much like the other
;
and judging from

the outside, comparing the two pheno-

mena with one another, one may easily be led

*See Taylor's 'Trimitive'Culture and Early History of Mankind".
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to set Negro fetishism and Hindu idolatry on*

the same plane. The application of the mere

Comparative Method would be bound to lead to

such a conclusion. But the question is, are all

In such a study comparisons valid? Does not the'

as this mere appli- vaK<iity of comparison, as a method
cation of the com- J r > /

parative Method of the investigation of truth, depend
to phenomena of

.

different stages upon some fundamental unity exist-
without the His- 1 ,

"

.1 i , 1

torkal Method lng between the objects or pheno-
marking the mena thus brought up for COm-
stages of growth

r

and the law of parison with one another? The
Evolution show-

,
-

, . ,

ing the dialectic same class of objects or phenomena
alone all W Valid

mischievous.
parison between them, and not those

that have no such community. Can we put Negro

fetishism and Hindu idolatry in the same class ? This

is the primary question here. And the Historic

Method can alone render a correct answer to-

this question. Negro fetishism and Hindu idolatry

can both, no doubt, be classed as religious phenomena;.

there is thus one common basis between these, to

justify comparison. But is this sufficient? The

history of Negro fetishism and of Hindu idolatry

can alone answer this question. Is there any

similarity in their history, in the story of their

growth ? So the historic method must be brought

in to verify or correct the comparative. Nor will'

this be sufficient. The history of these institutions

must be read in the light of evolution
;
and then,
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and only then, could we arrive at the truth about

them. There is worship of stones among the

Negroes, and it is also found among the Hindus.

But does a fetishistic interpretation of Hindu

idolatry, fit in with the other aspects of the Hindu

religion ? Religion is only one, though undoubted-

ly the greatest, of the many concerns of life. It

represents only one side of human culture. Do
the other sides of Hindu religion, and the other

departments of Hindu culture, agree with the

religion and the culture of the Negro ? If not,

how is it that their religion should, even in some

part, show such strange similarity? Mere com-

parison cannot solve the riddle. Isolated simi-

larities or even apparent identities do not justify

scientific comparison, and the application of the

comparative method to such cases must necessarily

produce wrong results.
'

Take, for instance, again the institution of

divorce. Divorce is very common among the pri-

mitive races of the Pacific. In India the custom

obtains among the hill tribes. Divorce also exists

in England and America. Comparing, then, the

institution of divorce as existing among the

barbarians of the Pacific or the aborigines of India,

with that found among Englishmen and Americans,
shall we ascribe the same significance to both, and

conclude that at least so far as their marriage
customs or laws are concerned, the Indian abori-

3
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gines stand on the same level of higher civilisation

and culture as the European races, and are,

necessarily, superior so far to the Hindus among
whom divorce is unknown ? Yet the comparative

method alone gives no other result
;
and it only

shows up its utter insufficiency and fallibility un-

less corrected by the Historic Methods and verified

by the general Law of Evolution. In the exam-

ple under notice, for instance, the application of

the Historic Method at once brings out the fact

that divorce, among primitive races, is associated

with loose marriage bonds, while, among civilised

peoples, like those of Europe or America, it exists

along with very strict and rigid marriage ties and

we at once discover the truth that the meaning
of divorce among people whose marriage customs

are very loose, and who have not as yet risen, in-

deed, to a sense of the sanctity of the marital

bond, must necessarily be very different from

what it signifies among people whose marriage

customs have passed through many advanced

stages of evolution, and the institution of marriage

among whom has reached the state of absolute

monogamy. Divorce is common in loose marriage

cnstomS) where men and women can unite and be

separated almost at their will without any serious

let or hindrance from the social authority over

them. It is, again, a device, consciously organised

to meet an almost dire necessity arising out of
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the very rigidity of the marital bond and the

sancitity of the nuptial relation on strictly mono-

gamous countries. And its meaning, its moral

and spiritual significance, differ very widely in the

two cases. But this difference is discovered only

by those who have studied the history of the insti-

tution of marriage and are thoroughly acquainted

with the course of its evolution. And it shows

that the Comparative Method is a very misleading

guide to truth unless associated with the Historic

Method, and illumined by the General Law of

Evolution of the objects, ideas or institutions to

which it is sought to be applied.

There can, therefore, be no valid comparison
-between Negro-fetishism and the so-called idolatry

of the Hindus, because the two do not stand on

the same plane of religious history or religious

evolution. The one belongs to primitive culture,

and fits in well with the general level of intelligence

and civilisation of the inhabitants of Tropical Africa.

It is not, so far as we know, associated with any
refined religious philosophy, nor has it any long

course of religious evolution behind it The other

is found in a far higher state of intelligence and

culture. It is supported by an abstruse philo-

sophy, however casuistic it may seem to us. It

has a course of most wonderful religious evolution

behind it. There are indications of a kind of

primitive fetishism in the Vedas. But the cere-
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monialism of current Hinduism stands on arc-

altogether different plane, It is not even what

Taylor would call a survival of Vedic religion.

Hindu idolatry, as we find it to-day, is decidedly

post-Vedic. It is positively post-Vedantic as well,

developed after the inculcation of the profound

gnosticism or Brahma-jnanam of the Upanishads.

It is an offshoot of Pauranic Hinduism. And the

moment we thus trace its history, we flnd that

whatever may be its origin or significance, what-

ever value may be attached to it as a method of

religious or spiritual culture, whatever may have

been its moral effect upon the Hindu people, we

can by no means class it together with the

fetishism of primitive culture. Primitive fetishism,

in any case, is not much of a mystery, Hindu ido-

latry undoubtedly is. And the mere comparative

method will not solve it. It is likely to increase

the existing confusion more than ever. What is

needed in the study of Hinduism, therefore, as in

the study of any other world-religion, is to combine

the Comparative with the Historic Method, and

work the two together under the guidance of the

Law of Religious Evolution.



CHAPTER III.

The Theory of Religious Evolution

Logical and Chronological,

1, The Logical Moments,

The evolution of religion means the evolution

of man's ideas, sentiments, and activities in rela-

tion to God, or whatever may stand to Him, for

the time being for that complex concept. It is,

therefore, an essentially mental or psychological

evolution, and it must consequently follow the

dialectic Reason. The progress of this evolution

must, in other words, be as we have already stated,

from Thesis to Antethesis and from Antethesis

to Synthesis, or to use Herbert Spencer's phraseo-

logy, from Homogeneity to Differentiation and from

Differentiation to Integration. This much must be

conceded; but some people have, how-
The logical pro- . 1-1

cess of Evolution ever, mixed up the logical process

'the
witn the idea of a chronological succes-

Chronoiogicai, as s ion an(j have laid three distinct stages
:appears in Prof. .

< m

Caird's reference of religious evolution. Even no less a
to the three dis- , , r> c r* j *.\

tinct Stages, sub- person than Prof. Caird, the pres-
jective objective ent Master of Balliol, has lent him-
and the absolute

'

when he really self, unwittingly, to this misconcep-
, means a logical . _.. ... .

.

or dialectic pro- tion,-by dividing the course of religious
cess '

evolution, into three distinct '.stages,
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namely, the Objective, the Subjective, and!

the Universal. * Our first objection here is to-

the word 'stage' itself, as an exceedingly

misleading term to apply to the process of

evolution, though for want of a more accurate

word, it is often, and loosely, used in the literature

of evolution. A stage is associated, in the first

place, with the idea of a halt, a temporary cessation

of movement, and even where there is no halt, it

indicates, at any rate, a definite end to what has-

gone before. But does evolution know anywhere
such a halt or rest or separation ? In biological

evolution are not what are called the lower stages-

reproduced always, in quicker succession or under-

subtler forms, in the higher organism ? Does not

every human organism re-act the whole past of its.

race, in its growth from the cell to the human

foetus and from the foetus to the grown up baby,,

and from the baby to the full-developed man or

woman ? And is. it not the universality of evolu-

tion everywhere ? If it be said that the word stage

means here mere land-marks and is not meant to-

suggest any acutual halt or separation, even then

the idea seems to be incompatible with our con-

ception and knowledge of the law of evolution.

A land mark is what marks the progress of a

moving thing. It must, therefore, necessarily

*
Caird's "Evolution of Religion."
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stand outside that thing. But what are called

stages of religious evolution do not surely stand

outside the evolving religion, e but form parts of

itself. But in evolution, religion is perpetually

changing and cannot have such land-marks or stages

in itself, though these may exist outside as memo-

ries and records. And if we take up these

records again, we find as we shall see, not three

but almost countless stages or land-marks of

progress in every one of the great world-

religions.

The fact, indeed, seerns to be that 'in tracing

the evolution of religion, Professor Caird has natur-

ally followed the dialectic of Reason
;
and his

Objective, Subjective, and Universal, are only

synonyms for Thesis, Antethesis, and Synthesis or

Homogeneity, Differentiation and Integration. As

an indication, therefore, of the logical process of

the evolution of the religious conciousness this

enumeration may well be accepted as unexception-

able. But still, it cannot be denied that it lends

itself easily to what may be regarded as a chrono-

logical succession, and is, consequently, somewhat

misleading.

Indeed, this misconception is likely to arise

from the survival among half-educated people of

the old pre-Darwinian notion of evolution, as a

rectilinear process, which easily admitted of stages

that had been reached and left behind. But the
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modern conception of the evolutionary process

But the modern

'

IS tnat ^ts movement is not .rectilinear

conception of j^f- Spira
i that it is a progression

Evolution as spi-
^ ' ^ *>

ral in its charac- through what may be called a dual
ter is likely to r ,

t
. , . ,

J
.

bar out such a process of evolution and involution

misconception. ^^ ^ js markeci as moving cons-

tantly forward and backward, both these move-

ments in this zig-zag fashion, perpetually leading to

a higher point. And this mechanical, and there-

fore necessarily, very inadequate and imperfect

symbol of what is essentially an ideal mental prin-

ciple, makes the nearest approach to the truth

about evolution, on account of its suggesting, if

it may not reproduce, the dialectic of Reason. For

in the evolution of thought or in the process of

reason, Thesis, Antethesis, and Synthesis are not

-three permanent stages, so that when Thesis is

passed and Antethesis is reached, the former is

passed for ever, never to recur again, and when

through this Antethesis, the third or last stage, that

of Synthesis is reached, thought attains its finality

and perfection, and further movement of reason

comes to an end. By no means so. Thought
never attains such absolute perfection. The move-

ment of Reason never reaches finality. Its process

has been described of old, as that of eternal genera-

tion. And movement is of the very essence of

>
thought the movement of Reason from Thesis

through Antethesis to Synthesis or from Homo-



geneity through Differentiation to Integration,
*

._., ,. , .
is the very soul of it. When this

The dialectic move-
ment of thought movement is stopped, thought or
is eternal and .

when it ceases,
Reason ceases to be. It is the state

witrflt as

ea

7n
of what the Buddhists would perhaps

Nirvana cali Nirvana. It is the state of

Undifferentiated Being, what Hegelians call Pure

Being, and Pure Being, according to Hegel's

dictum, is Pure Nothing. -It may be an uncon-

cious, or what some call a super-conscious condi-

tion. But religion is a concern, very largely, if not

absolutely, of our concious life, and in religious

evolution, there can be no such finality as the

enumeration of a definite number of its stages of

evolution of growth would seem to suggest. Reason

or thought moves perpetually and recurrently from

Thesis to Antethesis and from Antethesis to Syn-

thesis. There is no point in the history of Thought,

wherein this process is absent. And there is no

point in the evolution of any religion which is

essentially an evolution of Thought or Reason

where also this process or Reason is
The Evolution

of a Religion is or can be absent. To say that any
therefore also not , /-^i , , , i i

to cease if it is to religion was Objective at the begin -

exist as a living nmg, became Subjective subsequent-

ly in the middle, and finally reached

* "In every act of knowledge" (or thought or reason) "the

Self separates itself from itself to return to itself to be itself."

Hegel : and this presents the eternal process of Reason.
"

.
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the Universal stage in the end, is to declare

that it has fully and absolutely realised

itself, that there is nothing further for it to strive

after and attain, and that the Religious Idea has

reached its finality, its consummation, its Nirvana
here. It means that it has ceased to evolve any
more. And to say so is, really, to condemn it

beyond the pale of all organic movement and

growth, declare it, in other words, to be no more a.

moving, living religion, but a dead one.

We do not forget that almost all the so-called

historical religions Buddhism, Christianity, and

Islam, owing to their credal character, have claimed

some sort of a finality for their revelations. But

Even the credal
^ herC

>
aS hist ry sh WS

>
them

religions claim- has been growth, if not of the reli-
ing finality for .

their revelations gious ideal, m any case of the reh-

"gious consciousness of their vota.

sciousness thereby ries through the centuries that they
admitting dialec- .

J

tic Evolution. have held sway over the life and

thought of a large portion of humanity. The His-

tory of all these religions has a story of almost

incessant struggles and conflicts to either under-

stand their message or to actualise their ideals.

and doctrines in life and experience. Even if the

fundamental dogmas of Christianity be held to

have remained the same since the days of St. Paul

or the Councils of Trent or Nice, yet not even,

the most rigid Christian orthodoxy would for a.
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moment refuse to admit that there has beerr

all through these centuries a growth in this world

of what may be called the Christian consciousness.

No one, indeed, can read the history of the Christ-

ian Church without noticing the evolution of

Christian thought and life through the last two

thousand years. The same process of evolution

is also seen in the history of both Buddhism and

Islam. Even in our day there are what may be

called progressive movements in all these credal-

systems. There is the New Orthodoxy in Anglican

Christianity, there is neo-Buddhism in Siam and

Ceylon, and there is Babism, the latest phase of

change in Islam, in Persia. Indeed, such changes

are inevitable. When men's conceptions regard-

ing Nature and society are passing through trans-

formations on all sides, it would be idle to expect

that religion alone would remain unaffected by
this influx of new world ideas and ideals.

In fact, the history of every religion bears testi-

Thus the dialec-
mony to the perpetual recurrence of

tic process is Eter- the three moments of the dialectic of
nal and Universal

ever repeating it- Reason in them. Commencing with

necessary

Ug
mo- the earliest or Perceptive and Natur-

ments
alistic state, man's religion proceeds

perpetually onward describing what may be called

an endless series of elliptical figures in almost in-

cessant succession. Thus what in the present

state of our knowledge we have accepted' as the
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-earliest state of religious evolution, may be regard-

ed as the state of Thesis or Homogeneity, though

even this may have been, for aught we know, pre-

ceded by still more primitive states of evolution
;

and what we accept now, somewhat arbitrarily;

it will have to be admitted,--as the state of Thesis

in the religious evolution of the primitive man,

may have possibly been itself the Synthesis of a

previous circle or series. For we know from sub-

sequent history that the Synthesis of a lower and

preceding state, becomes always the Thesis of the

next higher and succeeding process. And so on

the course of evolution proceeds recurrently and

perpetually, from Thesis through Antethesis to

Synthesis. And this is so, because of the progres-

sive nature of human thought and human culture.

2 The Stage of Conflicts and Progress.

The history of religious progress ever so far

Religious pro-
as we can trace il: is reall7 the stor7

.gress through per- of tjie recurrent conflicts between
petually recurrent

conflict between ancient tradition and modern expe-
ancient tradition . ,. . , , ,

and mordern ex- nence. 1 radition hands down cer-

penence tain dogmas, disciplines, certain

ideals, cultures, as true, and binding upon

every man to every generation, with the latest

interpretations and commendation of these,

and they are, at first accepted on trust, and
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without question. This is the state of

thesis. But the new generation also gathers new

experiences, either through closer views of its own

environments or through foreign contact and influ-

ence. Andftliere arises slowly a conflict between

new experiences and old traditions, between new

truths, and old authorities. This is the state of

antethesis. This conflict, however, cannot last for

ever. Thought abhors these, conflicts and contra-

dictions, and^puts forth all its efforts to set these

at rest. Victory, however, is never found to belong,

in these conflicts, absolutely either to the new or

the old. There is always a compromise. A fair settle-

ment is needed by the very character of the com-

batants. Because the old as well as the new,

whatever exaggerations or untruths might be found

in the inferences mixed up with them, are both

results of actual experience, .and both possess,,

therefore, the soul of truth. \ The error or what is

condemned as such is in the later interpretations

of the old by people who had not the original ex-

perience themselves, or in the exaggerated claims

and unwarranted inferences of the new. By duly

correcting the fanciful and second-hand interpreta-

tions on the one side and the exaggerated preten-

sions or unwarranted inferences on the other, a fair

settlement is not difficult to arrive at. There are

other ways by which these conflicts are overcome

and fresh synthesis arrived at. We find proofs of
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these in the canons of scriptural interpretation

and in the exegetical literature of the different

world-religions. But by whatever methods

it is overcome, antethesis is never allowed to exist

for long anywhere. For thought or reason cannot

exist for any length of time in contradiction to

itself. Thought-life cannot bear contradictions, its

very soul is harmony. The state of antethesis is

always a state of unstable equilibrium. It cannot

rest on itself, and is, therefore, necessarily followed

t>y some sort of a synthesis that sets all doubts and

conflicts at rest for a while, until fresh questionings

arise creating fresh conflicts, demanding a fresh

settlement or synthesis. This is the general outline

of the history of religious evolution. Faith, doubt,

settlement or solution of the difficutly, creating a

new faith, and again new doubts, new solutions and

so on recurrently this is the universal story of

religious progress and evolution, as much in the

individual' as in the race.

And in the face of this universal story how can

we set down the different stages of the evolution of

religion, as we may, for instance, that of the butterfly.

The caterpillar, the chrysalis, the butterfly : these are

the stages in the evolution of the latter creature. Can

we similarly lay down three definite stages of the

-evolution of man's religion ? Every generation has

its own preculiar faiths, the result of its peculiar

experiences, mental, moral, and spiritual, its own
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peculiar doubts which it seeks to solve in its own

peculiar way leaving an exceedingly complicated

legacy of faiths, doubts, and possible solutions for

the next Even if we skip over the minor changes

Resulting in tra- that are being constantly worked in

STntr^fo: man '

s conceptions regarding reli-

ent circumstances gious duties by his advancing know-

ledge of Nature and his changing views of himself,

even the larger and broader transformations that

are preceptible after comparatively long periods

of time, scarcely give us materials for such genera-

lisations as will justify our laying down a definite

number of stages of universal religious evolution.

For the very simple reason that the character of

these transformations is not the same, or even is

not similar, in all religions.

In tracing the evolution of Hinduism, for ins-

tance, it has been the usual practice with modern

students, to take the Vedas, the Upanisads, and the

Puranas, as marking its three principal stages of

growth. But when we examine the Vedas closely,

we find that these cover not one but many stages. In-

deed, they indicate a long course of the evolution of

Hindu thought and theology. The
Illustrated in the

b .fa.
evolution of Hin- Vedas are a compilation of'mantras or

Vedas, Upanisads
w^at are called Sanhita texts andBrah

and Puranas each mans or directions for rituals, inters-
or which involves

. .

'

numerous Stages persed with exegctical interpretations
and Conflicts

and numerous storieSj iegeuds and
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ancient anecdotes. But even the Sanhita texts

of the Vedas, which are regarded as the

most ancient portion of these Scriptures, do not

refer, it is clear, to any one particular period of the

primeval history of the Indo-Aryan family, nor to

any definite stage of their mental or social evolu-

tion. There are verses in the Rig-Veda, for

intance, that very distinctly refers to the time when

the Vedic Aryans were engaged in jungle-clearing,

that is, when they were in the earliest stage of evo-

lution that sociology or Anthropology has been

able as yet to trace in the history of the human

race. The view of the jungle-fire as a friend of

man, in as much as it "shaves the surface of the

earth and clears it of all having growths," like a

clever barber, clearly conveys the memory of the

times when man was engaged in the arduous work

of clearing the earth for his habitation. Side by

side with these texts, which are, however, not very

numerous we find others that could have been

composed only by a people that had more or less

settled down to $n agricultural life
;
while there

are other texts again, that give us a vivid picture

of a people who had, to a very large extent, attain-

ed a civilised state, who lived in cities, built stone

structures, possessed horses and elephants, and

used them in their wars, who rode and fought on

chariots, and adorned their persons with gold and

silver ornaments, who had developed laws and ins-
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titutions of a comparatively advanced type for their

social and civic government. All these records

could not belong, surely, to one and the same

period of the life of the Vedic Hindus,

nor mark, in any way, one single epoch or stage of

their social or mental growth. Even there is a

marked evolution in their religious ideas as between,

for instance, the first and the tenth Mandala of

the Rig-Veda, a gradual growth from a parti-

cularistic and naturalistic to a kind of universal

and monotheistic * idea of the godhead, as seen in

the well-known text f. The one truth, the Brah-

mins call by various names, such as, Indra, Varuna,

Gadutmat, Rudra &c. It is not at all reasonable,

therefore, to treat this varied collection, even of the

Sanhita texts, as marking one stage of Hindu

evolution. The growth of these texts, from these

that are undoubtedly representative of the earliest

known period of Indo-Aryan evolution to those

as in the tenth Mandala of the Rig-Veda, for ins-

tance, that indicates one advanced synthesis, could

not by any means be accounted by the five hundred

years that Professor Max Muller gives as the out-

side limit for their growth in such an absolutely

arbitrary and summary fashion. Professor Balgan-

gadhar Tilak basing his calculations upon astrono-

*
Prof. Max Muller would call it not Mono-theistic but

Heno-theistic.

t Ekam sad bipra bahudha badanti etc.

4
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rriical and geological evidence, the truth of which

would be more difficult to contest, would give as

many millenniums and something more also, to

measure the growth of the existing Vedic texts, as

Prof Max Muller gave centuries. And how can

we then take the Vedic Sanhitas, not to mention

the other branches of the Vedic literature, as repre-

sentative of one single stage or moment of Hindu

evolution?

And the same remark applies to the Upani-

shads also. Not to take cognizance of those Upani-

shabs, like the Gopal-Tapini and others, that are of

an obviously modern, or what, at any rate, may bs

boldly called the post-Pauranic period of Hindu

history, sven those that have been accepted as
A

canonical by' ancient commentators, do not tear

proofs of an absolutely single stage of thought and

speculation. It is clear that some of these belong

to later, like, for instance, the Swrtaswxtara and to

a much earlier period. Professor Max Muller gives

200 years as the probable period of the growth of the

Upanishads, and here also his conclusion is unsup-

ported by any valid evidence. But even two hundred

years may, under certain circumstances, be not a very

insignificant period of a nation's life and history,

and they may work, as we know from our own

times, mighty changes in the thought and life of a

people, such as can never be brought together under

one single step or stage or moment of their evolution,
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How can we class all the Upanishads together

then? And there are distinct evidence of violent

conflicts of thoughts and strivings after a settle-

ment and solution of .these, in the canonical Upa-
nishads themselves, as we shall see in detail when

considering their contributions to Hindu evolu-

tion. In some, for instance, the earlier ritualism

of the Vedas is absolutely condemned, marking a

distinct period of Antethesis. In others, which

evidently mark what may be called a stage of Syn-

thesis, there is a clear attempt to work out some

settlement, some compromise, some via media bet-

ween the way of knowledge or Brakmajnana and

the way of works and rituals, or Kami a. Indeed,

it is impossible to study the Upanishads without

marking in them a long and laborious course of

conflicts and settlements, of progress and evolution.

And like the Upanishads, the Puranas also are

many, and the so-called Pauranic Hinduism, with

its exuberance of symbolism and ceremonialism, is

not as some people seem to think, a pathological

development of Hindu thought and theology, but

mark a distinct advance upon those of the Vedas and

Upanishads, and cover not only a long period but

many courses of real progress and evolution. And

finally, are we to understand that all progress in

Hinduism ceased with the last of the canonical

eighteen Puranas? Some of the Tantras are of

later date. And what about the successive
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commentaries of these Puranas by sectarian thinkers

and propagandists ? What about the compara-

tively modern movements, and
(

more particularly

the Bhakti-movements, or the movements of Love

and Faith, both Vaishnavite and Saivite, in Nor-

thern as well as Southern India? These are

pertinent questions and they tend to show that

even modern Hinduism is not a fossil, is not an

object-lessonIn religious degeneration, but still a

living, growing, changing, expanding, evolving thing.

And of a living thing or thought it is impossible,

to mark, except in a very arbitrary and unscienti-

fic way, definite and limited stages of evolution.

We can trace the history of a living organism, and-

this history will necessarily indicate the different

moments of its evolution, but there is no warrant

whatever, to fix these moments down to any defi-

nite number. *

3 Prof, Caird's Stages of Religious Evolution

Critically Examined,

This characterisation of the earliest phase of

human beliefs as known to us, is, in one sense, true
;

but the term "Object" is essentially a philosophic

term implying relation to a Subject, and as sugges-

ting any differentiation in consciousness, between

the Self and the not-Self, which this term does

* Caird s Evolution of religion.
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seem to imply. Objective would seem to mean

surely, a good deal more, when
Professor Caird _

calls the first ofthe applied to the earliest phase ot

-
n's God-idea, than is justified

gion evolves, the ty factSi jn the first place, any
objective stage;
and the essential form whatever of a God-idea, is not
characteristic of . , r , f .-, v ,

-this stage is that a universal feature ot the earliest

man here regards h of human religion known to
God "as an object

r &

among other ob- primitive culture. There are tribes

jects."
^

...
among whom religion appears

in the form of a common and social custom

alone. Leaving these cases aside, even where

religion, as understood by us is discovered as a

specific fact or institution, the word Objective

would hardly express adequately the central idea

of it. Man in the objective stage, according to

Professor Caird, looks upon himself "as an object

among other objects," and he conceived his God

also as such. But is this analysis of the idea of

himself of the primitive man strictly accurate?

Has he really any concepts ? He forms, no doubt,

some generalisations. Without some such genera-

lisations there could hardly be any association of

ideas and without such association of ideas

there could be no memory. But even lower

animals have memory, which also must possess

some background of generalisations behind even

mere animal intelligence. If these rudimentary

generalisations could be called concepts, primitive
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man may claim to have them, but he has them

only in common with the higher orders of the

animal kingdom. But the concepts that are gene-

rally recognised by us as such, are, however, more

advanced and organised forms of thought. They
are the fruits of reflection, and the earliest stage of

primitive human intelligence can hardly be called

reflective. It would hardly be correct, therefore, it

seems to us, to say that at that stage man either

knows himself as an object, or that he knows any

other thing as such. The truth is that in this

stage man knows himself really and absolutely as-

his body as tall, or short, lean, or fat, white, or

black, strong, or week, hungry, or full, happy, or

miserable, or as moved or calm, as safe or frighten-

ed and so on, and this is about all that he knows or

feels of himself directly. To this he adds also

some indirect knowledge of himself, derived from

others, as having been born of such and such

parents, and belonging to such and such family or

tribe, and having, as such, certain social obligations.

This is all that primitive man, in the earliest

known state of his mental evolution, really knows

of himself. And this, surely, is not knowing him-

self as "an object among other objects," unless the

expression is taken to mean simply that man

at this stage knows himself, just as he knows the

things about him only through his senses by

means of his perceptions and such crude genera-
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lisations as are common to all intelligence, animal

or human. Our analysis of his experiences, in the

light of our own advanced thought and philosophy,

which out of the implications of his immature mind,

does present him in the shape in which Prof. Caird

describes him. We see that all the while primitive

man was looking upon himself as an object among
other objects, but he did not exactly see himself

in this light. He approached himself as much as he

approached everything else, simply through the

gates of his senses. That seems to us to be the

real truth. And whatever distinction he made

between himself and others was simply a distinc-

tion of me and not-me
;
and not in any sense of

Self and not-Self or of knower and known or Sub-

ject and Object. And Prof. Caird's terminology

seems, therefore, to us to be open to considerable

misconception, and we would prefer to call the

earliest phase of the evolution of religion as the

Perceptive or, following Prof. Max Muller, the

"Naturalistic" state, using the term naturalistic in

the sense of unreflective, in which the words

"nature" and "natural" are not infrequently used in

common parlance.

But the reading of advanced philosophical ideas

and intentions into the history of religious evolu-

tion is patent throughout Prof. Caird's study of

this subject. As he calls the first stage of religious

evolution the objective stage, so he calls the second
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stage the subjective stage, and the third or last

(b) What Prof, stage he characterises as the univer-

sal stae - In some reliions there

coming after his is a phase which may very properly
objective and first

, , . .

J r v j

stage, can never be be called subjective, but in some
said to be common i i i . ,

to all systems of religions only; and even in these,

religion. .A clear-
ft would not be possible to prove, WC

ly marked stage
L l

of religious pro- are afraid, that this is the second
gress which can .

,
.

,

properly be called stage in their evolution. But we do

not see this strictly subjective phase

Upanishads. in all religions, because, owing to

difference in race-characteristics, the religious senti-

ment had not everywhere the same original spiri-

tual sense to work upon, by which alone could a

strictly subjective character be developed in any

religion. The particular phase of Hinduism repre-

sented by some of the ancient Upanishads may
well be called subjective, we admit. For in the

religion of these Upanishads there is a distinct and

preponderating emphasis on the subjective to the

more or less entire neglect or denial of the

objective. Here the subject is constantly set up
over against the object, and practically while all

reality is appropriated by the former, the latter is

relegated to the realm almost of dreams and

shadows. The subject or the Self is the Truth,

the object or the not-self is untruth. The subject is

everlasting and eternal, the object everchanging

and ephemeral. The subject is the reality, the
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object is mere appearance. The subject is absolute-

ly independent of and different from the object. It

is pure being. This is the keynote of these Upani-

shads. No one can read through these Hindu

scriptures without being impressed with their

intense, their excessive and exclusive subjectivity.

And coming to these studies after those of the

naturalistic poetry and ceremonialism of Vedic

religion, this subjectivism of the Upanishads does

seem to mark a fresh phase, if not a new stage, in

the evolution of Hindu religion. The same thing,

though in a much less accentuated form, is also

marked, to some extent, in the evolution of the

It may not be ancient religion of Greece, which

quite foreign to
also bears evirfence of a phase of

the ancient reh- r

gion of Greece. naturalism prior to the philosophic

speculations of the later sages and sesrs. And if

all religions were like those of Greece or India,

Professor Caird's classification would have some

justification. But all religions are not alike, have

not had the same original endowments, nor the

same historic setting. We do find a subjective

phase in Aryan religious evolution, it is true. But

do we find it clearly marked in the evolution of

the non-Aryan systems ? Is there any trace of a

truly subjective phase in the history of Judaism ?

The characteristic of the subjective phase Prof.

Caird's subjective stage as described by himself is

that here God is apprehended as the subject, and
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as such stands eternally apart from all objects..

But one would But where do we find God appre-

hended thus in the Old Testament

fora correspond- records? When and where ? There
ing stage. . -L- ,.- u

is an objective, or as we would

prefer to call, a perceptive phase in Judaism, as we

shall see later on. There is a later phase where^

God is apprehended as a Super-sensuous Being,

but at no time was he apprehended really as the

subject by the ancient Hebrews. The God of

Judaism is super-sensuous, but super-sensuousness

is not the only, nor an absolutely essential charac-

teristic of what is called the subject in philoso-

phy. He is omniscient but even omniscience does

not directly and necessarily cancel all objecti-

vity. Either we must accept the term subjective

in a much looser sense than is admitted in

philosophical literature, or we must confess that

even an Omniscient being is not necessarily the

Subject or the Absolute. We are all subjects in

relation to our objects : we are also objects in

relation to other selfs or subjects. Our being a

Subject doe's not preclude, except at the final

analysis of the concept subject which leads to abso-

lute monism our being also at the same time ob-

jects. God may similarly be omniscient and may
have the whole creation for his object, and yet, in

as much as he becomes an object of our knowledge,

lie too becomes to us an object. When, therefore,.
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God, whether He be seen or unseen, finite or in-

finite, becomes an object of man's knowledge, the

religion which apprehends and presents him as

such, becomes objective. And mere omniscience

or omnipotence or any other attributes ascribed

to the Deity in such a religion would not lend to it,,

what Prof. Caird calls, a subjective phase.

In the entire range of human religions, so far as

it is known to us, the religion of the Upanishads

alone can claim really to present a truly subjective

phase. Because there is absolutely no suspicion

of any objectivity in the Upanishadic conception

.of the Deity. The Upanishads distinctly say that

the Supreme knows everything but
The Upanishads r T , , . A i i

alone distinctly
of Him there is no knower. And thus

n^nowe/of
61

'^ **Y "* off the very roots of all

Supreme who
objective ideas concerning the God-

knows everything.
J 11,

head. Is he then absolutely un-

known and unknowable ? Yes, reply the Upanis-

hads without any doubt or hesitancy.
*

3T

"The eye does not go there (i.
e. to Brahman),,

* Kena Upanishad I. 3.
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the speech does not go there, neither does the

mind or the understanding. We do not know it.

We know not how to impart instruction about it.

It is distinct from what is known, it is beyond what

is unknown
;

this is what we have heard from

former teachers who have explained it to us."

But this nescience is not the final teaching of

these scriptures. All that it means is that Brahman

It means that the
is unknown and unknowable as an

JBrahman is un- Ofyea. But Brahman is known and
known and un-

Tmowable as an knowable as subject^ known and
object though . ,. . . , ,

known and know- knowable,. that is, not as the known
.able as subject. but as knower, We know Brahman

just as we know ourselves. Those who know

their own Self know Brahman, for the 'Self

and Brahman are one. This, briefly, is the

real subjectivism of the Upanishads. This is the

true subjective conception of the Deity. Every

-other conception of God as an object of our

knowledge, is distinctly objective. This Upa-
nishadic phase of Hinduism is the only strictly

subjective phase of religious evolution we know of

in the entire range of the existing religious records

of humanity. Do we find it as the second stage,

if we find it at all, in the evolution of the other

world-religions ? Are there proofs of this phase

in Judaism ? Are there traces of it in Islam, except

in the teachings and experiences of those who have

been condemned as heretics ? Had this stage been
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reached at any time by Latin Christianity ? And

if there are no proofs of this, the only true subjec-

tive phase or stage of religious evolution in so

rna'ny of the grown-up religions of humanity, how

can we follow Professor Caird and accept it as a

universal moment in the evolution of man's.

religion ? '

The third and last stage of religious evolution

is characterised by Prof. . Caird as the Universal

stage. In this stage, the conflict between the

subject and the object that marked the second

or the subjective stage, is overcome by the consci-

ousness of an essential unity between the two.

The Subject and Object are both here apprehended

as moments or phases of the Absolute, which

cancels this differentiation between them imme-

diately it is formulated. And thus, Prof. Caird

reaches, in this the last and highest phase or stage

of religious evolution, the philosophy
(c) The last

b > v v j

stage which Prof, of Absolute Idealism of which he
Caird calls the r ,i 11, ,

absolute stage
1S one * ^"e ablest exponents in

[hesif

a

ofth
f

e

S
dia-

England - Logically his scheme of

lectic ofReason is religious evolution is correct, because.
also found only in .

the later Upanish-
*t represents, as we have already

ads and the Pura- . , j , ,1 i. , ,. r -n

nas and Bhakti pointed out, the dialectic of Reason,
Sastras m any ^he universal procession of thought
thing like an ex-

*

plicit and develop- and knowledge. But the confusion
ed form. . , . . . .

in this presentation arises out of its

application to actual religious history. For as we
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have, no doubt, a truly subjective phase in Hindu

-evolution, in the religion of the earlier Upanishads,

so we do find a truly universal phase also in the

later Upanishads, and, as we shall see in course

of our investigations, in a more developed form,

in the religion of the Puranas, especially in the

philosophy and religion of the Hindu Schools of

Love and Faith, both Vaishnavite and Saivite.

But do we find any traces of this universal phase

in any other world-religion? Not to speak of

Judaism or Islam, do we find it even in Christianity,

except in the life and experiences of solitary saints

and sages, and these generally

Judaism and
bdcmg to the Catholic Church,

Islam can not
_

&
.

'

claim any such in whom what may be called, the
Stages. Even in .

'

Christianity it is Christ-consciousness assumed a

re
d

"34 universal form
> cancelling, all con-

individuals, Sects flicts if not all differentiations, and
and Schools.

revealing itself through all crea-

tion
;
as well as, in a feeble though extremely

pregnant note in the philosophy and culture of

the Alexandrian Fathers, and also in that form of

philosophical Christianity which has come to be

associated with the name of Hegel, the new school

of Christian Theology to which Prof. Caird him-

self belongs ?

It seems to us, indeed, that the scheme of the

evolution of Religion, presented by Professor Caird

is somewhat arbitrary and subjective. He marks
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three stages of this Evolution. But why three at

all ? The dialectic of Reason suggests no doubt three

logical stages of evolution, but can we apply it

Chronologically chronologically to any particular

:speaking, Prof
hjstory Qf religious evolution ?

Lards presentaton
J

is, therefore, arbi-
Thesis, antethcsis, and synthesis, or

trary and subjec- .....
tive. The moments homogeneity, differentiation, and

integration, these do represent the

ed in the process of
iOgjc of fae .

evolutionary process.
Evolution, repre- f

sent the dynamic But in actual course of evolution do
aspect of it a pro- . f ,. .,

cess ofeternal gen-
n t these follow one another very

gationofwhichthe
rap}dly and is not the circle repeat-moments are prac-
r } ' r

tically inseparable ecj almost endlessly in the history

of every form of psychological evolution ? In

thought or reason, thesis, antethesis and synthesis

do not appear, at any time, in what may be charac-

terised as a static or stationary aspect. They form

an ever-recurring circle. Thesis, antethesis and

synthesis represent, so to say, the dynamics of

reason or thought. The whole process is in perpe-

tual motion. Thesis as soon as formulated, com-

mences to create its own antethesis, which also im-

mediately sets in motion its own synthesis. The

logical process of evolution is really, as we have

said, a process of what Christian theologians call,

eternal generation. And in evolution, whether

biological or psychological, it is absolutely impossi-

ble to say where one stage ends and another begins,

.and consequently we cannot, as a matter of fact
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divide these stages at all. All such division must

be merely theoretic, abstract, and arbitrary ;
and at

best it can only be logically but never chronologi-

cally true.



CHAPTER IV.

The Source of Religion

1, Max Muller's Theory of its Origin

Philosophy of Religion, or what Max Muller

preferred to call the Science of Religion, as far

as it has been investigated
'

and worked up, traces

Modern investi- the origin of the religious pheno-
gations trace the mena either in nature-worship or
origin of religion

"

in nature wor- in ancestor-worship. Hume, and
ship or ances- . _

ter worship Mil- following him, Herbert Spencer,
ler and Spencer attribute the birth of religion to an-

estor-worship. Max Muller, on the other hand,

has sought to trace the origin of man's reli-

gious consciousness to his intuitions of the

Infinite within and his contact with and contempla-

tion of the natural forces and phenomena without,

which acted as the first stimuli to quicken his

inner intuitions of the Infinite. But both Spencer

and Max Muller seem to us to present only a

half-truth. Prof Max Muller de-
Max Muller

,. .

rather inconsis- fines religion as the sense of the
tentlv calls his . r ., . ^ -p, , ,

work a science as infinite m man. * But what is

? ATrV-f this infinite? .He Could not, COn-
idea of the Infinite

'

is beyoud the
sistently, claim that his theory of

Scope of Science. ... , , .

religious evolution was a science,

*
For the .exact terms. Vide Science of Religion.

\ 5
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when he presented an abstruse philosophical term

as expressing the very essence and substance of

the phenomena which he undertook to investigate.

Science goes no further than the indefinite: it knows

no infinity. The highest point in mathematics,

for instance, though for courtesy's sake called an

infinity, is really not infinite but simply indefinite.

If it can at all be called an infinity, it is what may
be called a spatial infinite, which, every student of

metaphysics knows, is no infinity at all, but is only

another name for that which the vision of man

cannot comprehend, and in thinking of which the

mind of man loses itself in immensity. But true

infinity is not realisable by the eye, but by the self,

the spirit, which itself is infinite. The Absolute

alone is Infinite, and not science but philosophy or

metaphysics alone can reveal the Absolute to us.

But though the ultimate meaning and truth of the

Infinite or Absolute can only be realised and attain-

ed . by deep abstraction and great

He, perhaps, mental and moral excellence, the
refers to the intui- .

tion of the Abso- result of long and laborious tram-

ifthe
ln

vagu

e

; mg and disciplines, there is, yet, it

sense of the Un- must be admitted, a general and
known, present .

throughout the vague feeling or intuition of it

in every man. Man's affinites

With
'

his longing for
>

his groPinS

after the Absolute does constitute,

therefore, the universal back-ground of his religious



life and experiences, and this vague sense of the

Unknown, if not really of the Infinite, is present

at every step of the evolution of human religion

from the lowest to the highest. And in this sense

Prof. Max Muller's definition is capable of defence.

B ut where it fails is in its interpretations of the

Infinite, as actually apprehended by the primitive

mind. The sense of the Infinite is intuitional.

But every intuition needs external
But his hmita- . .

'tion consists in and objective stimuli to be quicken-
the position that j , , , j
this sense of the ec* mto activity and consciousness.

Infinite is quick- what is the objective and external
ened by Nature J

above. stimulus that, acting upon the mind

of man, first quickened, however feebly it might

be, his intuitions of the Infinite, and thus gave

birth to his religion ? It is Nature, says Professor

Max Muller. The "infinitely large" and the "in-

finitely small" things and objects about him quick-

ened man's earliest intuitions of the Infinite. The

sky, foremost of all
;
broad expanse of plains, some-

times
; lofty mountains

; meandering rivers losing

themselves in unknown realms and coming also

from, unprospected regions ;
the sea, the forest,

the phenomena of light and darkness ;~-these and

similar natural objects and phenomena aroused

men's sense of the Infinite. This is Prof. Max
Muller's view. It is partly true also. But only

partly, and its lack of fullness is a fatal limitation.

A definition must cover, and an explanation must
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meet, the whole field and every phase of its object.

Professor Max Muller's fails in this. The Nature-

sense, so to say, had, no doubt, a potent influence-

in the develo pment of religion among Aryan-

peoples, but surely not among all peoples. In others

But though na-
the Primar7 emphasis is not on

ture-notefspromi- man's contact with his Nature-sur-
nent in early Hin-

duism, the influence roundmgs, but rather on his rela-

tions with the social organism to

ong the Chinese. which he belongs. Among the

Chinese, for instance, Nature is approached through

the prism of the social experience, and interpreted

in the terms of the Social life. The head of the

social life, the Emperor, is also the head of the life

of Nature, and he used to issue edicts deposing the

heavenly bodies just as he did in regard to his

earthly mandarins. To trace the origin of the

religious sentiment, therefore, to man's sense of

Infinity as quickned by contact with his Nature-

surroundings, would fail to meet the case of the

Chinese, and to some extent, perhaps, even of the

Semitic races, with whom also the social sense

seems to have dominated over what may, be called

the Nature-sense. The religion of Israel is called

covenantal religion; it owed its origin to a covenant

or contract between the God and the people of

Israel. In the Old Testament the expression Lord

of Hosts means in the earlier stages, simply the

Commander of the Army of Israel, an idea fully
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supported by the theoratic form of the social and

civic government of the early Tews.
And the Jews,

It is only subsequently that the

celestial army of stars and planets came to be inclu-

ded in the "hosts" of the Lord. And this shows

very clearly the social emphasis of Judaism, in the

-entire literature of which the Nature-note is exceed-

ingly feeble and subordinate. Had Professor Max
Muller applied his theory of the origin of the religi-

ous sense, to the religious history of the Chinese, or

even to the history of the Old Testament religion,

he would, we are sure, have himself discovered the

fatal limitations under which it laboured, and for

which his interpretations of the phenomena of

human religions have failed to some extent.

The fact, really, is that what Prof. Max Muller

calls, in a somewhat loose way, the sense of the

Infinite, is only a consciouness of what may be

called the "Not-Me." This "Not-Me" is what man
comes to feel first of all, surrounding him on all

: sides, opposing him sometimes, and, perhaps help-

Max Mullens "In-
ing and befriending him at other.

finite and Caird s

'object' mean, per- The so-called Infinite of Prof.

whTc'h

th

nd
e

s
Max Muller is only this "Not-

the primitive man Me f tfa prjmitive man ancj ft
on all sides and r '

out of contact and would be absolutely correct to say
conflictwithwhich .... . ,

his religion grows, that man s religion grows always and

everywhere out of his contact and

with Aham. conflict with this "Not-me". What
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Prof. Caird characterises as "object," is only this

"Not-me". Others have called the earliest phase

of religious evolution, as particularistic, instead

of objective. But like Prof. Cairds "objects," their

"particular" are also found, at the final analysis to

be only forms of the "Not-me," what in Hindu

Philosophy is characterised by the general term.

Idain or this, that is, what is not Aham.or I or me.

But this is speaking in the terms, it may be

said, of the unknown, what in mathemetics is

called X and Y, the "not-me" is an unknown

quantity, and may mean, therefore, as much or

as little, as Prof. Max Muller's "Infinite." No,

by no means so. For this "not-me" is a very

tangible thing to primitive man. It
It is the Power- f

& r

not-Himself that is the Power-not-Himself that cons-

tantly curbs and controls him. In

m his activities. hjs nature-surroundings the primi-

tive man stands perpetually face to face with a

power-not-Himself that curbs and controls his

activities. He sees it in the roaring thunder, in

the rushing storm-wind, in world-devouring forest-

fires, in running volumes of water, in cataclysms

like earth-quakes and tarnadoes, as well as, at a

later stage/in the movements of the heavenly

bodies, and the mysterious play of light and dark-

ness at nights, and at dawn and even-tide. All:

these are his "Not-Me," represent powers and

personalities to him that have a hold upon his life-



and that can make or mar his happiness at their

The nature deities will. This perception of the Not-
of the early Greeks
and the Hindus ori- Me in nature is the origin, really,

c^pdOTofthe^Not-
^ a^ nature-deities whether found

JJ
e
",, ,

nature- in the ancient records of the Hin-Max Miller s con-

clusion is a hasty dus or the Greeks or of any
generalisation from

, A ,,

this fact. other race. All the mere promi-

nent Vedic gods, like most of the earlier Hellenic

deities, belong to this class. And it is, evidently,

a consideration of these that had led Prof. Max
Muller to attri bute the earliest quickening of man's

intuitions of the Infinite to his contact with and

contemplation of the awful mysteries of Nature.

2. Hume and Spencer's Theory

Nature, however, is not the only aspect in

which the "Not-Me" or the "Power-not-Himself"

that sought to control man, stood face to face with

him, in the earliest state of his existence. As in

his Nature-surroundings primitive man saw and felt

the presence of a Power-not-Himself that stood in

opposition to his desires and activities, so also in

his social life, in the authority of his tribe, in the

rites and customs enjoined upon him by tribal

law and tradition, that had behind them the sanc-

tion of his ancestors, primitive man became, at
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every step, conscious of a controlling and awful

outside agency. While Max Muller
But the primitive
man found himself saw, from his study, specially, of the
controlled also by ... i r j_i A i

social authority primitive records' of the Aryan reh-

and traditions.
gions this Power-not-Himself that

Hume ana Spencer
seem to generalise quickened man's earliest conscious-
from cases illus- ,. ... . . .

tratitig this fact in ness ot religion, in his nature-

inTn! surroundings, Hume and Herbert

cester worship. Spencer, from their special examina-

tion of the records of the life and thought, of

savage man, as found in books of travels, saw this

Power-not-Himself only in the social authority and

traditions of primitive man, and the one took

nature-worship as the first expression of human

religions while the two others took ancestor-

worship to represent that earliest phase. The

fact, however, is 'that the earliest phase of religious

evolution testifies to the presence of a dual force

acting upon the instincts of man, one, what may be

Man's earliest
Called the Nature fofce

> giving rise to

religion, the pro- the worship of what has been called
duct ofa dual force

. .

nature and Nature deities, such as are found in

society.
early Hindu and Hellenic religion,

the other, social force, which led to the worship

of ancestors, a the source, the sanction, and the

fountain-head of it. Out of this dual consciousness

of a Power-not-Himself, that manifested in

Nature-phenomena and in social authority, man's

earliest religion seems to have growri up.
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3, Man's earliest Religion product

of both Elements
c>

Indeed, as Nature formed an essential factor in

the life of man, so did also Society, at every stage

of its growth. His nature environments have been

as constant a factor of his evolution as his social-

, , r environments. We know of no time,
Both the factors

essential and cons- in the history of man, when he did

not live in, and form part of,

some social organisation. It is his relation, organic

almost, and pre-historic, with other men and women,

forming members of one and the samev community
or tribe, speaking the same dialect, observing the

same customs, tracing a common origin, that really

differentiate man even in the most primitive state

from every other species of animal, We can

conceive of no time when man was not a social

being, and even pre-historic research furnish no

evidence of such a period of human evolution.

And this social bond has universally constituted an

essential element of his religion. In fact where we

find absolutely no idea of a god-head, no injunc-

tions regarding worship, no records, direct or in-

direct, of any instinct or sense that might be

referred to the Unseen, where, in short, we find no

trace of what is usually known to and understood

by us as religion, even there we find this obedience

to social authority, in the form of observance of
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social customs, as the only substitute for religion,

But his social environments supplied only one-half

of man's religious incentive, the other half was

supplied by his natural or physical environments.

And these two. Nature and Society,
Though there are

considerable vari- constituted always the two agencies
ations in the em- , v , i j i_ J.-L

phasis on them in
that worked up, everywhere, the

the different sys- religious consciousness of mankind.
terns :

'

But there has been considerable

variations in the emphasis that has been laid on

these two essential stimuli and vehicles of man's

religious-ideas. In some people, the emphasis has

been on Nature, in others on Society, while in

some, again, it has been fairly divided between

them two where the emphasis has been stronger on

the Social than on the Nature environments, as it

seems to have been, for instance among the Chinese,

(a) Among the
an^> *n anotner fashion, among also

Chinese and the tne Hebrews as well, there, Nature-
Hebrewsthe
stronger social forces have been viewed and ex-
factor interprets , .

, , , r . , . ,

the nature-forces pressed in the terms of the social

in its own terms.
1{fe and relations the conception of

a social hierarchy rising, in gradation, from family-

authority, represented by the worship of ancestors,

to the imperial authority, represented by the.

Sovereign, the earthly manifestation and instru-

ment of the Royal-dead, is transferred also to the

Government and organisation of the physical

world, as;v\e see in China
;
or the conception of an
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earthly theocracy is transferred to represent a

similar rule in Nature, and the hosts of Yahveh

represent an earthly army here, and an army of

stars and planets above, as we find in the records.

of the children of Israel Among the Aryans,

however, this emphasis has been, it seems, very

fairly divided from the earliest times, between the

Nature-forces and the social-authority, and we find

in the Vedas a dual religion, so to say, one consist-

ing of the worship of Nature-deities and the other

that of ancestors, and these two lines of religious

sacraments and duties run parallel to each other

throughout the entire course of the evolution of

early Vedic Hinduism. And even in subsequent

evolution, as the Nature-deities gradually united and

coalesced, so to say, in the conception of Brahman,

. . ^ the One Ttuth the Ekam Sat
(b) But among

the early Vedic as it is put in the tenth Mandala of
Hindus the em-

, ,->. ir , , . , , . .

phasis was fairly
the Rig Veda, so the social deities,

the ancestral sPirits
>

also

and coalesced in that of Prajapati,

Brahman represented the highest synthesis, in

In a higher stage the pre-Upanishadic stage, of the
of Evolution the . ,.,
nature-deities gra- Nature-Gods while Prajapati repre-^

coalesced

1

In the sented that of the social Gods or

conception of ancestral spirits : and Brahman and
Jlrabmait. and the *

social-deities syn- Prajapati, like the Devas and the
thesised in the . TT ,. . .

notion of Praja- Pitris, divided Vedic worship equally

between them, for a very long
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period, it seems, of the evolution of primitive

Hinduism. And even when it reached the stage

of monotheism, the social-emphasis
In the highest .

synthesis ofmono- was not entirely lost, but Prajapati
theism. the concep- ,.,, , i i n
tion of Hiranya

was stl^ retained, as we shall see

'Garbha contains
later Qn in the conceptioil of

social-emphasis.
'

"

Hiranyagarbha, the first born of

Brahman, the origin of social life and order, the

first teacher of truths, the first promulgator of Law.

But Society forms one essential element of

man's religion. The other essential element has

'been supplied by his physical environments. In

the earliest stage, his mind was naturally absorbed

by terrestrial phenomena. He was then engaged in

clearing the earth,and making it fit for human habita-

Of the pheno-
t*on - His mind was, naturally, fix-

mena ofnature the ed
- ^ ^ Afc fchj st fire

celestial succeed

the terrestial and must have played a very important
those having more ,.,..... . .,. - .

direct reference to part in his life, Primitive man first

Slho!? that stood face to face with fire, in its

are remote in that natural manifestation of jungle-fire,
respect, in evok-

ing religion cons- self-produced, forest-devouring,
ciousness in man. ., , , 1 i' . 1 ,1

terrible and over-whelming to both

,man and beast, yet ultimately turning out to

be the greatest friend of man, in as much as it

cleared the surface of the earth of both beasts and

vegetation, opening it out, thus, for human habita-

tion. Fire, therefore, we find in the Vedas, des-

cribed as the first-born of the gods. In the jungle-
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clearing stage man had; really, no leisure to con-

template the majestic sweep of the heavens. He

was then too absorbingly engaged in fighting his

terrestrial enemies, and overcoming the obstacles

that Mother Earth raised before him, to indulge in

pleasant dreams of the Sun and the Moon, or the

brilliants of the blue vault above him. Celestial

phenomena came later to receive his notice, and of

these storm and wind, thunder and lightning, must

have received much earlier notice. The heavens as

the panorama of light and darkness or as a symbol

of all-embracing, all- pervading immensity, which

Max Muller calls the symbol of the Infinite, enter-

, ed much later into man's reflections, to form, thus,

an element of his religion or a vehicle of his wor-

ship. But natural objects and phenomena, whether

terrestrial or celestial, supplied always, at every

stage, and everywhere, one aspect of the great Not-

Me, through which man first commenced to feel

after his Maker, while his Society formed the other

aspect of it. And the truth, about the origin of the

religious sentiment, does not lie, therefore, either in

the theory of Hume or Spencer on the one side,

nor in that of Max Muller, on the other, but partly

in both
;
the full truth being found in the com-

. bination of the two. For man's
Religion is thus

,. .
, , ,

an attempt at ad- religion has always been an attempt
on his Part to ad

J
ust himself to his

ment-

nature-surroundings on the one
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side, and to his social-surroundings on the

other.

Religion may, therefore, be defined, with the

Greeks, as Harmony : theharmony of the individual

man with his environments in every
It is the harmony .

of the individual aspect and department of his life

with his environ-
-, , ., 11 .-,

ments and, in a and activities, as well as, in the

higher stage, the
higher and more spiritual stages,

aarmony of the ...
inner self to the har.mony also with his inner self
outer life. .

'

. . , . ,
,

, .

his inner ideas, ideals, desires, aspira-

tions, and cravings, and his outer life and activities

and the social and civic institutions in and through

which that life and those activities find their instru-

ment and fulfilment. And the true History of

Religion is only the history of the attempt that

man has always made, with varying success, to

adjust himself to his physical, his mental, his moral

History of Reii- or social, -his civic and economic

gion is the history
conditions, and, through this pro-of such a progres-

> 3 o r
sive adjustment or

gressive adjustment, to develop the
.harmony of the

self to the various highest possibilities of his nature,

fT^kT highest
and realise the loftiest promise of

realisation. n{s sou l t

This, it seems to us, is the view of

religion, in its most general aspect that

a comparative study of the religious experi-

ences of humanity most fully supports. It

supplies a key by which almost every religion may
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be unlocked, from what is called the lowest

forms of animism, fetishism, or
This is the view

of religion most totemism, to the highest forms of

c^pfrTStudy
monotheism or theosophy or gnosti-

ofthe wide reli- cjsm whether Hindu or Christian or
gious experiences
of humanity. Islamic.



CHAPTER V.

Evolution of Religion.

1. It Evolves with the Evolution of the Views

of Self and not-Self.

Contact with the "Not Me" in its dual aspect of

Nature-force and Social-Authority,
Religious life

. . .
*

,
- /

grows with the is the originating cause, then, of the
growth of man's . . . . T ,

contact with religious consciousness in man. It

nature and society grows and expands, necessarily,
and the conse- r ' J>

quent increase of with the growth and expansion of
his knowledge of . . , ,

them. this contact, and the consequent

advancement in man's knowledge and ideas con-

cerning his natural and his social life and limita-

tions. All differences between one religion and

another is explicable by the different estimates that

man has formed in different countries and at

different times of these two aspects of his Not-Me,.

as well as by the difference of the emphasis that has

been laid, by different peoples, on
Science or philo-

sophy of Religion one or other of these dual factors of

well their life. The study of these varia-

as of the under- tions. as wen as of the fundamental
lying unity of the

different estimates unity underlying them all, with a
of the two aspects . . , t ,

of the "Not Me" view to work out the general laws

and principles involved in the origin

ent peoples, by and growth of human religions, is
critics! observe-

tion and proper the object of what may be called the

Science or Philosophy of Religion.
tive method.

^nd, as we have already said, the



methods of investigation here are the common

methods of Science, namely, observation, experi-

ment, comparison, classification and generalisation,

to which must be added the two most important

methods of investigating living and growing objects

and institutions, namely, the comparative and the

historic method, corrected, verified, and illumined

by the general law of psychological or mental

evolution.

Religion being, thus, in its broadest and most

universal sense, the attempt of man to adjust him-

self to his
" Not Me" with a view to the realisation

of his own highest end, the evolu-
Evolution of

.

Religion Corres- tion of religion must, necessarily,
ponds to the Evo- r n ., f , . . , .

lution of man's follow the course of relationship in

view of the "Not- wn fcn man enters, in his progressMe which, again,
' r

Corresponds to through life, with this Not-Me.
the Evolution of .

his view of him- And, indeed, we find it always in

self*
actual history that man's religion

has always changed or advanced in accordance with

his progressive or changing views of this Not-Me,

as his views of this Not-Me also have, themselves,

changed and evolved, in accordance with man's

changing and advancing views of himself.

Man's relations with his Not-Me are of three

classes. The Not-Me is, in the first place, an

object of man's knowledge. All his senses operate

on and through this Not-Me. He sees it, he smells

it, he hears it, he touches it, he tastes it, in Nature,

6
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and he feels its presence and power in his relations

with it, in his social life. By these means he comes

to know of the Not-Me. Man here is, though he

may not always know it himself, what we would

(a) This is due,
w^ our advanced knowledge call,

'

in the first place, the knower of'the Not-Me.
to the relation or

the knower and Me is the object of his knowledge :<

the known bet- , . ,, , .
A A , , T ,

,, . , . ,5

ween the self and he 1S the subject, the Not-Me is his
'"

the not-self. ob
j
ect This is one relation. And

it is the character of every relation that any changes

in one of the factors of it, brings on a change neces-

sarily in the other factor also, so far as the particular

relation is concerned. Consequently man's views

of himself have always changed with his altered

views concerning his Not-Me, as his changed views

in regard to the Not-Me have also changed similarly

his own estimates and ideas concerning his own

self. Change in man's nature-surroundings owing
to his migration .to a different and

Illustrated in the

changes in religion distant region of the earth is a real

in his m-Me- s
alien social orga- what contact with an alien social
nisation. . . .. ,

organisation must necessarily work

in the other, the social aspect of his Not-Me. And

these changes have contributed very largely to very

distinct changes in man's religious ideas and

ideals where even the original religion seems to

have been one. Differences between Judaism and Is-

lam are of this class and character, as well as the
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-differentiations that are observed in the religions

>of ancient India and ancient Greece. In the one

case these were brought about by the dispersion of

4:he Semitic, in the other by that of the Aryan race.

As the Not-Me stands to man in the relation of

known to knower, or object to sub-
(b) Secondly, it . .

'is due to the ject, so also it stands to him in that
relation of the f i i HT *_

enjoyer and en- of enjoyer and enjoyed. Man not

.

betWCen only knows the Not-Me through.them

his perceptions, but every act of

perception calls up sensations of either pleasure
or pain, and thus, man, stands perpetually

.related to the Not-Me through his sensations

or feelings. And here also, progressively to

man's capacity to fee/, as well as to the Not-

Me's power or opportunity to make him feel,

his relations with it must change, and such changes

must necessarily lead to important developments

in his religious ideas and ideals.

And, finally, the Not-Me is not only an object

(c) Thirdly it is
^ man>s knowledge or of his emo-

due to the'rela-
tions, is not something that he

tion of the agent ^ _

and the object perceives by his senses, or some-
of action between , ,

. .
, ,

.
,

,them. thing that causes him pleasure or

pain, fills him with admiration or disgust, or awe

or contempt, something that works upon his emo-

tions, but it is also something that calls forth

his energies and impels him to some form
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or other of activity always. In our present state,,

there may be things that we perceive about us but

which neither draw nor repel us. In these cases per-

ceptions do not evoke emotion, and in the absence

of emotion, the will is not moved. But this is large-

ly, if not wholly, due to the comparatively

higher stage of mental evolution that we have

reached. In this matter, the adult man or woman

in civilisation differs very much from little children,

whose perceptions are uniformly associated with

sensation and volition. It is universally observed

in babies. Savages, not trained to habits of reflec-

tion, are like babies in this respect, and the neces-

sary relation between perception, sensation and

will-movement is proved more clearly in their life-

than in ours. But the Not-Me is to us, as it is to

them, equally subject to the operation of the will.

Man knows the Not-Me^ and stands to it in the

relation of subject to object. He feels the Not-Me

and stands to it in the relation of feeler and felt, or

as we have in Sanskrit,enjoyer and enjoyed $13

tffamffl- Bhogya-Bkaktaram. He is moved to

action by the Not-Me, and stands to it, thus-

in the relation of agent to the object of his activity.

The actualities
^nd tne course f evolution ill reli-

ef this three-fold
g{on js determined by the actualities

relation, then, ^

J

determine the of this triune-relation in which man.
course of Evolu- , . , . ,, ,...

tion of religion.
stands always to his Not-Me, as re-

presented by his Nature-environment, and his Social
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organism, the changes in this triune-relation ac-

counting for his changing ideas both of his Deity
>and his Duty.

2, Its Psychological Process.

The course ofreligious evolution must, therefore,

be studied as an essentially psychological pheno-

The process of menon. It must be studied, that is, in

rsuch an EVO- the light of the evolution of human
lution is clearly a

.psychological reason, human emotions, and the
phenomenon and ..

should be studi- human will. I he earliest stage m
-ed as such. ^ psych logical evolution must

mark the earliest stage also of religious evolution,

and so on the two courses of evolution must,

necessarily, advance along parallel lines.

In the earliest stage of mental evolution we find

three things, namely, (i) Perception of sense-objects

(2) Sensations ofpleasure and pain, and (3) Activity
\

to attain the one and avoid the other- This is, in

most general terms, child psychology. This is also,

more or less, the psychology of primitive man, in

the earliest stage. This is what may be called the

^naturalistic stage of human culture.
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(A) Its Naturalistic or Perceptive Stage,

Man here is not but little removed from the.

brute creation. His senses are his main guides in

life. Instinct is in possession, here, of his reason..

When he reasons at all, as he must necessarily do<

In the naturaiis-
in taking his experiences of yester,

tic stage of reli-
day as a guide for to-day, he does-

gious Evoluton ...
the perceptions, so instinctively, so to say, and not
sense-feelings, ins- . i

tincts and impul-
b7 an7 conscious, reasoned, process..

ses of the child jjjs experience is limited. His vi-
man supply the r

objects, motives sion is narrow. His generalisations.
and methods of _

, 11-1
his worship.

are few, such as are observed m the :

play of intelligence even in lower animals..

His emotions also are of a very simple charac-

ter. The complexity observed in the thoughts,,

emotions, and impulses of civilised man

is absolutely unknown here. And his activities

are also of the simplest, the most direct

and crude nature. This is the inventory of the

mental life of primitive man. And his religion

also is in perfect consonance with this life of

perceptions, sensations, instincts and animal

impulses ; perceptions supplying the object of"

his worship, sensations the motives for it, and

instinct and impluse furnishing the methods and-

appliances, the rites and ceremonies of his

worship. This may very properly be called the;

naturalistic stage or phase of religious evolution.
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And, as we have already said, this term natu-

ralistic, or as we would ourselves prefer to call it,

perceptive, would seem to be a more accurate

characterisation of the first phase of religious

As this first
evolution than Prof. Caird's ob-

stage is that of
jective because they follow more

undinerentiated J '

unity, it should
closely, perhaps, the dialectic of

more accurately 1- 1 ,. r T
be catied'Nature- reason. In the dialetic of Reason,

'Pe^?
t]S the first or earliest stage is that of

not 'Objective' unity, undifferentiated and homo-
which implies

'

differentiation be- genous unity. But the term objec-
tween subject . ..

and object.
live presupposes differentiation,

breaking up, that is, of this homogeneity ;
for

there can be no consciousness, strictly speak-

ing, of an object without that of a subject,

which stands over against it. Where the subject is

unconscious, there is really and truly no object

either. Indeed, the first movement of knowledge

is an undifferentiated perception, and mere percep
4-

tion, though it does generate knowledge by differ-

entiating it from other perceptions and putting

them on a line, (integrating) with it, does not im-

ply differentiation of subject and object. Indeed,

what may be c ailed, in some sense, a pure state of

nature, is decidedly a state of homogeneity. In

our mental life it is the stage where no distinctions

have yet arisen between the knower and known,
between subject and object, except that of me and

not-me. All knowing in this earliest stage is almost
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entirely perceiving, an operation of the senses

without much analysis, reflection, or generalisa-

tion. It is therefore that we prefer to call the

first stage of religious evolution, as the Naturalis-

tic or the Perceptive stage.

(i) The Earliest Stage Essentially Perceptive.

And the actual history of human religions sup-

ports this nomenclature. In the earliest stage the

senses play a dominant part in the development

of the religious sentiment. The Deity here is not

really an invisible, supersensuous Being, but are all

visible and "sensible" gods and godesses, only

though visible, there is always something "uncanny"

and mysterious about them, something that sug-

gests hidden powers for good or evil and undis-

covered possibilities. And this element of mystery

is essential to raise an object or
The history of

human religions phenomenon, however close and clear

earStreHgionis
& ma7> otherwise, lie within the

essentially Percep range Qf man'

s senses, to the posi-
tive inspite of the *

element of mys- tion of a thing to be feared, and,
tery involved.

,
. . i . i ,

therefore, to be worshipped, that is,

either conquered or propitiated. But this element
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of mystery notwithstanding, man's earliest religion,

like the earliest phase of his mental life, is essen-

tually one of perceptions. We should like, there-

fore, to characterise the first and earliest phase

of human religion as Perceptive, instead of

Objective,

Religion originates, as we have seen, in man's at-

tempt to adjust himself to his Not-Me. This Not-Me

presents itself to primitive man always and every-

where in the dual aspect of Nature-Force and

Social Authority. And, in the earliest stage, both

Nature and Society are viewed by man absolutely

through the senses, unassociated with any reflec-

tion, except what is essential to the excercise of

memory, and what is, consequently, common to

all animal intelligence. Even in this stage funda-

mental differences are observed in the religious

ideas and acts of different races. Among some

inspite of all the emphasis as we have said, is more
differences, even
in this earliest on their social life than on their

stage, in emphasis AT , A ^.i

on the various as- Nature-environments
; among others

pects, the basis
jt js more on the Nature-environ-

of sense-percep-
tion is common ments, perhaps, than on their social
to all early stages ... , .,

-of religions. life; while among certain races,

from the very beginning, so far as we can see from

their most ancient records, this emphasis seems

to have been pretty fairly divided between the

natural and the social aspects of their Not-Me.
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But whatever differences might, thus, be observed'

even in the earliest phase of their evolution, bet-

ween different religions, the fact of their being based

essentially upon sense-perceptions is common to>

all. The earliest Vedic deities, Agni, Varuna, the:

Maruts, Rudra, Indra, the twins Aswini Kumars,,

are all visible objects. So also are all the oldest^

Hellenic gods. So also is the earliest God-percep*-

tion of the Hebrews, inspite of all their claims to a

superior and supernatural revelation of divine

truths. El-Elohim, translated as Lord Almighty

in the English version of the Old Testament, walks

the earth,
4
and is visible to his first creatures..

Adam and Eve see him, and he sees them, and that

this seeing is literal and not metaphorical is proved

by their hiding themselves from their creator, and'

by the creator calling out for them, showing

that he could not see them in their hiding, and

their answering him from their secret shelter. The,

entire story is clearly the record of a very human,,

that is, sensuous drama. Scholars are of opinion,

no doubt, that the story of the Fall is not original

to the Hebrews, but that they borrowed it from,

others. But whatever may be its source, the fact

is absolutely undeniable that this story in the Book

of Genesis represents the perceptive phase of reli-

gion, and even the Jews must have had such a

phase, as otherwise it would not have been possible
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for them to adapt it to their traditions. All these

. are remnants of very old records, noAnd there is no J '

justification for doubt, as all ancient cosmogonies
interpreting them ,

in the light of everywhere are, more or less, and

there is absolutely no justification

tive sense. for interpreting these passages in-

the light of our larger experience, in a/

figurative sense. The Negro who, in obe-

dience to ancient custom, still offers in our

own time, food to the tree or the bush that

has been worshipped from time immemorial

by his ancient forbears may say that the

invisible spirit of the tree eats the invisible

essence of the offerings, and it is, there-

fore, that though eaten, the food, apparently

remains the same, (i) but still, it is a fact that

his primitive ancestors made no distinction, like-

him, between the tree or bush, as they saw it,

and its invisible spirit. Such a consciousness.

would presuppose the cognition of the self as

distinguished from the not-self, a conciousness of

the soul or spirit of man as not only differentiated

from, but absolutely independent of the body.

Yet nowhere, nay not even among people who

have had, it seems, an original endowment of a

spiritual sense, is this consciousness seen so

( I ) See Tylor's Primitive Culture and Early History of

Mankind-
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fully developed in primitive culture. The ear-

liest conception if we may at all apply

the term to what was only a perception of

the god-head was nowhere that of an invisible,

The early con- supersensuous being or thing, but

-ceptionofGodis that of something which, though
always sensuous &

or perceptual cognisable by the senses, was still

though shrouded i , , . r i

in awful mys-
shrouded in some profound or

'tery'

awful mystery, either owing to

its very nature, or owing to some memories

associated, by tradition, with it.

Indeed, not only in the Book of Genesis, but

even in Exodus, where we come across the records

of a somewhat advanced phase of Judaic religion,

we find mention of a "sensible" god-head. Elohim

walked the earth at Eden ;
and was

Even the Exo-
dus speaks of a seen and heard with their mortal eye
"sensible" sod- , , A n IT-
head showing

and ear
>
by Adam and Eve, in

that the tradition the book of Genesis. Yahveh or
is kept up long
even in an ad- Jehovah, the new name in which
vanced stage.

the God of Israel presents mm-
.self to Moses, in Exodus, is also seen by him,

though somewhat mediately, in, or through, or as,

a burning bush. Yahveh talks to Moses even as

Elohim had done to Adam. He too is almost a

visible, and undoubtedly an audible God. Grad-

ually, however, he passes out of both man's sight

;and hearing. But even long afterwards the tradi-

tion is kept up ;
and the Ark of Shilo becomes
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the symbol or nmemonic of the old vision and a

whole party of Israelites are punished with imme-

diate death, in verification of the old saying of"

Yahveh, "no man shall see God and live" for

foolishly, and possibly in a sceptical spirit, pry-

ing into the sacred mystery.

(II) The Perceptive Character of the God-

Experience in early Hebrew Records;

In fact, the sensuous or perceptive character of

the God-experience of the early Hebrew records

t T . cannot be denied. In Genesis 3, 8-
(I) In Genesis

J '

3.
10. we read . "And they heard the

voice of the Lord God walking in the garden

in the cool of the day; and Adam and his-

wife hid themselves from the presence of the

Lord God amongst the trees of the garden." (S)>

"And the Lord God called unto Adam and said

unto him, Where art thou ?" (9)

"And he said, I heard thy voice in. the garden,,

and I was afraid, because I was naked and I hid

myself." (10)

And next follows what sounds like an enquiry

into the facts of their disobedience : God asks

Adam
;
he refers to Eve

;
he next asks Eve. who-

refers to the serpent, and they are all punished.
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The same perceptive God-experience is re-

corded also in Genesis 4, for here also God appears

.
before Abel and Cain, and has a

(II) In Genesis

.4. long converse with the latter, and

being punished for killing his brother, Cain

"went out from the presence of the Lord and

-dewit in the land of Nod, on the east of Eden."

(verse 16).

In the next place, God repents his creation

(Genesis 6. 6 and 7), and sends the flood, but ap-

pears before Noah and directs him to make the

(iii) In Genesis
Ark anc* g and take shelter in it.

6. After the Deluge, Noah builds an

alter unto the Lord, and offers burnt offerings on

it. "And the Lord smelted a sweet savour
;
and

the Lord said, in his heart, I will not again curse

the ground any more for man's sake
;
&c (. 21-22)

The Lord appears before Abraham, hoWever,

subsequently, "in a vision" (15. i.) ;
but he talks

(iv) in Genesis
to ^^m as ^e^ to Adam and Noah

:I 5- But the visible sign does not yet

pass away. For, when the Lord made a covenant

with Abraham, just after the manner of the ancient

Hebrews, (15-9-10) though the terms of it were re-

vealed to him in "deep sleep" (i5-i2-io&c) the ac-

tual ratification was made, as was the custom, by

the Lord passing between the pieces of meat,

as
l(a smoking furnace and a lamp of fire" (15. 17).
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Subsequently, however, the covenant is re-

Affirmed by God who "talked with" Abraham (17. 3.)

The Lord, next, comes "down" to Sodom and

Gomorrah to "see whether they have done altogether

(V) in Genesis according to the cry of it, which is

l8- come into him, "and if not," (he

says) "I will know." (Genesis 18, 2i).

Next we find the same, perceptive God-experi-

ence, distinctly, repeated in the case of Jacob :

"And Jacob was left alone
;
and there wrestled

-a man with him until the breaking of the day.

And when he saw he prevailed not against him

(Jacob) he said Let me go, for the day break-

eth. And he (Jacob) said, I will not let thee go,

except thou bless me. And he (the wrestler) said

unto him (Jacob) what is thy name ? And he said,

Jacob. And he said, thy name shall be called no

(VI) In Genesis more Jacob, but Israel: for as a prince
32> thou hast power with God, and with

men, and hast prevailed. And Jacob asked him
and said. Tell me, I pray thee, thy name. Where-
fore is it that thou dost ask after my name ? And
he blessed him there. And Jacob called the name
of the place PENIEL (ie the Face of God) : for I

have seen God face toface^ and my life is preserv-

<ed. (Genesis 32. 24-30 &c).

In Genesis 35, 9 15, is recorded another "ap-

pearance" of God to Jacob, and his converse with
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him, and also how God pointed out the spot where^ 4

Jacob had first talked to him, so that he might

(VII) In Gene- build a pillar there, in memory of
sis 35- of the event

;
"And God went up

from him (Jacob) in the place where he talked with

him. And Jacob set up a pillar in the place and

called the name of the. place where God spake with

him, Bethel" (verses 10 15).

It would also be impossible to deny that the

God-experience recorded of Moses in the Old

Testament is also of a distinctly perceptive

kind.

In Exod 3-2. where is recorded the first vision

of Moses, we read <fthe Angel of the Lord ap-

peared unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst

of a bush, and he looked, and behold ! the bush

VIII In Exodus burned with fire, and the bush was.

3- not consumed. And Moses said, I

will now turn aside, and see this great sight, why
the bush is not burnt. And when the Lord saw

that he turned aside to see, God called unto him

out of the midst of the bush, and said, Moses,

Moses. And he said, Here am I. etcs (verses 2-4)

A reference to Isaiah, 63, 9, tells us what the

Angel of the Lord means, it means not a mes-

(iX) In Israel 6. senger of the Lord, but his presence

"In all their affliction he was. afflicted, and the angel'

of his presence saved them etcs (Is. 63-9)
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Subsequently, we read of the Lord going before

(X)in Exodus the Israelites, in their journey
r 3- through the wilderness, "in a pillar

of a cloud" by day and "in a pillar of flre" by

night.(Ex. 13. 21.)
.

And all these bear ample, and it seems to us

absolutely convincing evidence of the perceptive,

the "sensible" or sensuous character of the ear-

liest God-experience of the Hebrews.

(Ill) In Mahomedanism,

Even Maho mmed, the most iconoclastic, and in

some sense, the most rationalistic of the founders

The perceptive
f religion, though he did not see

.element in Maho- Qod t hmrd ^ yo{ce jn moun{.

medamsm-in the J

visions of Ma- Horeb. If it be said it was not audi-
hommed and his . .

disciples- though tion, but cognition, not a sensuous

long? teethe re- but a soul-experience, expressed in

flective stage of fae terms of the sensuous only, still

religious evolu-

tion. the actuality of the visions of his

disciples visions of him and Ali and others, could

not be so explained away. Nor should we forget

the comparatively advanced state of Arab cons-

ciousness and culture when Mahommed was born..

Islam belongs, really, not to the perceptive but

to the reflective state of religious evolution.

7



(IV) It cannot be entirely Subjective,

All these, however, disappear from the later

Jewish records. It is no longer God himself who

appears directly to man, but his angels, bene-

Elohim, the sons of God as they are called, be-

come messengers between God and man. Gradu-

In later Jewish
a^7 even these pass out of the stage

records, the an- of Judaic religious thought and imagi-
gels came as J &

messengers of nation, and not God, nor even his
God to man. In

the next stage, angels, but most frequently the

"voiced God?
"Voice ofGod>" comes to the Prophets

coming. Atlast, to communicate to them, and
in the New Testa-

ment, the Spirit through them to the people of Israel,

visible form* des- the wishes and admonitions of

cends upon Jesus. Yahveh, until we find in the New

Testament that neither the visible presence of God,

nor that of his angels, nor even his "voice" comes

to man, but it is" the Spirit of God that descends,

and here also in a visible form, though evidently

symbolic upon Jesus immediately after his bap-

tism to declare that this is his Son in whom he

is well-pleased. And the gradual
The early per- . .

ceptive stage dropping out, in these records, of

grTdStycS the previous visions and auditions

never be called en Of QO(J js extremely significant, as
tirely Subjective.

J '

indicative of the fact that in the

earliest stage, even according to Jewish tradition,

man did hold intercourse .with visible and audible
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:gods, and this vision, in any case, was not entirely

subjective.

(V) Its end Sensuous,

The earliest phase of religion appears to have

'been either nature-worship, ancestor-worship or a

combination of both. And, in every case, the

object of man's earliest religion was cognisable,

either directly or indirectly, by his senses. The

nature-deities were all visible and
In nature-wor-

ship or ancestor- audible objects, and the ancestors

-worship or acorn- . . ,

bination of both were also
>
m a wa7> such -

the object of wor- were numan beings, having all the
ship is always

& '

cognisable by the powers and functions and forms of
senses.

-i_i j it, -u
visible men and women, though re-

moved, by death, from the field of their earthly

labours. These ancestors appeared, often

times, to their children in dreams and thus

testified to their existence, and not infrequent-

ly even indicated their wishes, their plea-

sure or their wrath, through the same psycho-

logical phenomena. And it is well-known that to

the primitive man, his dream-life,
E. G. the depar-

r

ted ancestors app- though mystereous and awiul, was
.earing in dreams.

not a bit less real than his waking-

life, and that his dreams supplied much ampler

materials for his crude but absolutely natural and
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and activities of his waking hours. So, from what-

ever point of view we examine the earliest recorded

or even the earlist conceivable, state of human re-

ligion, we find that it was almost entirely a pro-

duct of man's sense-activities and his sense-life,

the only life, that is, that he may be said to have

In this stage the had then. His deity was always
end of religion is . . .

also sensuous something that he perceived by his

senses - The end that he sought
avoidance ofpain, through his religion was the fur-

therance of his earthly, his animal, his sensuous life

he: knew then of no other the attainment of

pleasure, and the avoidance of pain, both being

almost entirely sensuous
;
and his mode of worship

was also sensuous. Where religion appeared in

the form of submission to custom or tradition

alone, as we find it in some savage peoples,

there also the motive was the safety and pleasure

of the individual or of those who were dear

and near to him.

(VI) It is unavoidable.

Nor, indeed, is there any warrant whatever,

even in the experiences ofthe most developed forms

of human religions, for looking down upon these



primitive efforts of the human mind to reach itself

out to the Absolute or Infinite, as belonging not

only to a lower, but essentially and generically,

an altogether different plane. For, can it be held

that even Christianity or Islam, the
The deepest spi-

ritual experiences two most iconoclastic religions of the

rhrkrifln^ronsrf world, has been able completely to
\_rll ITlbLlClLl. L.UllbLfl" ' L

ousness prove p.et beyond every form of sensuous-
that though sen-

>

J J

suousness indi- ness in their religious ideals and cul-
cates a lower ,,.

'

r ,

stage of religious
tures. What, for instance, are the

culture yet the rleeoest exoeriences of Islam ? Do
most iconoclastic

QeePesi< experiences or isiam t uo
religions of the not these all gather around the re-
world can not al-

. . .

ways afford to get lations that are realised by the faith -

completely be- ri -.1 .1 T 1 ^ ^ AJI
yond every form *u * w1^" *"e Prophet ? And how are

of it. Thus it is these cultivated ? Is it not throughnot of a plane

quite different the contemplation of the earthly
from that of the

,. r , . ,311 r r ^.t.

higher religious
l"e and even the fleshly form of the

experiences.
Hazrat, or of his immediate disci-

ples, Ali or Abubekar and others? The lives'

of the Mahomedan saints all bear testimony to

the fact that some, at least, of their profoundest

.spiritual experiences gathered around the vision

ofMahornmed and his personal friends and disci-

ples. And every devout Mahomedan would,

we think, unhesitatingly admit, that in the pro-

foundest beatitudes known to Islam, the figure or

the person of Mohammed is always or almost

.always present in the consciousness of the devotee.

And the same remark applies to Christianity as



well. The profoundest experiences of the Christian'

consciousness have gathered around not only the

character of Christ, in a vague or formless fashion,

but around the figure of Jesus, especially of his

figure on the cross. The vision of Christ on the cross

is universally regarded as a very superior spiritual

attainment in every form of Christian meditation, .

and St. Francis of Assist, who so deeply realised

this vision as to reproduce in his own body, the

passion of Christ, has been almost universally ac-

cepted as the ideal Christian devotee. The figure

of Christ, and that of the Madonna, are accepted

institutions for spiritual discipline and culture in

both the Catholic and the Greek Churches. They
are not absolutely discarded by Protestantism either.

They are found in the Anglican Church, for ins-

tance
;
and though some Protestant denominations.

have banished these figures from their Church,

have they been able to put the vision of Christ on

the cross altogether from their consciousness, or

even from their religious exercises ? On the con-

trary, do they not enthusiastically preach this

vision as a vehicle of Christian worship and Chris-

tian culture ? And those that have entirely

banished it : have they gained or have they suffered

in t heir religious and spiritual life by it ?
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(VII) It is Universal,

The fact really is that man's sense-perceptions

forming an organic element of his life, constitute

always an organic element also of his religion.

_,. . Even the most modern of our reli-
1 he perceptive

or sensuous ele- gions, those that pretend to have
ment is a Uni- , _ . . .

, .

versal factor in known God as Spirit, and that try,

:
therefore

'
to worshiP him

>
in spirit

even in the most and in truth, have not, really, reached
modern of our

religions. It ap- that super-sensuous state which they
pears in different , TM /- t r j ^ A.I

forms in different preach. Their God is found, at the

stages. gnaj analysis, to be either a mere

abstract idea, and if so, it is no doubt super-sen-

suous, or a mere word, an empty sound, an

acoustic symbol, so to say, around which what-

ever religion they have sought to grow, or it is

some sensuous imagery, a poesy or a phantasy and

nothing more. The meanings of sense-perceptions

may and do vary as between a primitive and a

civilised man, but the fact that these contribute

the most vital elements to human religion seems

to us to be Universal.

(VIII) It is a Question of Fact not of Reality.

In any case we have it almost on the universal

testimony of both ancient records and modern

researches into the psychology of primitive life
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that in the earliest state of the evolution of religion,

the object of human worship was always either

visible objects or phenomena, or some visible

social authority. Man does, in primitive culture,

see and hear his God. This much is undeniable.

, r And in studying the phenomenaWe are not, of-
/ fc> r

course, consider- of religious evolution, we are not
ing in this psy- ,

, -.1.1 . ,\

choio<ncal study
concerned here with the truth or

falsehood of these visions and audi-

objectivity or rea-
tions, truth that is. in the sense of

hty i. e. whether
the true God ap- their objective reality. It would be

through

8

them! difficult to establish the objective
We take them rea]}tv of the experiences of even
merely as facts ,

J r

through which our more philosophical religions. But
the religious life

of man progresses
this question stands, however, out-

side the range of our investigation. We are consi-

dering here a mental or psychological phenomenon,

namely the original ideas of man regarding the

deity, and how they took their birth. The truth

of the ideas, as a matter of actual experience, and

the way in which they have grown up : this is what

we are trying to understand
;

and this truth is

absolutely independent of the objectivity or reality

of those ideas and ideals. A man may, for ins-

tance, jump off in a fright at the movement of a

black creeper dangling before his face from the

branch of a tree in a tropical jungle, taking it for a

deadly viper, and the fact that what he got so

frightened at was not a viper but a creeper, will
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not disprove the truth of his fears or the fact of

his running away from it, Similarly the question

here is not whether what primitiveAnd from such

apointofviewitis man saw and heard was in reality
doubtless that the /-. , , j , j

perceptive, forms God as we have come to understand
the necessary ear- that concept, but whether his God-
liest stage.

r

idea did or did not reveal itself

through these visions and auditions
;
and whether

the feelings and activities that resulted from these

visions and auditions were not what must be re-

.garded as truly religious. And when we find that

it was so, we can safely assert that the earliest

known and conceivable phase of religious evo-

lution is what may well be called naturalistic or

perceptive.

(IX) Forms and Characters of its Deities,

Nor is it altogether impossible to trace even the

form and character of the deities or gods of this

perceptive phase of human religions. The Vedic

deities are indicated by their very names. Agni

The forms and *s ^Q
>
an(^ no one wno reads the

-characters of the texts of the Vedas dedicated to this
Deities of the per-

ciptive stage may god, can mistake his actual form or
be traced to their , _ . ...

,

natural or social character. It is not possible, without
sources.

doing great violence to the texts, to

interpret the Vedic Agni in any but a purely natural

sense. Agni, for instance, is described as having two,



mothers, dvimatrika^ which clearly refers to the

production of fire, in that primitive age, by the

help of the fire-drill, that is, by rubbing two pieces

of sticks against each other. We are next told

that it is a strange character of this God-Agni,

that he eats up his parents immediateiy he is born..

Like Agni, Varuna also is unmistakably this

visible firmament, and so are Maruts, the winds
;;

and the heavenly twins, the Aswini Kumars are^

without doubt the morning and evening twilight.

Soma is the juice of the plant of that name which

Served as a beverage, possibly fermented and in-

toxicating, to the Vedic Aryans. Indra is some-

times the Sun, sometimes the clouds, the holder

of the thunderbolt, and sometimes, in later

records, he seems to represent the entire hierarchy

of the shining spheres overhead. Saraswati is

distinctly a river, and we shall see while studying

what Professor Max Muller calls the biography

of these Vedic deities, how by an exceedingly

natural and simple process, this Saraswati came to-

develop into the presiding Deity of all human arts

and sciences, and even the inspirer of divine

wisdom, and its personification. Vedic deities

are of two classes, devas and pitris..
E.G. The Devas

'

.

and the pitris of The devas, as their name implies,,

to\helr^orship^ represented nature forces and pheno-

pers forms and mena especially those manifested
characters appre-

A

hended by the in the heavens
;

the pitris the

fathers, represented the ancestors of



the Vedic Aryans. And both these conveyed to their

worshippers forms and characters easily appehended

by the senses and what may be called the lower

intellect of man. *

We have already referred to the oldest Hebrew

records that have come down to us, where we

find distinct traces of what we have called, the-

perceptive or naturalistic phase of primitive reli-

it is difficult foms gion - I-t is difficult, however, to as-

to ascertain now certain from these records, what was-
the actual forms
of the earliest the actual form of these earliest

perceptions of the . - . _ . ,

deity among the perceptions of the Deity among the.-.

Semitic peoples. Semitic peoples. Both Elohim and

Yahveh are, to us, mere names. We can find out

from the Vedas what Agni, or Varuna, or the

Maruts, and other Vedic deities meant in real,,

sensuous life. But what Elohim or Yahveh really

meant similarly, is more than what we can say

in the present state of our know-
Yahveh and Elo- . , . TT , ...
him are to us ledge of Hebrew religion and.

mere linguistic Hebrew language. All that we know-
signs for God, But
we do not know of Yahveh is that it was a mere:
what actual natur-

al or social ex- sign among devout Hebrews, who-

teTThoTe
S

vmpro- expressed it by bringing together
nouncabie combi-

fjve characters of their Alphabet
nations of letters.

Yodh, Aleph, Vow, Aleph and he,

* For illustrations (i) Egyptian, (2) Babylonian.'

and Assyrian, Mytholgy^ Vide-Hibbert Lectures ; and (3)_ Primi-

tive culture Vide Tylor and Spencer.



without any nookta or vowel sounds being joined to

'them, and the combination, therefore, stood as a

mystery which could not even be pronounced. A
isimilar mysterious combination also appears in

in the Scriptures of Islam, namely, aleph, lain and

.meem, but without any vowel sounds and which

:also is, consequently, an unpronouncable word.

But aleph and lain, in the form of El, is a term

common to both Arabic and Hebrew and seems

to be the oldest word for God in the Semitic

languages. We find it in the Arabic Allah, as

well as in the Hebrew Elohim. This is all, that

we know of Elohim'also. But what was the ori-

ginal meaning of El or Elohim, what of Yahveh ?

Do these terms refer to something that the primi-

tive Hebrew or Arab, or the common ancestors

of both saw or heard or felt in his nature-environ-

ment, or were they suggested by his experiences

of or relations with social authority to which he

-was subject ? These are vital questions. El-Elohim

El- Elohim ten- is rendered into English by God Al-
dered into Eng-

'

. .1.1 j r
lish by "God Ai- mighty. Here is evidently the idea ot

tSSea of

U

Sght
m*ght, strength, power. But whence

or power perceiv- derived ? What was it that sugges-
ed in nature or

. .

society. ted this term to the early Semitic

man, as a word for invincible might or power? Did

-the perception of might that gave Elohim as a

-name for the godhead, originally grow through man's

'Contact with some nature-force, or with his social
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authority. These are pertinent questions here, and

a satisfactory answer to these questions can alone

reveal the actual object, the original experience

which evoked this god-sense in the primitive

peoples from whose records the present Old Tes-

tament books were clearly compiled.

But if Elohim suggests its origin in the percep-

tion of power or might, whether in Nature or Socie-

ty we cannot say, Yahveh seemes to our mind to

Yahveh, the real suggest its origin somewhat more
God of the cove- ,,,... . . . .

nant came in, definitely m social experience alone.

d$5 For Yahveh is, undoubtedly, the

Judaism when per- rea i God of the covenant in the He-
ception was giving
its place to gener- brew Scriptures, though what was
alisation and abs- . . . , r , , , , . .

,
.

traction. the original form through which the

percept first commenced to grow is more than

what we can say '.or is ever likely to discover

from existing records. But Elohim, clearly, be-

longed to an earlier period of the evolution of Ju-

daic religion than Yahveh. In the Old Testament,

though Yahveh refers to his Covenant with Abra-

ham he presents himself in this new name for the

first time to Moses. It is not unlikely, therefore,

that Yahveh came in at a later and more developed

stage, when Judaism was passing gradually out of

the early perceptive and naturalistic phases,

and consequently when the old vision of

God had commenced to grow dim and the

process of generalisation and abstraction had



already started in Hebrew thought to a more
or less extent.

(B) The Reflection Stage.

But though religion takes its birth, naturally,
Jm the sense-life and the sense-experiences of man,

it soon commences to transcend these. For, our

senses themselves gradually reveal their own ina-

'dequacy even to explain their own workings. They
cannot permanently confiine the thoughts, the ideas,

the emotions and the activities of man, with the

narrow limits of what may be called a mere per-

ceptive life. With the expansion of experience,

primitive man, like the child In civilisation which

necessarily reproduces in itself every phase and

process of both the physiological and the pycho-

logical evolution of the race, commences gradually

to compare one thing with another, and thereby

(i) But the limits to think, to reason, to reflect, and thus
of the senses are ... . ,

.soon over taken slowly but surely to transcend the

by the power of
apparent evidence and suggestion of

comparison and re oa
reflection. the senses, and rise, step by step, to

a consciousness of the super-sensuous. We see

this process of slow evolution very clearly in the

development of early Vedic religion, where almost

all the gods, Agni, Varuna, Rudra, Indra, 'Sara-
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:swati, that clearly took their birth in the sense-ex

-perience of the primitive Indo-Aryans, are gradually

vested with super-sensuous and ethical proper-

ties. Agni which took its birth from the fire-drill

comes to be conceived as existing, in a latent

form in the shape, as it is subsequently put, of an

unmanifested cause in the two pieces of wood

constituting the drill, and though unseen its subs-

tance or form is, thus, never destroyed, and this all-

pervasiveness is transferred to inner experiences

of man
;
and Agni, finally, becomes even an all-

knowing God. Similerly Varuna too, first appre-

hended as this visible firmament covering and

overlooking every living and moving, as well as

every inanimate and fixed thing, comes gradually
E. G. attribution to be vested with the idea of over-

of unseen subs- .

vtantiality, causa- lordship and omnipresence and

iy
en"lt

P

IgS slowly, with that of omniscience al-

and overiordship, so unt}j fae Vedic worshipper is able
omnipresence and
even intelligence to cry out, almost like the Hebrew
to Varuna. , , T , , ,.

psalmist, that Varuna knows his

uprising and down-sitting, and can find him out

from the most secret place of the earth. In study-

ing the biography of these Vedic gods, we shall see

how gradually these super-sensuous concepts gather-

ed, by a very easy and natural psychological process,

around the original sensuous and sensible ideas of

the god-head of the early Vedic texts until in the

Upanishads we find a phase of religion that
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has grown absolutely beyond all tinge or suspicion-

of sensuousness. But even these books themselves,,

with all their super-sensuous and
Supersensuousness ,

.
,

. , , ,

most manifest in subjective emphasis do bear occa-

the Upanishads. s jon j testimony to the original.But the transition J

from the sensuous sensuousness of Vedic religion and.
still visible there. . . ,

to their growth out ot it. 1 he

Kenopanishad of the Sama Veda, distinctly states

how its questionings about the super-sensuous,.

arose out of its contemplation and examination

of sensuous experience. It starts with the.

question :

5J

me uro 3?fa pr,

"By whom directed, does the mind move to its.

own objects? Under whose guidance, does the

vital power, the first of the internal organs, perform

its functions ? Under whose leading are these words .

uttered ! Who is that God who leads the eyes and.

the ears to their own objects ?"

And it shows that the Vedic Hindu had, al-

ready, commenced long before the time this Upa-
nishad was taught, to reflect upon and analyse his

sense-experiences, and had found out the utter
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inadequacy of the senses to explain

and interpret themselves. And when
the time of the the insufficiency of the senses them-
'Upamshads, and

.gradually estab- selves was thus realised by him,
lished the made- . ,

, ... . .

.quacy of sensuous lt: could not, possibly, take long,

after this
'

for the Vedic Hindu t0

discover the inability of the old

naturalistic and perceptive deities to justify their

place and character as pbjects of human worship,

and we, therefore, find them dismissed almost

-with scant courtesy, by the devotees of the

Upanishads.

T ffffT ^fff HlfrT *

ftinfir n

There (in Brahman) the sun does not shine,

neither the moon, nor the stars, nor do these

lightnings shine there : how then shall this fire

.(illumine it) ? All these shine after Him, the Shin-

ing (One). By his light are all these illumined. *

*
Kathopanishad. Chap. II. Valli II. I5th verse.

8



(I) The Emotional and Volitional Phases of

Religion.

Religion always concerns the whole life of

man
;
and it has, therefore, three departments, so

. to say, corresponding
1 to the three-

(i) The emo-
/} ^ s

tionalandthevoli- aspects of the human life, namely,.
tional phases of re- ,, r/ \ , n , / \

ligion determined tnose of (*) intellection, (2) emotion,.,

by the intellectual and , volition. The first concerns
phase.

w/
man's ideas regarding his deity, the

second concerns his feelings towards his deity,,

and third his activities in relation to his deity.

And the character of the second and third aspect

of man's religion is always determined by the

first. His emotions towards his God are the

direct fruits of his knowledge of, or his ideas con-

cerning that God, and his religious activities or

acts of worship are always determined by these

emotions. In the earliest, or what we have called,

the perceptive phase of human religion, as the-

Deity is an object of man's senses, so his religious

emotions are also, really, sensations,.,
(ii) In the earli-

est stage of reli- and have reference more to his physi-

cal than to his inner life, as we under -

through the senses stancj that Hfe to be. Fear is the most
arouse the emotion

of fear, and the dominant feeling in all primitive reli-
devotional ac-

tivities consist in gion, fear arising out of the apprehen--
magic, sorcery &c. sion of some physical pain or loss.

And from the records of very primitive peoples, like

the cannibals of the Pacific or of Central Africa,,



it seems that the deities in this phase of earl/

religion, are almost always regarded as malevo-

lent, and consequently magic, incantation, sorcery,

these constitute the chief elements of worship

here, if worship at all it may be called
;
and

sorcerers and medicine-men are their priests.

Possession is a very common religious experience

in this stage, and magic, sorcery, and the other

concomitants of cannibal religion, seem to grow-

out of these curious nervous and psychological

phenomena. The object of worship here is not

propitiation, really, but subjugation or expulsion of

the deity which clearly is engaged in doing

evil to the children of man. And the most

common forms of these magics, incantations, and

exorcisms, are the infliction of distinctly visible

torments on the subject. Consequently, even

primitive magic does not work through absolutely

unseen agencies. In the later phases, hypnotism

and other allied psychological phenomena came to

be closely associated with magic and sorcery
*

and the agencies became consequently more or

less unseen and mysterious ;
but in the ear-

liest stages, these were clearly visible, and

worked through purely physical or physiological

means.

We do not find this phase, however, very

markedly, if we find it at all, in the Vedic

records. There is, no doubt, a good deal of ex-
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orcism, and magic, and incantations, in the

Illustration Vedas. Indeed, the best part, per-
from the- Vedas.

^aps of the Atharoa Veda may be

said to consist of these. They are, possibly,

the contribution of the non-Aryan and abori-

ginal tribes of India, to the Vedic culture

and religion, which first opposed and sub-

sequently, with the wonderful adaptibility

of all ethnic systems, quietely absorbed

these aboriginal ideas and ideals into themselves.

But whatever their origin, these exorcisms and

,.,,, , . .. incantations generally refer, not to
(i)Theyrefertoevil

' '

spirits and enemies the real Vedic gods, but to the evil
of men and hence

. .

not to Vedic gods spirits, the Asuras and the Rakshases,
proper. ^ ^^ ^s ^ one

'

s enemies-the un-

known 'and known causes of the ills that befall

man. Even if magic, sorcery, incantations, and ex-
t

orcists and medicine-men, be accepted as represen-

ting the earliest forms of human religion, we find

but scant records and recollections of those in the

scriptures and traditions of the great world-religions.

The records of the past history and
(ii)

The great ,<.,,., f
world-religions evolution of which seem to refer,

clearly, to a later and higher phase
and in them even of these religions ;

and though fear
fear leads to pro- .

pitiation, but not is still found to be the dominant
subjugation or ex- . r .

pulsion ot the motive ot religious works and
deity-

worship, the method adopted is

propitiation, and no longer subjugation or ex-



pulsion of the deity by the infliction of counter-

punishment or counter-injury on it.

And the form in which the god or gods are

sought to be propitiated corresponds, very natural-

. . L . . ly, to their sensuous or sensible
Ine propitiation

of fire by kom, character, in the earlier phases of
and subsequently ... , . T -r T ,.

when other gods religious evolutions. In Vedic n-

bearer ofoblations
fied butter and sacred and scented

to gods speak or a

higher culture of herbs to fire, constitutes, possibly,
the Indo-Aryans. , ,. r , ., ,.

the earliest form, and it was a dis-

tinct and visible mode of feeding the fire, and

Fire was, as we are told, the first-born of the gods,

in the Vedas. When the other gods came to

appear upon the Vedic altar, the Vedic devotee must

have been perplexed somewhat as to the means of

making offerings to them. Varuna could not,

possibly, be so directly worshipped as Fire. Neither

could the Maruts, nor the Aswini Kumars, nor

Rudra
; indeed, none others of the Vedic gods {

could be so directly tended and so visibly

worshipped as Fire. How to make offerings.]

to them, must have, therefore, been a

perplexing problem to the simple-minded

Vedic Hindu
;

and with characteristic aptitude

he seemed, subsequently, to have solved it,

by setting up Agni or Fire as the messenger
of the gods, he who, not only accepted these

himself, but also carried the offerings of the children



of man to their heavenly lords and gods. Here is

.suspicion of a somewhat advanced state of culture,

no doubt; but we cannot say exactly when these other

gods also were born in the consciousness ofthe primi-

tive Indo-Aryans. One thing, however, is clear,

and it is this, namely, that AgniThe terrible
_

J
.

jungle fire attract- as jungle-fire must have received
ed earliest atten- .

lion. the attention of his worshippers

much earlier than any of the heaven-

ly gods. Agni was, in this particular form, dis-

tinctly a terrestrial phenomenon j
and terrestrial

phenomena received necessarily much earlier atten-

tion from primitive man than the celestial pheno-

mena, specially those associated with light and

darkness. Even the Upanishads, belonging ad-

mittedly to a much later and higher phase of an-

cient Indo-Aryan evolution, record
(iii) But even the

"Upanishads refer the perceptive character of the
to fire worship .

, ,
. /- T-- L .LI IT i-

though as incapa-
.ancient worship of Fire by the Veclic

4 Ben
d
e

U

n
C

t
ng devotees, though condemning it as

incapable of producing any lasting

.spiritual good.*

*(i8) Agni is not only called the priest of the gods and their

messenger, but also (i) Bharata, i.e. the bearer of the oblations to

the gods, (2) Rathi the carrier of sacrifices to the gods,

'(3) As-patram the mouth-vessel, the offering spoon of the gods.

(4) The cup from which the gods drink. See Sathapatha-Brahmana,
J Khanda, 4 Adh. 2 Brahmana.

(19) Agni is also described as the Leader Agrani the com-
anander of the divine forces, who led the gods in their wars against
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*TH smi: 11

II 4IP

"When, on the fire being kindled, the flame

/moves about, the worshipper should pour liba-

tion with reverence, etc. Kali, Karali, Manojava,

.Sulohita, Sudhumravarna, Sphulingini, and the

bright Bishvaruchi, these are the seven mov-

ing tongues (of the sacrificial fire). When one

performs sacrifices at the time those flames are

kindled, offering libations in proper time, attains

to the region of the Supreme God."

II. Ritualistic and external method of worship in

the Perceptive Stage.

In the earliest phase of religious evolution, so

far as we can discover it' either in ancient records

the Asuras and Rakshases. This function was subsequently ascribed

to Indra, and the old idea of Agni as the general of the gods may
have considerably helped, subsequently, the syntheses of Agni,
Indra, Surya etc. into "the One True" Ekam Sat found in the

well-known Sukta of the Tenth Mandala of the Rig Veda.

Ekamsadbipra Vahudha Vadanti etc.

*
Mundakopanishad. I (ii) 2, 4, and 5.
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or in the life and institutions of primitive races*

still existing, as the god-idea is uni-

(a) The charac- ".. , t_ i_ . j
ter of externality versally what we have characterised

different in dif- as perceptive, or what Max Mullar
ferent religions.

r r >

calls naturalistic or what is described:

by Old Testament scholars as particularistic,.

so the method of worship is also univer-

sally ritualistic and external. But the charac-

ter of this externality is, however, not the same-

everywhere, because the nature of the original re-

ligious emotions or relations is not the same among'
all races. In considering the earliest phases of reli-

gious worship as found, for instance, in the Vedas and

the Old Testament, we observe a very wide differ-

ence in the character. In the Vedic religion and

ritualism we find what may be called a most

pronounced note of fellowship between the devo"

tees and their deities. There is a distinct note of

friendship, mixed with that of awe
(i) The note of

fellowship be- and fear, of course, in Vedic chants-
tween the devo- , , ...
tees and their anc* mantras, which we miss very
deities in the mucfo jn the earliest phase of Judaic
Vedic religion

r J

religion. The relations between Agni

or Indra or the other Vedic deities and their wor-

shippers, are touched always with love and affection,

and these gods are very often, if not uniformly, ad-

dressed and approached in the terms of the family

and social relations. But it is very different in the case

of Yahveh and his people. There we find the rela-



tion to be almost rigidly legalistic and commercial..

Indeed, it must necessarily have
(ii) The rigidly

' *

legalistic and been, owing to the contractual or
commercial rela- .

,
,. . T , ,

tion in the Yah- covenantal character of the Yahveis-
veistic religion. i{c religion itself. Yahveh enters-,

into a covenant with the ancestors of the

Israelite people, by which he agrees to be

their God and Lord, and give to them and to-

their seed, the inheritance of the earth, and

they, on their part, agree to serve him to the absolute

exclusion of other gods, and follow his laws and his-

injunctions. There is little or no
Motive for its r , , , r , /v-

observance re- room for the play of any real affec-

ward and punish- t jQn Qf jove jn such a purely lega l,

and commercial ^transaction ;
and'

we find no trace of these softer human sentiments

in the religion of Israel until we come to the

times of Jeremiah. Indeed, the word love as ex-

pressing a religious sentiment first occurs in the

Book of Deuteronomy.
* In all the

It is a contract

made collectively previous records the motives for the-

and not individual- , / ,\ -\T i . i

ly, and hence no observance of the Yahveistic law

room for human
js presen ted as mere earthly re-

emotions. r
-

wards, as its violation is threatened

to be met likewise with earthly punishments. The

whole scheme is external. In fact, the covenant or

* Vide the Book of Deuteronomy. Ch. 6. 5. "Andthott
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy might." Again, 30. 6. This last verse is

^significant as showing how the earlier perceptive, and external, and.
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-contract between Yahveh and the people of, Israel

having been made collectively with the whole

.race, and not with individual members of
it, there

was little room for the play of any human emo-

tions, as there was absolutely no sense of individual

responsibility also, in the earlier religion of the

Hebrews. It took a long time indeed, for any

T . , kind of real inwardness even of an
Its inwardness of

*he ethical type ethical type, to grow in Judaism
took a very long , ,. . -1-1
time to grow on an a distinct ethical note we

find for the first time, in the Pro-

phets Amos and Hosea. * In

vthe pre-prophetic period, Judaism seems, thus to

have been, in its own way as much external,

objective, and perceptive, in spite of its somewhat

.supersensuous ideas of the Godhead) both in its

forms of worship and in its general religious life as

the ritualism of the Vedas.

In fact, animal sacrifices are common to both

(b) Animal Sa- the early Hindu and the early

:Sy
e

st

C

iTof
t0

b th
Hebrew religion - Attempts have

.religions, been made to impart a superior

covenantal ideal of religions had already commenced to be trans-

ferred, and become reflective, internal, and ethical. Here, in 30-6,

we read of a ne.w signification of circumcision "the Lord thy God

will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord

-.thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou

anayest live."
.

* Vide the Book of Amos and Hosea. *
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ethical significance to the sacrificial religion of

(i) Attempts to
Israe1

'
and to interpret these

interpret ethically as a cruder symbol of the great
"the early sacrifices

of the Hebrews as ethical and spiritual truth revealed
cruder symbols of

through the passion of Christ, the
the great Sacrifice

&
f

of Christ. greatest sacrifice ever made on earth

that of the "only Begotten Son of

God,
"

for the salvation of the world. But

there is nothing absolutely in the idea of sacrifice

as found in Judaism, specially in its earlier percep-

tive or particularistic state, to justify the reading

of any ethical significance into it.

The only thing common to both the

Judaic and the Christian idea of sacri-

fice'is its legality, and absolutely, nothing else. The

sacrifice of Christ propitiates the
The only com-

. . .

mon feature is offended majesty of outraged Divine
ega ism.

Law, and the sin-offerings and peace

-offerings of the Jews had the same idea in them.

Beyond this pure legalistic idea there is nothing

really common between the Jewish conception of

merit of "infinite
sacr^fice as found in the earlier books,

love and tender- and the Christian conception, in
ness m Chnstiam-

i

ty. which a new element that of In-

finite love and tenderness, entered to raise

:it from the discharge of a contractual and

legalistic obligation, to the spontaneous out-

pouring of Eternal Love and Infinite Sympa-

thy. Indeed, both the Vedic and the Talmudic
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conception of sacrifice have in them the common*

idea of propitiating the deity by making accep-

table,offerings to it Both are external acts, and

have no inner significance in them. The difference-

between the two being this, namely, that while the-

Vedic sacrifices were made in the spirit, more or

less, of friendly offerings, in the-
(iii) Propitating .

J

the Deity by exter- expectation, though, of favours to-

nal acts is the , , . ,.

common idea of come, and were, thus, partly of a.

s
,

acrifi
?r Jn bot

j spontaneous character, the Talmudic:
the Vedic and r '

the Talmudic sacrifices were made distinctly
religion. . . ... , - .m the discharge of a clear contrac-

tual obligation, in the spirit of rigid legalism,

and were not, therefore, allied to any necessary

sentiment of love or affection or gratitude. THese-

sentiments did grow, no doubt, in Judaism in its later

developments, and they abound in the Psalms, and

.
also are found in some of the Pro-

(iv) The senti-

ments of love and phets, but that was long after Judaism
gratitude found in , .

, . . .

the Vedic idea of had passed beyond the primitive-
d
late?n Perid we are nere considering, when,

Judaism through indeed, even the old contractual.
inner evolution .

and foreign , con- conception of religious duty, as well

tactl
as that of the God of Israel as a-

mere party to a rigid civil contract or covenant,

had been largely modified partly as the result of"

the inner evolution of Judaic life and thought, ajnd.

partly
as that of foreign contact and influence.



(III) Transition to the Reflective

Stage.

And, as we have already said, such transforma-

tions were bound to result from the expansion of

rhuinan experience and the growth of reflection.

And the course of religious evolution may, there-

ore, be said to proceed, from the

the LVecdons
5

on earliest or perceptive phase to the

early religions ex-
reflective phase. If, thus, the ear-

penences.
L

liest phase be called Perceptive,

the subsequent phases, for a long time, may well
"

be characterised as merely Reflective
;
because

these phases distinctly grow out of man's thoughts

-and reflections on his primitive sense life and

;sense experiences. And as we have named the

first or earliest known or conceivable phase of

religious evolution, Perceptive, in preference to

Prof. Caird's Objective, to avoid the possible suspi-

-cion of the presence and operation of any sort of

.reflection or reasoned process in early religious

.growth, so we prefer to call the subsequent phases

of religious evolution Reflective in
(11) This phase
common in all preference tO Prof. Caird's Sub-
world-religions , 111
should better be jective, because, as we have already

1
lled

c
R
K-

fle

?
ive

shown, though we do not find a
than Subjective,

' &

for it refers to truly subjective phase in all religions,
thought as dis-

J & '

.tinct from sense we do find these reflective phases not
perception, and ,

. .. , r ., ,,

mot properly to onl7 m tne records of all the great

world-religions, but in their earlier
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forms, we find them even in the history of primi-
tive culture. The term Subjective indicates the

birth of real philosophical or metaphysical specu-

lations, but reflective raises no such anticiptions.

We find evidence of these speculations in the

(a) TheUpani-
Upanishads, which may, indeed,,

shads and even claim to be the only speculative
parts of the Rig ,

.

Veda are the re- books accepted asScnptural authority

esf hi*' "It in the entire range of the religious.

giousSpecuiations. literature of mankind. But there are

'parts even of the Rig Veda, characterised by Max:

Muller as the oldest existing records of the great

Aryan family, that distinctly show that the Vedic

Hindu had already commenced to think, to reason,

to reflect, upon the primitive religious ideas and.

practices of his race long before the birth of the

Upanishads. And we find the same process of reflec-

tionthough nothing that might be classified with*

(b) Reflection in the philosophical speculation of the
theOld Testament .

and in the ancient Upanishads in the Old Testament

as wel1 as in the records <*~

ancient Egypt and Chaldcea. Indeed, we can hardly

characterise even the most advanced teachings of the

Prophets of Israel, which represent surely a very

developed state ot Judaic culture and religion, as

really speculative, in the sense in which we apply

. . r, fl
. this term to the Upanishads. In the

(c) Reflective
"

Judaism has evolution of Judaism, there was, no
nothing like the

subjectivism .of doubt, a speculative, though not a -

the Upanishads.
tmly sub

jective
.

phase< perhaps
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find evidences ofthese speculations in what are called

he Maccabbean Psalms, aud in a more marked

degree in the Cabillistic interpretations of the-

Jevvish Law and .the Prophets. But these are,,

practically absent from the Old Testament records,

represent in its higher phases, simply what may
be called reflective Judaism, as it indicates, in

its primitive forms, the perceptive

PhaS6S f' Hebrew evolution. Bud-
Islam represent- dhism Christianity, and Islam,
ing the credal J '

phase of Hindu- representing the credal phase of
ism, Judaism and .

and ancient reli- Hinduism, Judaism, and the an-
gion of the Arabs , i c ,, A \ i

respectively ori-
clent rellglon of the Arab people,

gmated m the
respectively, came into being in.

reflective stage of l

.

'

those older reli- the reflective state of these-
gions and natural- .

ly developed older religions, and all these, in

Sys"em

S
s

PeCUlatiVe their wa7, did
> naturally, develop-

various speculative systems, repre-

senting higher and more complex phases of

religious evolution. But both Christianity and

Islam can hardly claim to have, been at all-

speculative' at their birth. Speculative Christianity

took its birth really through Greek influence, in the

interpretations put upon the life..

(e) Both Christia-
,

r
; . r T

nity and Islam death, and teachings of Jesus, by
were first simply o, -r> i j ^.u ti_ c ^
reflective and be- St. Paul and the author of the

onT loS?
el

aft- J hanine Gospel, and. specially by-

words, the IfAlexandrian Fathers, Origen,.

Clement, TertulHon and^others ;
while

1

we find the
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-growth of a speculative theology out of the teach-

ings of the Prophet and the Koran, most distinctly

-in the writings of the Matazalas and the Suphis.

But both Christianity and Islam, in their original

-forms, do not represent a speculative, but simply
.a reflective phase of religious evolution.

While the word subjective indicates, really, an

.. . . antithetical state of religious evolu-
(iit) Subjectivity .

indicates a state tion, this term Reflective covers
-of antithesis but L .1 ,1 , ,1 , . ,

Reflection covers bot" this and the synthetical states

both antithesis of it and jg appiicable, therefore, to
.and synthesis.

' rr > >
^

a much longer course of evolution

than Prof. Caird's Subjective. And, as a matter of

;actual history, every religion has been passing al-

most continually, through repeated processes of

"thesis, antithesis and synthesis in the course of

its growth. It is present even in what we have

-characterised as the Perceptive or Naturalistic state,

as it is in the later Reflective state. What differ-

entiates this state, from the earlier perceptive

-state is not its subjectivity, but its super-sensuous-

ness. A growing sense of the
(iv) Essence of

. , . .

.reflection is not Unseen is the principal character-

istic of this phase of religious evolu-

ness a sense of
tjon though the actual conception

the Unseen.
.

of this Unseen varies very widely

-in different religions. In some religions, as in

that of the Upanishads, the> Unseen is apprehended

as the Absolute, as it is understood in the
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(a) In the Upan- highest philosophical or metaphy-

is

Sha

in

S

finit

e

e

Un
a

S

nd sical speculations, as the Universal

Absolute. and the Infinite. In others,

as in Judaism, the Unseen is represented

(b) in Judaism a practically, as, what Mathew Arn-

SOP
""?

u
/
al and old called, a Non-Natural and

Magnified man

Magnified Man. The Upanishads,

however, do not represent the earliest phase of

what may be called Reflective Hinduism.

That phase is found in the Vedas themselves,

and more markedly, as we shall see when study-

ing Vedic Hinduism, in the exegetes and

apologetics of Vedic Naturalism,
(c) Hinduism

Reflective simply which sought to harmonise the
in the Vedas and . . . . ... f ,

in the exegetes primitive, perceptive religion of the

and apologetics Vedas with the earliest doubts and
of Vedic natur-

alism but Specu- questionings of the Hindu mind.
lative in the .

Upanisads which ihese doubts and questionings

waSs.
10ng aftr "

really represent the first movement

of reflection in Vedic religion. The

Upanishads came long after these; and there are

traces of an anthropomorphic phase, even in

Hinduism, prior to the speculative phase, seen in

the Upanishads or the Vedantas.
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(C) The Imaginative or Idealistic Stage,

In the growth of these anthropomorphic concep-

tionsconcerning the godhead,imagination, naturally,

(I) Play of im- plays a very important part. And
a g i n a t i o n i n

th evo iution of religion commences,
religious evolution

'

creating anthropo thus, to branch out into two lines in

morphism and
religious poetry, this Reflective state, one of which

develops religious speculation, creates theologies,

seeks to discover a rational ground and justification

,, ,_..
for religious beliefs and practices, and

Reflection pro-
r '

per creates theo- the other develops religious poetry,
logy and discovers

rational ground of cultivates the religious imagination,

creates those profound mys-

(II) The es- teries of the spiritual life that

sence of higher
subsequently become the very

religion in the pro
i / v ^ i y

found mysteries soul and essence of every higher
created by imagi- .

nation. religion.

'As imagination bodies forth,

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them into shapes, and gives to airy

nothing.

A local habitation anda name'.

So does the fancy or frenzy or the imagi-
nation of the devotee in religious history every-
where. This process is never absent, indeed,
from religious history at any stage, or phase of

it. But in the earliest or perceptive or naturalistic

state, sense and sentiment work simultaneously,



-and religious perceptions and religious imagi-
.nation exist together in an undifferentiated form.

This is natural and necessary in the state of

homogeneity, the earliest stage or phase of every

-evolutionary process. In the later state, what we
.have characterised as the Reflective state, which
;is essentially a state of differentiation, though

(III) Imagina- repeatedly followed by higher and

higher integrations, the old homo-

between sense and senti-

.reflection reasserts ment is more or less disturbed.
jtselfin later re- .

flection. Reflection takes up, so to say, the

sense-perceptions, and puts off the immediate play

of sentiment around them, at least for a time.

And sentiment thus put off are really sentiments

killed, 'and it is the function of Imagination

.always to revive and resuscitate delayed or dead

sentiments. Religious Imagination, thus, properly,

.so-called, takes its birth only in the Reflective

.and not in the unreflective, naturalistic or

perceptive phases of religious evolution.

Thus, we find in actual religious history that

.after the earliest or perceptive state or phases of

religious evolution, there are, everywhere, what

these Reflective
(IV) Thus the

imaginative phases phases, and following these, there
coming, in a sense,

r '

after the reflec- are the Imaginative phases, the
live represent the . . . . , , , L , _

highest stage dis- highest, indeed, that have so far

..covered upto date. been evoived }n the religious his-
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tory of the human race. Whether in Hindu-

ism, or Buddhism, or Christianity or Islam,

these Imaginative phases stand still as the-

high-water mark of religious culture or spiritual'

life. What Prof Caird calls the Universal stage-

of religious evolution, is really, characterised by
a very high note of idealism. In the earliest stage,.

according even to Prof. Caird, god-idea is objec-

tive, that is particularistic. In his-

(V) The Stage
second or subjective stage, god-

which Prof Caird j^ea js subjective ;
that is here,.

calls Universal is
J

philosophically evidently, the consciousness of
characterised by ,, T-. ., ,, ,.. . <,

the idea of the the Deity or the ultimate reality

sr^MsS takes the f rm f what is caiiedi

through the dialec- the Abstract Universal. And, in'
tic method but is

.

actuated through his third and last or Universal

stage, it takes the shape, of what;

only under the
js ca\\^ the Concrete Universal.

guidance ofhigher

imagination which But though Philosophy establishes-

lism realising the the truth of the Concrete Universal;

S^and the
in ItS OWn W^' following its OW11

Divinity of man. methods of study and research,

Religion, when it seeks to realise

it, as an actual spiritual experience, has, of

necessity, to accept the guidance of what is called

Religious Imagination. All idealisation demands.

an exercise of the Imagination ;
and the supreme

idealisation which reveals matter, so to say, as the

thought of God concretised, and man as the Spirit
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of God incarnated, can only be possible through the

exercise of the most superior kind of this faculty.

Indeed, though some people, in our age, may

-try to deduce some kind of a religion out of their

own special philosophy of
life, historically, that is,

in the general experience of mankind, religions

(VI) Religious
^ave not grown out of philosophies

imaginations lead- but philosophies have, almost al-

ang to higher reli-

gious experiences ways, grown out of religion. In
precede philosophy - i i 1 *.

-of religion and other words, as in the development

^Lpp^fng of every science, actual experience
.materials. ^as preceded the investigation and

discovery of general laws and principles, so

also here, the actual religious experiences of man

;have universally preceded the development of his

ireligious philosophy or theology. These latter

{have grown, almost everywhere, out of man's

.attempt to discover a rational basis and justifica-

tion of his actual religious or spiritual experiences.

Thus, Hindu philosophy has grown

out of the lnner mental aild sPiritual

tabiishes the truth
experiences of the Hindu

;
Buddhist

oi the statement. l

philosophy, similarly, out of the ethi-

cal and spiritual experience of the Buddhist ;

Christian and Islamic philosophies, similarly,

have grown out of the actual moral and emotional

experience, of the Christian and the Moslem

.saints and devotees. Religious imagination takes

precedsnce, therefore, of philosophical or meta-
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physical speculations in the history of religious-

evolution everywhere.

Nor can we summarily dismiss these imagina-

.. rTT . n .. . tive experiences as mere figments-
(VII) Religious

r

imagination is not of the fancy. Language in drawing
fancy but the fa- . .

culty which cor- a distinction, between fancy and

imagination has corroborated the-

nation, the fruit- evidence of human experience, re-
ful source of all

general principles garding the truth and reliability

of the latter. Indeed, most, if not

all, of our positive scientific truths, principles, or

laws are the
procjucts, absolutely, of the Imagina-

tive Faculty. All our generalisations are, really, the

children of the Imagination. Scientific laws are not

rtTTTT . T ,. apprehended by the senses, nor are
(VIII) It discovers

the religious ideas they capable of any "sensible" or
and ideals, only the .- ,. rri

particular appiica-
sensuous verification. The senses

apprehend only particulars of our

our religious ex-
experience, it is the function of the-

perience. .

imaginative faculty to peer beyond 1

these particulars and discover the general or

universal truths or principles underlying them..

Scientific Imagination discovers the highest truths

of science. Similarly Religious Imagination reveals.

the profoundest truths of the spiritual life. The

one is as much a witness unto truth as the other.

,TV , T , . The Imaginative Faculty exercises,.
(IX) In art,science

& 3 '

and religion, ima- thus, the highest function in our
gination thus .

carries us from the mental and spiritual life. Its function
actual to the ideal. .

g everywherej whether in science.:
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or in art or in religion, to transcend the limita-

tions of the real and carry the reason, the emotions,,

and the spirit of man on its heavenly wings, on

to the realms of the Ideal.

And, idealisation is an essential feature of the

(X)Theldealistic
third, or the highest stage of reli-

stage, then, is the gious evolution, as discussed by
highest stage of

Religious Evolu- Prof. Caird. His Universal stage is

essentially, the Idealistic stage. The

highest or the universal' stage of Christian

evolution is that wherein Christ stands univer-

salised in humanity, and thus the love and service

(a\
i in Christian-

of humanity become identified with

ity it was realised the love and service of God or
m Christ univer- 11.,
saiised in human- Christ. But how is this to be realised

the love and ^er?

'm actual inner experience, except

Christ

0f

wi?h

0d
love

throu^h the helP of the ^aginative
and service of faculty? The Philosophy of the
humanity.

Absolute may have revealed to-

Prof. Caird and others of his School, the rational

ground and justification of the
(&}

The idea was *> ...
realised in the ima- Universal Christianity; but a
gination of the TT . . ~, . . , ,

Christian saints Universal Christ-consciousness had
and devotees long been reaiised by Christian Saints
before it found its

J

expression and and devotees, through the exercise
justification in the . .

Hegelian philo-
of their Religious Imagination,

sophy<
long before Hegel sought to dis-

cover its philosophical or rational meaning and

significance.
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In tracing the historical growth of the religious

phenomena, therefore, we may very safely state

that in the earliest phase, religion is everywhere

perceptive and sensuous, gradually, however, it be-

comes reflective and supersensuous, and finally it

r; i .__ becomes, essentially, idealistic or

Hence the Percep imaginative. And if we have to
tive, the Reflective . .

and the Imagina divide, for the convenience of the

cfplllagilnTe
students of the religious experiences

Evolution of Reli- of man
'

the history or course of
gion though in

each earlier Stage religious evolution into definite
the later stage or

stages exist in a phases or stages at all, we must call

suppressed form. ^ fifst phase perceptivej the

second Reflective, and the third Imaginative, from

the fact that though perception, reflection and

imagination are all present at every state or stage

of the religious phenomena, in the earliest states

perception dominates reflection and imagination

both
; subsequently reflection domi-

History of the ,1,1 , j
Evolution of any

nates both perception and imagi-

stnS
Sl

in

Uld

the nation, and ultimately imagination

light of these or idealisation dominates both
stages of growth. . .

perception and reflection. 1 his, it

seemes to us, is, in most general terms, the history

of Religious Evolution. The Evolution of parti-

cular religions must, therefore, be studied in the

light of this general or universal process or princi-

ple or law.
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3. Evolution does not Explain Original

Differences among Religions.

But this general or universal process or principle

or law of religious evolution, will not be able to

(i) The process
exP^a in an^ interpret all the endless

indicated above varieties and complexities of the
helps us to arrange

r

.and classify the religious phenomena. By following
facts of different . 111 i

world-religions for it, we may be able to arrange and
a consistent study dass jfy the m jxed

'

up reCQrds of the

ancient world-religions, and by the application of

this loicgal test, we may, thus, fix an approximate

chronological succession among these records, and

buil'd up a more or less connected and intelligible

story of that past evolution of these religions. But

it will not help us to trace the causes of the wide

divergences that exist, both in the

'.help ns to trace character and history between these

the Causes of diff- world-religions. We have already
erence between

_

J

them which is indicated one of the causes of this

mainly due to the
, .

difference of em- divergence, namely the difference

St,?h=
e

s"ci"I
in ^ emphasis that different

aspect of the Not-
religions have laid from almost pre-

me.
historic times, on the one or the

other of the two aspects of the Not Me, out of

man's contact and conflict with which his reliigori

seems to have grown everywhere. But this

difference in the emphasis on either the Natural or

the Social aspect of the Not-Me, of the different
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religions, does not explain their divergences.

fully. And a philosophy or science
(iii) It is the

7
. I r -i 4. j

function of the of Religion that fails to do so,.

Sdenclo? reSgion
cannot full7 J ustify its claims as an.

to explain their
interpreter of the religious pheno-

differences in inter

pretingreligiousex- mena in general. In any case it.

periences ofmen. , , , , ,

'

,. ,

cannot pretend to have discovered.

the laws or principles of religious evolution.

For, all evolution is change in permanence.

(iv) Evolution is
Every form of chanSe or differentia-

change in Per- tion does not belong to the evolu-
manence thus al-

ways preserving a sionary process; but only such as

ontmuity.
preserve the continuity of the ori-

ginal class or kind or species, which is always

discoverable under every change of form or even

of functions, and where not apparent, this conti-

nuity may still be traced historically. Biological

evolution, thus, always works upon
(v) Of its two two essential factors, namely, here-

essential factors,

heredity repre- dity and environment, the one
sents the element .

of permanence representing the element of perma-
nence and the other explaining the

causes of change or variation, re-

sulting fro n the operation of the law of natural

selection. In working out the law of evolution'

in the growth of the religious phenomena,.

therefore, we have, first of all, to discover

the element of permanence in religion in

general. In defining religion as the attempt of
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man to adjust himself to his Not-me,.

Man and his Not-
we have already indicated this do-

me constitute the men t. Both man and his Not-me,
permanent ele-

ment in religious in its dual aspect of nature and
evolution and . . ... , ,, ,,

changes in reli- society, constitute thus, the perma-

g
ous exPerience nent factor fn aj] religious evolution

;:

through changed
'

ideas of himself and changes in the religious ex-
and his surround- . 1 m
ings represent the penen ces of man, may be well',

elementofchange.
tracedj generallyj to his changed no-

tion of himself or his altered estimates of his Not-

Me. It is these changes that, really, account for the

evolution of religion from the Perceptive to the Re-

flective and from the Reflective to the Imaginative-

states or phases of its growth. But this is the

general scheme of religious evolution, and though

these phases are observed in all religions, at one

point or other of their history, the differences that

are noticed between one religion and another are-

not adequately, if they are at all, explained by a.

reference to these different phases of religious

evolution. For these differences are not merely

those of stages, like those observed, for instance,,

between a tadpole and a frog, or between a baby, a

boy, and a young and an old man..
(vi) Principles .

of evolution can They are observed in religions that
explain differences j. , ,1 ,i_ , -.

of stage among distinctly occuppy the same plane of

essential differ- tance, even in its earliest or percep-

tive stage appears as essentially differ-
ences.
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ent from perceptive Hinduism or Hellenism. And
in all its phases Semitic religious evolution presents

a peculiarity not observed in Hindu religious

history. It seems, therefore, clear that as there is

.an element of permanence in religion in general,

so there is a similar element in almost each

one of the great world-religions, an element

that is peculiar to them, and that has been

evolving itself through the progressive changes

Each system of an^ the past history of these differ-

SsSl
ha

pecu

n
ent ^Hgions. A scheme of the evo-

liarity or differ- lution of religion in general, such
entiating feature .

which will ever as we have been considering up to

n- now,-as well a study of the special

phaticaiiy from elements, organic and original that
the others. This

' s **

peculiar feature differentiate one religion from
can not be over- , , , , , ,

looked in study- another, and elements that have been
in& lt-

persistently present in their past

history, and that will persist, so far as can be seen,

for ever, perhaps, in their future growth and evo-

lution, with more or less emphasis, these are

essential for the study of any religion. For it is

only in the light of these that we may hope to

understand both the general character and the

-particular and differentiating features ofany religion

that we may undertake to study and interpret.

Heredity, environment, and epoch, these, says

!M. Taine,
* have always played a very import-

*
History of English Literature Vol II.
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ant part in the development of the literatures*

of different nations of the world. These same

elements have played an equally
Heredity, Envi-

. . , , ,

ronment and important part in the development
Epoch as import- -

,
... . 1,1

ant elements in f man s religion also
;

and they

have left their mark " on the reli-

both the element
gious doctrines, dogmas, sacraments,.

of permanence
and that of change rituals, mysteries, and the religio-

ethical codes of the different races

of mankind. There are very fundamental differ-

ences, for instance, between the religion of the-

Hindu and that of the Hebrew, as there are also.

between ancient Hellenism and ancient Hinduism.

In the former case, as we shall pre-

(vii) Fundamen-
sently see, these differences are due

tal and permanent
differences due to to what may almost be called or-

heredity and oriei- .
,

. , . .

nal differences in Samc cause, to Organic and Ol'lgl-

race -conscious na j elements in the thought and:
ness.

'

social life of the two peoples, they

are due to what may very well be called differences

in heredity, what we prefer, however, to describe as-

differences in race-consciousness or race-charac-

teristics. In the other case, as between Hellenism

and Hinduism, these differences are due more to

environment and epoch than to any original and

organic difference in the mental or sociah

life of these two peoples. This element of what M.

Taine calls heredity, but what is better understood,

perhaps, by the term race-consciousness, in the case
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-of the collective life of nations, constitutes the ele-

ment of permanence in the evolution of the different

religions, as well as that which differentiates them,

permanently, from other religions, while the elements

(viii) The ele-
^ cnange are contributed to the

-ment of change evolution of these religions by
contributed by al- .

terations in physi- alterations in their nature-environ-
cal and social sur- , , i , ., i , , i

roundings or con- ment
> through either natural or phy-

tact with other
siographical changes, or their mi-

places and socie-
L

-ties through reli- gration to different and distant
.gious, commercial .

. or political inter- parts of the earth, having different
<course '

nature-surroundings or in their

.social-life brought about either through the natural

expansion of it, or through contact and intercourse,

whether commercial or political or both, or even

religious also, with other groups of men having a

different type of social-structure or civic or econo-

imic organisation or cultivating different type of

piety. What is this Race-consciousness? It is,

what may well be called, the indivi-

(ix) Race-cons
duality of the different races of

.-ciousness is the J

individuality of mankind. As there are evident
the race, an inex- . .. ,. r . .

plicable original but inexplicable peculiarities in di-

Phistorlcf

at iS

fferent men, that differentiate them

from other men, peculiarities both

-physical and mental, which constitute, really, their

iudividuality, so there are also evident and inex-

plicable peculiarities even in the different races of

.mankind that may be said to constitute their essen-
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-tial raciality or nationality or what we have called

their race-consciousness or racial

(x) Modern An- ,

thropoiogy finds characteristics. That there are such

LlTnlhysicS racial peculiarities cannot be denied.

and mental diner- When and how the human race
ences from a com- ;

mon stock and came to be so fundamentally divided
therefore begins , ,. rr L . , ,

with a number and differentiated, is a question
-of stocks.

which jt WQuld be futilC if not

foolish to raise, because it is absolutely impos-

sible to answer it. Whether the .different races

originated with one human pair or there were

different such pairs, is what none can say,

.all that we see, are these differences in social

character, differences that seem to be original

.and organic, and that are absolutely pre-

historic. And viewing these differences modem

Anthropology starts with not one but quite a

number of original human stocks out of which

the present humanity has grown. This is the fur-

thest point that induction leads us to in this matter
;

to go beyond this would be vain and unverified

and unverifiable speculation, in which science, at

least, sternly refuses to indulge.

But whether the original stock was one or

. ... ,, many, that there are fundamental
(a) Unaccountable
differences of phy- differences between the different
siological struc- -

, . ,, ,

ture and their races of men, must be universally ad-

mitted These differences are part-

ly physical, differences in physiolo-
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gical and anatomical structure, which modern'

psychpmetry has been investigating with such mar-

vellous accuracy, and such remarkable results,,

both ethically and ethnologically. There are di-

fferences in the structure of the cranium and the

face, in the pigment of the skin or the character of

the hair. These differences are plainly visible

as between an Aryan, a Mongolian, and a Negro.

No one knows, or can even surmise, the origin of

these structural physiological differences. They

are there. this is all that can be said. They are

pre-historic, this is all that is known of them. And

, here all speculation is stopped.

But these differences of physical structure are

not, however, the only ones that differentiate the

,
_. .. ,.. different races of mankind. There

(b) Similar differ-

ences in thought- are equally fundamental differences
structure i. e the .

cast and'constitu- among them, in regard to what may

dd SgaS be called their thought-structure,

tion and economy, that is the cast and constitution, so

to say, of their mind and the social structure,,

or the orginal type and character of their social

organisation and economy.

Anthropology is still an infant science, and

we do not as yet know what the possible implica-

tion of the differences in the physio-

n1rr!t

r

S
P
eSe.

an
lo ical structures of the different-

races of men actually are
, though'

some people do seem to think that they are an<
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index of racial superiority and inferiority. Crimi-

nal anthropology has, no doubt, proved to

a very large extent, the close and almost

organic connection, that exists between the

structure of the cranium and the mental and

moral qualities of men and women, in certain

typical cases
;

and whatever

truth there may possibly exist in
(i) Some consi-

der physiological
the theory of cerebral localisation

and phrenology, that the structure

and inferiority. of our sku lls, as an indication

of brain capacity, has a vital

influence upon our mental and moral capa-

bilities can hardly be denied. But though
idiots and what are called instinctive crimi-

nals, are marked out almost in every civilized

race, by the peculiarities of their physiological

structure, and especially by the for-
The theory

' r J s

though not fully mation of their cranium, the question
established has no , , , , i /?

doubt elements of what mental or moral significance
truth in it which can be attributed to the .differences
are being discover-

ed by psychophy- in the angle of the nose, the charac-
SICS

ter of the facial and labial forma-

tions, the colour of the skin, or the peculiarities

of the hair, such as are observed between the

Aryan, the Mongolian, or the Negro, has not yet

been answered. It seems doubtful whether it will

ever be answered at all.

But though we cannot as yet say what the

10
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.... . . ,. differences in the physiological struc-
(u) The mdica-

.

tion ot the differ- tures of the different races of men
ences of thought- . ,. . ,

structure and so- indicate, we can say, to a very large

parent?

more ip"

extent
>
what the structures of the

thought or of their social life mean.

The physiological structure of a man is visible

..... _, .
,

.
,

to the eye. We see these structural
'(111) Physiological
differences visible differences as between an idiot or
to the eye but diff- . ... .

crencesm thought
an instinctive criminal on the one

side
>

and a thoughtfull, virtuous,

self-controlled and respect-compel-

ling man on the other- We see these differences

also as between a typical Aryan and a typical

Mongal or a typical Negro. But how do we, and

where, observe their thought-structures the origi-

nal cast and character of their mental capacities ?

. .

'

,
In their language. Is it not? A man's

Avigourousstyle
indicates a vigour- style, if it be really his own, and not
ous mind in the .... - . , , ,

individual as well a niere imitation of some body else s

as m the race.
js a sure m(jex ^o the character of

his thought. Loose style, whether in conversation

or in writing, is an almost unerring proof of loose

ways of thinking. A vigorous style, similarly,

indicates a vigorous mind, strong and broad men-

tal grasp. Even in individual men and women

their language is often an index to their

thought-power and thought-life. So it is, very

markedly, with races
;

the structure of their

language or their dialect, betrays their manner of



expressing their thought, and indicates the charac-

ter of that thought. And it is in

the grammar of these languages
mines the differ- an(j dialects that we must look for
ences of thought
structure as com- the peculiar structure of the thought,

iogyand Anatomy
of these different races. As Anthro-

fferences in^h si P ^^discovers the peculiarities in the

cal structures and physical and physiological structures
functions. ..

of different races of men, so Philo-

logy reveals their real thought-structures. Here

Comparative Philology must be our guide, for Com-

parative Philology reveals the structural differences

of different languaes,as Comparative physiology and

Comparative Anatomy reveal differences in physi-

cal structures of different animals, indicative of

fundamental differences in their physical life and

functions.

Without entering into a discussion of the

.abstruse question whether thought is or is not

possible without language, language, it may be

.^safely asserted, never exists without thought. Its

essence is the expression of thought, and therefore

the structure of different languages must necessarily

indicate the character of the thought of those who

have been using them. For, these linguistic struc-

tures are not arbitrary formations, uncontrolled by

any law or principle. The law of natural selection

operates as much in the development of language,

which may be said to be the organ of thought, as



in that of the physiological or anatomical struc-

tures and organs of animals. And the essential

character of the thought that seeks to express

itself through a language constitutes the Regulative-

Idea in what may be called as Philological evolu-

tion. The structure of their language indicates there-

fore the character of the mental life of a people,

even as that of its body indicates the character of

the physical or physiological life and functions of

The essential an animal. In other words, the gra-

tlfcuight of ^ 'Himatical structure of a language
people therefore

speak's always of the peculiarity of"
expresses itseii l J l J

though the struc- the mind which it has always-tureofits
language. sought to give expression to.

4 Language an index to the mental life,

"All thought consists, whether explicitly or im-

plicitly, of three essential parts, a subject, an

object, and a predicate. This is, however, not

Analysis of merely an analysis of thought, but

thought and of language as well. For, in every
language. 111

completed sentence there are these

three parts. And the structural differences of

different language is mainly due to the different

degree of emphasis that is laid in them, on one or

... r ..
,

, other of these three elements of a
(i)

Essential parts

subject, object completed thought or on one or
and predicate.

other of these three parts of what
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we understand and know by a completed sentence. >

(ii) Structural
The character of the mind or

differences of
thought of a race is indicated, that

languages chiefly
due to different

is, by the position that is assigned
degrees of empha-
sis on one or other by the genius and structure of their

language, to these different elements

of thought. In different languages, for instance,

the common fact of a man striking another is

(iii) The same
exPressed differently. In some the

expresses the construction of the sentences would
differentia of the

character of be A struck B; where there is a
thought of a race. . ..

very clear indication of (i) the

agent, (2) the act, and (3) the object. It shows a

"The idea illustrated, clear perception of the different

characters of these three elements 'of thought.

The emphasis is here on all three elements of the

rsentence. There are other languages which do

not allow a similar construction, and in expressing

this common fact of a man's striking another man,

it would simply say B struck. And it shows that

in the thought of this people the object dominates

the subject There are other languages where

-this emphasis would neither be on the subject, nor

on the object, but on the predicate. Among some

-primitive peoples, for instance, we find that they
(have a different word for drinkiag different kinds

of soup, one for drinking meat-soup, another for

drinking fish-soup, a third for drinkiug vegetable

.soup and so on
;

* and it shows that the
*

See Max Muller, Science of Language.



emphasis, in the thought or mental life of this^

people, is neither on the subject or agent, nor on

the action or predicate, but on objects only, and,,

consequently, the same act of drinking, by the

same individual, is viewed very differently by them

according to the things that constitute these drinks.

And these differences in the emphasis laid by the

The grammatical languages .used by different races of

structures of Ian- men on one or other of the differ-
guages thus ex-

press the World- ent parts of a sentence, on one or

peopes.
other, that is, of the different ele-

ments of every completed thought, indicate the-

different ways in which these races have, from pre-

historic times, viewed themselves and their relations-

with the objects and activities about them. In.

other words, the grammatical structures of differ-

ent languages reveal the original world-idea, so to-

say, of the peoples to whom these languages.

originally belong.

Take, for instance, any of the languages be-

longing to what is called the Indo-Aryan group,.

Sanskrit, or Latin, or Greek, or any of the-

languages directly or indirectly derived from these,

and certain peculiarities are observed in their

structure which are not found in any other family

of languages. The construction, "/ am" "Aham
asmi" meaning simple existence or being, absolute-

ly without any reference to any
Illustrated from

'
,. .

'
. .

the Indo-Aryan action or object, is impossible in any
roup'

other known group of languages..



In these other languages this idea of being .
or ex-

istence is expressed by some such sentence as "I

stand" or "I sit" &c. * In the same way it is

only in languages belonging to the Indo-Aryan

family that we find what is known as an apposition-

al case, which allows such constructions as, "This is

A," or "He is B," or "This man is. great ;" in which

the idea of identity of being is expressed by a

mere copula. In the Chinese language this cons-

truction is unknown, like the construction "7 am" or

"Akani asmi." "Jin Ter" in the Chinese f means,

thus, both what is expressed by the English "Great

man" as well as by "the man is great." And all

these indicate the different ways in which different

peoples have, from pre-historic times, approached

and sought to solve the great world-problems.

These different thought-structures are indices to

their different "world-ideas."

In the structure ofa people's language, as reveal-

ed by theirgrammar, we thus discover
(IV) The story .,..,,.

, u f
the pre-historic

the original bent and emphasis ot

^OUg
read

f

in ^he *eir thought. It is here, in the

construction of construction of their language, that
language.

we are able to read the story of

their pre-historic thought, even just, as in the

construction of the earth's surface, in the

geological structure of the different continents,

*
See Max Muller's Science of Language,

t Ibid.
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(V) The origi-
We are a^e to Study the COUl'SC of

rial bent of fa^fr ore-historic growth and
thought or a race

thus discovered is evolution. It is in the original
an element of its r t , . ,

.

race-conscious- structure ot their language that we
716881

see how, originally before the birth

of history, the earliest ancestors of the different

races of mankind, standing, perhaps, "alone to the

alone" face to face with the over-whelming

mysteries of the play of life and force about them,

sought to understand their meaning and purpose ;

and thus developed or discovered the original bent

or emphasis of their thought And this original

bent or emphasis of the thought of the different

races of man constitutes one element of what we

have called their race-consciousness.

Thus, for insfance, in the structure of the

various languages belonging to the Indo-European

group, we at once recognise the speciality of

Aryan thought. Among this people, we find, that
&

the spiritual and the universal has always domina-

ted the consciousness of the material and the

particular, that the emphasis of their thought has,

from pre-historic times, been more on the noumenal

than on the phenomenal. The consciousness of

absolute being, the recognition of the self as exist-

ence, by itself, that have been the result
.
of long

generations of speculative effort among other races,

seem to have been an original instinct with the

Hindu or the Greek. This is a very curious fact.
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But it is as undeniable as .it is inexplicable.'

There is no conceivable period in

on Til th"
1P
three the lifestory of the Indo-European

elements the no-
ianguages whether Sanskrit, or

tion of Self or pure
' '

being, the identity Greek, or Latin, when they did not
of being are ins- . .

tinctive in the allow, for instance, the very signifi-

iaces and
P
eve" cant construction A struck B, or

present in their when t}iey ^ad not in use the cons-
languages. .

.

J
.

traction, / am or its equivalent

meaning pure existence, or A is A, meaning

-identity of being. Nor is there any trace of such a

construction or of anything approaching it, by

which mere being is sought to be indicated in any

of the non-Aryan languages that we know of.

In the thought structure of some races we thus

And that there is an original instinct or conscious-

ness of the self or the subject, in that of others

the not-self or the object has been the domina-

The spiritual and
ting element, while, in that of

the universal do- a few so-called aboriginal races,
minating every .

-aspect of their the emphasis is neither on the
life and thought. i , , , 1

. . , ,s
subject, nor on the object but

on the predicate. And these original bents of

mind or thought have imparted peculiar charac-

teristics to the entire thought life and thought-

history of these peoples, and their literature, their

art, their philosophy and their religion have all

.borne, ever and always, despite all varieties of

environments and changes of epochs, the
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marks of these original casts of their mind and'

thought.

5 Social and Economic arrangements as

elements of race-consciousness.

As different races of men, thus, have their own

Peculiar Social PCCuliar W f lo kinS at the

organisations and world-problem, their peculiar cast
Economic arran-

gements of differ- of mind and thought, what we have-
ent races as origi- n j ,,

.
,. ,, t , ,

nal and organic
called tneir peculiar thought struc-

eiements of their ture which differentiates their
race-conscious '

ness, constituting mental life, and their view both of
the elements of

racial differentia- themselves and of the outside world,
tlon>

from those of other races
;

so

different races of men have also their peculiar

social organisation and economy, which also are

as much an original and organic element of their

life as are their thought-structures, and which also,

constitute, therefore, elements of racial differentia-

tion. In their thought-structures we see the way
in which these different races have, from pre-his-

toric times, sought to approach the world-pro-

blems, and to interpret their outer experiences to

themselves. In their social-struc-

sSctures
6 rS tures we see

> similarly, the way in

the methods of
which, from pre-historic times, the

realisation of the

Social relations different races of men have been
between indivi- . . .

duals and indivi- seeking to realise their relations-

or community or tribe individually,
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and with that society or community or tribe-

as a whole. In their thought-structure we
find how the different races have, from the com-

mencement, so to say, of their life, approach-

ed the nature aspect of their Not-Me
;

in their

social structure we see how they have sought

to approach the other, social aspect, of that same

Not-Me. The constitution of some societies has,,

for instance, been despotic, while in others it has

been constitutional, from pre-historic times. What

The different
relations the thought-structures of

social structures different races have with their social'
snow now the

different races structures, or whether there is any
have approached , . , , J ,

the social aspect necessary connection between the

oftheNot-me. ^ is more than what we can, in

the present state of our knowledge of pre-historic

and primitive man, say. But we do fiud that

among the Aryan peoples, as their thought-struc-

ture is of a decidedly philosophical or meta-

physical type, so their social structure also is

universally of a constitutional typer
(ii) The relation , ., ., ... , ,

between thought-
while the Semitic races have always

structure and had quite a different, that is a
social-str u c t u r e ^

yet undetermin- despotic type of social and civic

Government and organisation. The>

King among the Semitic peoples has always been'

a military chief, whose word and will have been*

the law to his subjects. Among the Aryans, how-

ever, whether in Europe or in India, the King has-
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..... _. been a constitutional Governor.deriv-
(ui) The meta-

rphysical type of ing his authority from the suffrages
.-Aryan thought- .. .

'

^, . .', ,
,

. c
structure corres- ofhis peers. 1 he tribal chiefs among

structure in con- among their peers. the chosen
trast with the des-

& * '

potic type of heads of other heads of families,
social and civic j , j ,

Government and and never an arbitrary and auto-

organisation of cratjc mler; ancj their functions
"the bemitic race.

though hereditary had never been

of an irresponsible or despotic character. And
this ideal of peer-hood or equality in some shape

or other, whether latent or patent, unorganised,

or organised, has been a universal feature of all

Aryan societies. These peculiarities of social

organisation and civic ideal are what
TheSemiticChief-
.-a military Chief we have sought to express by the
but the Aryan . .

, ,

'

1-1 j_-

Ivingapeeramong
term SOCial-StruCture, which COllStl-

;peers- tutes an important element of race-

consciousness, and gives rise, along with the pecu-

larities of the thought-structures of
(iv) The thought- ';,... .. . .

, ,

structure and the difterent races, to all original and

32^^ 'organic racial differentiations, pre-

-legulative idea in
senting a special Regulative Idea,

the historic evolu-
. . . .

tion of a race and in the historic evolution of the
constitute the ,././. "., , e ,

race -conscious- different branches of the great
ness- human family.

*

*
"There is a natural variety of men, as of oxen and horses, some

brave and intelligent, some timid and dependent, some capable of

superior conceptions and creations, some reduced to rudimentary
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6 Race-Consciousness the Permanent element

in Evolution,

This race-consciousness supplies, thus, the ele-

ment of permanence in the mental and spiritual

evolution of the different races of men. What

heredity is in biological evolution, that this race-

consciousness is in national and*
(I)Race-conscious- .

,

ness the perma- racial evolutions. .Both environ-

^enSfand
1

nt ahd epoch help to bring out:

spiritual evolu- and modify this original constitu-
tion of races.

tion, so to say, of the different

races, but do not create it. This race-conscious-

idea and inventions, some specially fitted to special works, and'

gifted more richly with particular instincts, as we meet with species-

of dogs better favoured than others these for hunting, these for

the chase, these again for house-dogs or shepherd's dogs. We
have here a distinct force so distinct, that amidst the vast devia-

tions which the other two motive forces (surroundings and epoch")
-

produce in him, one can recognise it still ; and a race, like the

old Aryans, scattered from the Ganges, as far as the Hebredes,

settled in every clime, spread over every grade of civilisation, trans-

formed by thirty centuries of revolutions, nevertheless manifests in.'

its tongues, religions, literatures, philosophies, the community of"

blood and of intellect which to this day binds its offshoots together.

Different as they are, their parentage is not obliterated ; barbarism,

culture, grafting, differences of sky and soil, fortunes good and bad, .

have laboured in vain : tli2 great marks of the original model have

remained, and we find again the two or three principal lineaments -

of the primitive imprint underneath secondary imprints which time

. has stamped above them".

M. Taine History of English Literature, Vol. II.
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.mess forms also the base of all religious evolutions.

(H) Environment This, and this alone, can explain
:

;to

nd
te?n

P
g

OC

out

h
and

the fundamental difference botween

modify it. one religion and another. It is this

: race-consciousness which offers a reasonable ex-

.planation as to why the Hindu or the Hellenic

,T r, ^ conception of the Deity has been,
(III) Race-Cons-

r * '

. ciousness explains from even pre-historic times, so

,ences"
8
between different from that of the Hebrew

religions. Qr the Arabs> Th;s element of

race-consciousness persists through every change

that a people may be subjected to, as a result of

foreign contact or outside influence or authority.

It is not even obliterated by community of creeds

and cries, as is proved by the fact that a common

(iv) Permanent
Christian creed and cry, developed

elements of race- different types of Christian philo-consciousness J r L

.alone can explain sophy and Christian piety among

. ences among the Eastern and Western peoples. Of

?h?Tred
f

aT

m
reli? essentially Hebrew or Semitic

:,gions among origin, how it became almost funda-
different races
in spite ofcommon mentally transformed and trans-

. creeds and cries. / j , . j .

figured as soon as it entered into

the Greek consciousness ;
as Roman or Latin

Christianity, again, owing to racial differences,

became something almost radically different from

the Christianity of the Alexandrian schools. The

. same thing is observed also in the history of Islam, .

-which assumed a distinctly philosophic and idea-
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. listic type in Persia, very different from the original

Arab type. Buddhism also, the other credal reli-

: gion, assumed two widely different forms, under

the same creed and cry, in its Northern and

Southern schools. And all these divergences even

.in these credal religions are traceable only to

differences in racial or national constitutions and

characteristics, to what we have called, race-

consciousness.

Indeed, such divergences are inevitable. For,

(v) The original
religion being essentially a matter

conceptions of the
concerning man's thoughts and

buper-natural as
^

well as the original sentiments on the one side, and the
: ideals of social .,,.,. . . . ,

. .

life are both ideal of his relations with and be-

haviour towards other men on the

. religion. other, it being, in other words, a

thing that relates him on the one side to what may
be called the Super-Natural, and that seeks, on the

other, to regulate his associations with and obliga-

tions to other members of his tribe, his community,

.his society, or his Church, can never divest itself

altogether, either of the original conceptions of

the Super-Natural or of the original ideals of

Sodal life and dut^' that he inherits
(vi) The ideas of

religion ever veri- from his race or nation. Even
.. able with the veri-

.ation of these ele- among men and women belonging
to the same society and inheriting

. and individual. ^g same cuiture and
civilisation,

.ideas of religion are almost always found to vary
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more or less widely, owing to variations of intellec-

tual endowment or attainments and moral culture..

Even in the same family, the religion of little

children must, necessarily, be different from that of

adult peoples, and though all may use the same

terms or receive the same sacraments, or adopt the

same symbols, these have, almost universally,,

special meaning and significance to different-

persons, according to their culture, their character

and the general experiences of their inner and

outer life. And the story of the boy who being

told that God was his father, at once shuddered at

the idea, and said if that was so, he must hate God,,

because he would be sure to come and beat his.

mother, reveals a universal truth. We thus find',

that among primitive races, God is very rarely

addressed as mother, which is due to the degraded

and helpless condition of women among them.-

God as mother is also unknown among even more

advanced peoples, who had, somehow, come to-

cherish a very low and beastly idea concerning the

functions of generation, and consequently also of"

maternity. In the Old Testament, for instance,

we find the Deity repeatedly addressed as the Lord,

the King, the Saviour, and as in the Book of"

Solomon, even perhaps as Lover, but never once

as mother. This is common to all Semitic records..

Islam would not address God as either Father or

Mother, and in the most devout and ecstatic expe-



riences of Islam, God is addressed only as Friend,

but never in the terms of the filial or the nuptial

relation. And all these go to show :

ideas and
6

ideals that whatever ideas and ideals con-

cernmg religion may be presented-our

sociai life and to man, there is always, what may
1

they are inter-

preted always in well be called a law of natural seleo
reference to the . . ..... , ,-

experiences of tlon operative in his- acceptance of

tic

C

ltfe

and d meS them
'
and hC aCCGPtS these ideas and

ideals, whenever he accepts them at

all, only in his own way, according to his own light,;

that is in the way that will fit them in with his

general notions of things and his ideas and experi-

ences of his special social or domestic relations,

and he always puts his own meaning and interpre-

tation upon whatever may be presented to him as-

even universal truths.

Peculiarities of race-consciousness have, thus^

a very potent and powerful influence, not only
in the development of all ethnic religions, but.

they largely modify even the meaning and mes-

sage of credal religions when these are presented'

(viii) Racial * an^ accepted by alien races,

that is b Other than th Se OUt Of

ethnic religions whose original ethnic systems parti-
but also credal

religions especi- cular credal systems may have at

:cC
y

ep

W
ted

nt

by
ey
aiL

r

n t grown in the natural course of
races, givingpecu- its evolution. And a truly scien-
liar meanings to J

their ceremonies tific Study of the religious pheno-
and symbols. mena must start, therefore, with

II
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the study of these racial characteristics. Fpr it is

this study alone that can accurately fix the

-meaning and significance of the religious termi-

nology, the religious symbolism, and the religious.

.rites and ceremonials of different races. Any
other course is bound to lead to gross misconcep-

tions and outrageous misinterpretations and mis-

'understandings.

Take, for instance, that much discussed pas-

sage in the Old Testament, / am that I am. When

^deputing Moses to the children of Israel then liv-

:ing in the bondage of Pharaoh, this is the name, in

which Yahveh or Jehovah said he should be indi-

cated to his people. "I am that I am" hath sent

.me to you this was how Moses was asked to go

and appear before his people.
*

E. G. The name ri l r

"I am that I am" Now, what is the meaning of this

rin which Yahveh , .
, -* T ,

.

,

Basked Moses to new name which Yahveh assumes

indicate Him to here? Wha{. does f am that I am
'his people instead

of using Elo him
signify ? It is clear that Yahveh,

found in earliest
. ,.1^.1

records or Yahveh the name m which (jtoa appears to

e Moses, was unknown to the Israe-

Moses himself. utes< j^e savS) indeed, as much.

In the earlier books, the usual name for God is

Elohim or El Elohim, rendered by the English

translators into the Lord or the Lord Almighty.

In fact, scholars are now almost unanimously

-agreed that in the existing Old Testament there

as a clear collation of three different sets of

.* Exodus*
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-ancient Hebrew records
;

one set being called;

Elohistic, i. e., which invariably describes the Deity

in the terms of El or Elohim^ a second set being

called Yahveistic, wherein the Deity is named

Yahveh or Jehovah, and a third set which contains

directions for ritual and conduct, the laws of

Israel, and called, therefore, Priestly Code. *.

The Book of genesis is entirely based upon the

first and the third o.f these original records. It

is in Exodus that we clearly come, for the first

time, upon the Yahveistic records. Yahveh,

whencesoever it may have been derived, is pro-

fessedly a new name among the Israelites, first

introduced, evidently, under Mosaic Dispensation,

new, that is as compared to the older and more

familiar, El or Elohim. El, indeed, is the common

term for the Deity in all Semitic languages. We
: recognise it in Arabic Allah, as much as in the

Hebrew Elohim. Yahveh> however, seems to be

peculiar to Israel, introduced into Hebrew tradi-

tion along with that of the Mosaic Dispensation.

We know, however, as yet absolutely nothing as

to what Yahveh meant. We cannot,' as yet, refer

it to any actual experience, as its source, just

as we can the Sanskrit Deva or the Greek Deos

or Teus. For we have the secret in the

..'Sanskrit root div to give light. Deva means,

thus, the bright one, the shining one, and
*

Driver Old Testament Literature.
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its origin, clearly, was in the phenomena of light .-

and darkness as observed in the heavens. Similar-

ly we can trace the genesis of the word for the

Supreme Being in Hinduism, namely, Brahman.

It is from the root Brrinha which means large...

The original idea of Brahman was thus, immensity,

the all-comprehensive, the all-covering, the all-

pervading, thing ;
and thus step by step, it came -

to mean that which not only covers and contains, .

but also explains, interprets, illumines all,- the -

Supreme Self, the Over-Soul, Ultimate Principle

in the universe. We can trace the biography, so -

to say, of all or almost all these concepts. But

we cannot, in the present state of our knowledge,.,

trace the biography, in the same way, of Yahveh.

But whatever may have been the origin of Yahveh, .

it is absolutely certain that we cannot interpret

this / am that I am in any profoundly spiritual or

philosophical sense
;

because such an interpre-

tation has, absolutely, no support or justification

in the thought and experiences of the Hebrew

people. I am that I am does seem, on the face-

of it, to refer to Pure Being, or the Absolute, in

its highest and deepest philosophical cognition ;
.,.;

but such a supreme philosophic or spiritual ins-

tinct as could account for the growth of so abstract

a concept at such an early period of their evo-

lution, was never known to be possessed by the

Hebrews. Either the new name was bor-
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it can not have rowed from some other people
any Spiritual in-

^

r r

terpretation ; it more philosophically endowed
can not mean the .

Absolute as that than the ancient Israelites, or it

meant something very different from

..nature of the what we understand by a phraseHebrew race-con-
J l

:ciousness-somuch like I am that Iam. Conception of
external and . . . ..

shallow. the Deity as pure being could only

c grow among people who had a profound spiritual

conciousness, and who recognised their own soul-

I life. Such a conception could not, possibly grow

among a race that for long centuries of its thought-

life had, absolutely, no notion of a future state

or of any existence whatever, possible for man,

apart from and independent of the body and its

diverse organs and functions. And it is well-

known that the Hebrews had no idea of a life

after death before the Babylonian captivity, and

even afterwards their conception of a future-

.- existence was always associated with the resurrec-

; tion of the human body. In the older records

.'there is, no doubt, frequent reference to what is

called the Judgment Day ;
but this Judgment Day

refers, as a critical and careful examination of

these texts distinctly proves, to this, and not, as

-in the New Testament, to the next life. In fact,

even Jesus's teachings concerning the life of the

.spirit was woefully misunderstood and misinter-

preted by the general body of his own people,

-and some scholars have even attributed his cruci-
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fixion to the ill-feeling produced by the disap-

pointment of his earlier admirers caused by this.,

misunderstanding. For the Messianic Prophecy
'which Jesus sought to interpret, did not, .

as understood by the Hebrews, refer

at all to a Kingdom of God in the spirit

of men, but to a Kingdom of God, visible -

and manifest, among his old and chosen people

in Israel, a kingdom that, once more reviving
-

the old theocracy, would put an immediate, end
"

to the sovereign, earthly, authority of Rome over

the Hebrew nation. Jesus's preachings of the

'Kingdom of Heaven, evidently appealed to the

patriotism of
'

the Jews, offered them an almost

immediate release from the Roman Yoke
;

and
'

this was, some say, the main cause both of his

early popularity among his own people, and of

his subsequent downfall
;
and it would be impos-

sible to deny at least the plausibility of this view.

Be that as it may, however, the fact that the

Israelites had never any great spiritual or meta-

physical instincts can hardly be gainsaid, and how

the revelation of the concept of Pure Being, such

as a philosophic or spiritual interpretation of
'

I am that I am would indicate, came to be made

at such an, early period of Judaic history and

evolution, seems absolutely inexplicable and in-

conceivable. Judging from the general thought-

Structure and religious life of the Hebrew people s .
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such an interpretation would appear to be as

reasonable and legitimate, as a highly refined and

sensitive chromatic or acoustic interpretation of ans

utterance of Hebu Keller, the gifted deaf and blind*

young German lady, would be. And such misinter-

pretations are entirely due to the study of the religi-

ous records and experiences of one people with the-

help of the generalisations of those of another.

In fact attempts towards a scientific study of

the religious experiences of mankind have hitherto.

failed to so large an extent, and have so frequently

led to erroneous interpretations and unwarranted'

(ix) Ignorance or
generalisations, mainly owing to the-

neglect of the vital . ...
relations between ignorance or neglect of theologians;

sSentf"of""! and philosophical writers, of the vital.

people and its reiat{ons existing between the reli-
special race-cons-

ciousness or race- gious ideas and sentiments ofa people
character often

lead to erroneous and their special race-consciousness-

or race-character. The Right Rev.Dr.

generalisations. g yd Carpenter in his Bampton Lee-

E.G. Dr. Carpen- tures, * divides the great world-reli-
ter s broad classi-

.

fication of reii- gions, for instance, into two broad

"'religions
classes (I) Religion of Law or Lega-

Hstic ReliSion '
and (ij) Religion of

Fellowship. Under the first head he puts in Judaism,

Christianity. Islam, and Buddhism, and under

the second, Hinduism or Brahmanism. Apparently

the division would seem to be perfectly reason-
* Permanent Elements of Religion. Bampton Lectures by

Bishop Carpenter.
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able and justifiable, but only apparently. For

though there is a kind of legalism, no doubt in

Buddhism, it is 'essentially different from that of

Judaism, Christianity, or Islam
;
and the difference

is brought out only by an examination of the race-

characteristic or race-consciousness of the Hebrew

or the Arab on the one side and of the Hindu on

the other. Both the Hebrew and the Arab belong

to the same stock, their languages have the same

origin, the same structure, the self-same alphabet

even. That is, they have a common thought

structure. The social structure of the two peoples

is also the same, of the. military and despotic type,

iinspite of the fact that among the Hebrews it

assumed a theocratic character. And the race-

consciousness of the two peoples being thus the

:same, it is not at all surprising that there should be

., T .
an essential .similarity in their

Unity of race-

consciousness religions, also, however widely the

Hebrews
g
and the fonns of these might differ from one

Arabs explains another .. Judaic and Islamic legali-the essential sum- J

larity in their reii- sm can thus, very fairly, be classed

together,. As for Christianity owing

to its origion, its legalism also does bear some

similarity to that of Judaism, or Islam, though on

account of the profound influence that Greek

thought and culture had in the development of

Christian doctrine and Christian piery, Christian

legalism, in some of its deeper aspects, is yet
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-slightly different also from either the Judaic or the

Islamic legalism. But can we, in
But Buddhistic

*
'.

'Legalism isessen- any away, place Buddhistic legahsm
'

tially different, as , i i ^ TV .
i j

-3t involves a very
m tne same class ? There is a kind

different race- of Jegalism in Buddhism, no doubt,
consciousness. .

' '

but is it of the same character as the

legalism of Judaism or Islam or even of Christia-

nity, with which itbears in other respects, some str-

ange similarity ? In one sense, Buddhistic legalism

"is much more rigid than Judaic, Islamic, or Chris-

tian legalism. In Buddhism, there is absolutely no

getting out of the law, except through the law

itself. Here, especially in the Southern School,

there is no room for grace to suspend or annul
'
i the law. The Buddhistic law is absolute and in-

exorable. Yet this rigid and unbending legalism

is fundamentally different from the Hebrew, Chris-

tian, or the Mehomedan legalism, with which

Bishop Carpenter seeks to classify it. And this dif-

ference is due to the difference in their origin, the

it is decidedly difference in the race-consciousness
more rigid but not

-at all external or of the peoples among whom these
contractual as in ..,.. , ,. . , , ,, , . ,,

Judaism.
different religions took the birth.

Law in Judaism is essentially the imposition of an

outside will and authority. It is, really, an outside

law. Indeed, for long centuries, Judaic law never

sought the sanction or support even of the inner

-consciousness of the children of Israel. Its concep-

tions is that of a contract. Its obligations are



what may be called covenantal or eontractual..-

The Lord promised certain things to the children

of Israel on their doing certain things to him:-,

this is essence of the Hebrew Law. Hebrew legal-

ism is contractual, covenantal, associated with

rewards and punishments, that are essental ele-

ments of it. This is the rudimental idea equally

of Christian and Mehornedan legalism also. But

the character of Buddhistic legalism is very differ-

ent, indeed, from this. Here there is absolutely no ^

conception of an outside authority which imposed

the law, no idea of a personal will enforcing itself

upon another. The Buddhistic law is impersonal,

absolute, eternal. Its progression is like that of
the tree from the seed, and the seed, again, from

the tree. Law, in Buddhism, is conceived as a

wheel. A wheel is a circle, and a circle is the only

figure that suggests infinity * endlessness and

beginninglessness. Every point in the -

ismc'onceived as
circumference of a circle is its begin-

an
"?

fi

"^
e

,

and
f ning, and that self-same point, again,

eternal Wheel . of
. f F > s >

which both good is its end also. So also with the
and evil are spokes ,, . f T . . .

creating Karma Wheel of Law, every point is its-

and thus causing
beginning, and every point its end..

Law is associated, here, in Buddhism

to really neither rewards nor punishments. There-

are antecedents and consequents: there is.

causation. There are causes and effects. But

*
; Emerson. Essays, Essay on Circle.



every effect is like every other effect, a source of
"

bondage, becomes in its turn a cause producing

other effects, to become fresh causes, again. And

so on the wheel moves endlessly. What Judaism

or Christianity or Islam would call good or what

they would call evil, are both equally spokes -

in this Eternal Wheel, both create Karma and'

bind man to this inexorable and endless chain.

In Judaism, or Christianity or Islam fulfilment of
"

the law is the ultimate end. In Buddhism, not

Fulfilment of the
fulfilment, for the fulfilment of the

law, the end in

jadaism, Christia- end is in the generation of the tree :

nity or Islam. , , e , r , .. , r . . ,.} which fulfils itself again m the

production of new seeds, for producing fresh

trees, but the annulment, the destruction, the -

absolute cessation of the law is the -

The absolute i T-I , ,. rr,, .

cessation of law, Soal - Thls ls salvation. This is

i
h
jji

oal of Nirvana. And when we thus care- -

Buddhism.

fully analyse the conception of Law

in Buddhism, we find how essentially different it .

is from Judaistic, Islamic or even Christian

legalism. Taking the ordinary

classification of our mind into the

to the Will but
Reason, the Will and the Emotions,

Buddhistic lega- _

lism belongs to it may well be said that while Judaic

The former or Arabic legalism belongs to the

domain of the

Buddhism belongs to the realm of'

-Reason. The one is almost external, the other is.
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^positively internal. The one is distinctly empirical,

'the other is essentially philosophic. The two

-stand on altogether different planes and can never

be placed in the same class. And the difference

-between them is due to the different character of

.the Hebrew or Semitic and the Hindu or Aryan

. race-conciousness.

For Buddhistic legalism is not entirely Bud-

dhistic either. It is, in some sense, common
to both Hinduism and Buddhism.

The Buddhistic -^ ., , ,->. , ~ .

.legalism is one For though as Bishop Carpenter
with the Hmdu

says truly Hinduism is pre-eminent-
- idea of inexorable J J ' r

.and self-caused
ly a religion of fellowship, it is

equally also a religion of law or

Karma. And the doctrine of Karma is common

-. to both Hinduism and Buddhism, and Karma is

. absolutely inexorable in both. Karma is also self-

caused in both the systems. *

And is destroyed only through illu-

-.many elements in mination or Buddhatwa \ The
common with the

.

.Hindu idea of Hindu conception of salvation or

..Kaibaiya. Moksha is in this respect the same

it

Bhagavad-Gita V. 14,

Bkagavad-Gifa IV,
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as the Buddhistic conception of Nirvana. The

beginningless and endless chain of cause and

effect must be broken up, in both the cultures,..

before salvation is attained. So Buddhistic lega-
-

lisra is not really un-Hindu, nor is Hindu fellowship'

absolutely foreign to Buddhist thought, for Nirvana

is in some sense, the same really as Laya or-

Kaibalya, or the losing of the individual soul in

In both Hindu- the Universal soul. And in both-

ism and Buddhism Hinduism and Buddhism there is the -

the dominating

Aryan instinct of dominating Aryan instinct of the-

the UnYTersal Spiritual and the Universal, clearly
manifest.

manifest. This sense of the spiri-

tualorthe Universal transcending the material and 1

the particular, the common element of Aryan race

consciousness, has imparted its distinctive features .

to the Buddhistic conception of law, making it so

essentially different from the Judaic, the Islamic or-

the Christian conception. And the confusion into

The peculiar which Bishop Carpenter fell, in-,

taking Buddhistic legalism as be-

ism due to its ori-
longing to the same class as Judaic,

gm from Aryan
*

race-consciousness Christian or Islamic legalism, is.
and Dr. Carpenter . , ,

is wrong in class- entirely due to the wrong method,

Se of investigation generally followed

Islamic legalism. by the European students of com-

parative religion.
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rJ&l A, true application of the psychological and

Histrio-Comparative methods discovers

that religion is man's attempt at

adjustment to the Not-me.

_S -

;

The generalisation that will discover the perma-

nent elements of the religious phenomena present-

ed by the history of the human race, must be

based upon a much wider range of religious

experience than is covered by what are known as

the great world-religions. It must explore every

form of religion from the most crude to the most

; refined and subtle. Starting with primitive culture

it must trace the evolution of the religious senti-

ment up to the highest point as yet reached within

our knowledge. It must study the history of the

different religions in the light of the general laws

of psychological evolution. And it must apply

the comparative method in conjunc-

tion with the Historic method, in

general religious jts researches into the law of reli-
expenences and

regulative ideas in gious growth. And by this means
the history of the .

evolution of every it will discover that as there are

ed^apnySr permanent elements in the general

gical study of all religious experiences of the race,
different kinds

r

and Stages of which establish the essential unity

eSby tteappli-
of the religious phenomena, so there

cation of the
are permanent elements in every

.'histno-comparative
r '

method.
religion also^ that may be charac-
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^tensed as the Regulative Ideas in their respective

history and evolution, and that constitute, thus^

what may be called the individuality of these

religions and differentiate them from the others.

We have briefly considered both these elements in

the foregoing pages. We have seen that the high-

est and broadest generalisation that can be arrived

at, by an examination of the religious phenomena
in generol, is that religion is man's attempt to

adjust himself to his Not-me, with a view to realise

the highest end of his existence. This definition

covers, we claim, the entire field of the religious

experiences of humanity. In primitive religion,

call it fetishism, totemism, animism, ancestor-

worship by any name you please, it is man's

-attempt to adjust himself to his Not-me, that is to his

Nature or his Social environments, that we always

discover its birth, growth and evolution. There

have been primitive peoples, it is said, who possess

. absolutely no idea of a Deity, however crude or

gross. Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth century

Deism, miscalled Theism, tried hard to prove the

universality of the religious intui-
'
'

ffielt enS tions bX attributing an original idea

: sation that it leads of a Supreme Being to every man
to is that religion m

is men's attempt and race, for upon such a umversali-
to adjust himself . . , .,, ., ., ,

;*o the Not-me. ty it sought to build up its so.-called

philosophy of Natural Religion,

which would preserve the truth of religion while dis-
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carding the authority of supernatural revelations.:..

The attempt was not, we are afraid, uniformly-

successful, for every now and then travel-

lers turned np who testified to the utter absence -

of any form of religion in some one or other

of the primitive races whom they had met and

studied. But the battle raged, on either side

around what we now recognise as absolutely

mistaken issues. The old student, whether

orthodox or heterodox started with a wrong

definition of the Deity, some intuitions re-

garding whom they were seeking in primitive-

consciousness. God-idea as we have in civilisation

could never be found in naked and cannibal'

barbarism. For though, impious philosophers

have sought to turn pious opinion into ridicule-

by it, it is still none the less true that:

own image,..

gion on a umver- man aiso has always made,' and is-
sal intuition of

God, not always still making his God, everywhere-
successful as it f ,. , f j ,

confuses the God-' after himself
;
and anthropomor-

in

n Phism by which ^hodox theology
-

with

barbarism
especially in Christendom, wanted.

to scare away people from what is called Natural :

Religion, conceals a great truth which neither

party seemed for a long time to be aware of...

Indeed, those who admit that man is made in the,-

image of his Maker, actually make over the whole

case to anthropomorphism. If . God made man,'.
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after himself, where then shall man seek and find

him except in his own humanity? The study of

religion in our age has, however,.
(iv) Modern. . r i n ,1 i

thought accepts justified all anthropomorphic con-

S?DW cePtions of the God -head
>
as the

naturally anthro- only ones that man could have of
pomorphic based

.

on the actual the Supreme Being. For in every
character and the . , ,

pressing needs of age>
m every country, in every place

of its evolution
>

his religion has

always been built up by man ac-

cording to the actual character and the pressing

needs of his physical and his social life.

In fact, religion in primitive culture is a much

more vital thing than we seem to be conscious of

in civilisation. With us, religion in
(v) Religion in

the sense ofadjust- the usual acceptation of the term is
ment to the Not- CL ,

me is much more often-times a mere matter of specu-
vital with the pri- }ation more Qr jess Qr of mere habit
mitive man than

with the civilised We can live without it, and even die
who has already

got considerable Without much thought of it. It IS

adjustment. because the problems of life are not

so acutely presented to us as they

were to primitive man. To a large extent we

seem to have adjusted our physical life to our

nature-environments more or less, and our con-

ceptions of what is called the Reign of Law in

Nature have well-nigh killed our perceptions

of the Supernatural in it. The Supernatural

plays an almost infinitesimally smaller part

12
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in our everyday life than it did in that of

: our primitive ancestors. Every physical evil was

to them due to some supernatural agency. Every
illness was to them the working of an unseen

agent that had either to be fought and conquered

.or worshipped and propitiated. Every natural cata-

clysm, a thunderstorm, a flood, an earth-quake, a

tornado, an eclipse, jungle-fires, draughts, flights of

locusts, or irruptions of wild animals, whatever,

indeed, disturbed the even tenor of their troublous

life, were regarded by them as due to some active

malevolent, though invisible agency, very much

like themselves. As in his relations and dealings

with his human enemies, primitive
Apparent in the

strong sense of man had sometimes to fight them,
the Supernatural , . c , .

in the primitive
an" sometimes to sue for their

man - favour and forbearence by offering

acceptable presents to them, with a view to be

able to pursue his ends in life without any moles-

tation from them
;
so also he did with regard to

the unseen agencies in Nature. He sometimes tried

magic, exorcism, incantations, to beat these evil

agencies away, and sometimes he sought to win

their favour and appease their wrath by prayers,

praises, and offerings. And. all this was part of

his rude scheme of life to adjust himself to his

surroundings, and overcome the conflicts in which

he found himself placed. All this was his religion.

Religion was, thus, a most vital concern with
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him in the most acute and literal sense of the

word.

: It is not so vital a concern in our life,

because we can live without what
(vi) The differen-

tiation of our is usually called religion. We have
modern religious , ... -.11
life from our phy- separated our physical, our mtellec-

and even ethical ethical life from our religious life.

:..life.

Not so however was it with the

primitive man. To him everything was reli-

gion, and religion was everything. He was

feeling his way in the dark, haunted by the fears

of the Unknown at every step. We too are,

perhaps, doing the same
;
and inspite of all our

conceit of knowledge and our boasted mastery over

our destinies, we too are, really, as helpless and as

much at the mercy of unknown forces, so far, at

least, as the ultimate issues of that life are concern-

ed. But we are not, like the primitive man, so cons-

tantly haunted by the consciousness and the fear

of the unseen. We have, at least, greater assur-

ance than he. Our life is not homogenous, un-

differentiated, like his. It has been cut up, so to

say, into different compartments, of which religion

occupies only one
;
and though we may not have

the fullest freedom of that, compartment, we seem

to feel, at least, that we have the run of the others,

and are practically absolute masters there. Loss

of health or of wealth rarely drives us to religion
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now. We seek the aid of the physician or the finan-

Limits the scope
cier- An earthquake, even like that

of religion proper of Lisbon, or more recently of the
and makes it no

longer the sole West Indies, sends us not to our
-

concern of our i , . ,, . u r> i-

private and public gods, but to the seismograph. Reh-
hfe but only a

gjon stands, practically, divorced^
matter of inner r "
personal life. from our nature-environments, with>.

which it is related still only on-

its aesthetic and poetic side. It stands divorced
1

also, very largely, from even our social-environ-

ments. Our social relations are controlled and

shaped now by social science, of which politics, ,

economics, and ethics form the three chief ele-

ments, and psychology the interpreting principle. .

Religion is, thus, simply a matter of what may
be called our private, our personal, our inner life. .

But even in this narrowed sphere, it :

(vii) But yet it is tm th Q t[{ namelyour adjustment to ' ' &> /

our ideas and Our attempt to adjust ourselves to-
ideals for attain-

.

ing the highest our own ideas and ideals, with a-

end of our life. . . , . , , . . ,c
view to attain our highest end in life.

But this narrowed aspect of religion among us,,

is, after all, a mere passing phase. We are just

now passing through a differentiating phase, a.

most pregnant antethetical moment, in the evolu-

tion of our culture and civilisation. Primitive

religion stood in a state of homogeneity..

Modern religion, especially in Europe, and

generally all over the civilised world, is pass-

ing through a state of differentiation. This is,,
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^however, in its very nature, a passing state. Inte-

gration follows quick in its steps. Modern

European thought even is rapidly moving towards

. a higher synthesis. The seers and philosophers of

the last century and this, Kant and Hegel, Carlyle

-and Emerson, Goethe and Schalling, Tennyson and

Browning, Ibsen and Tolstoi, Diderat and Whit-

man are the pioneers of this new synthesis. It

has. commenced visibly to affect
(vm) But the J

differentiation is even the Churches. Both Catholi-
j.to be necessarily . , ^ . .

followed by an clsm and Protestantism are passing
:

i?t
egr atio -.a dearly through the throes of a new

higher synthesis
*

already hinted at birth
;

and a New Orthodoxy is

by the Seers and
. . i t . i A

; Philosophers ofthe rising on both sides of the Atlantic,
?last century. , -

, , f .3

strong after a newer and loftier view

of religion that will put an end to the present

conflicts, between reason and revelation, science

.and scripture, independence and authority, and

the natural and the super-natural. And it all shows

that religion, even in this comparatively very high

. stage, means the attempt of man to adjust him-

self to his environments, the difference between

this and primitive religion consisting only in the

(ix) Our thought nature of these environments. In
:.and life are ...
moving towards a the earliest stage these were wholly

oVThedt?" external
;

at present they are

pectsandrelations mostly internal, consisting in the
.of our life to one * ' fa

.another and to presentations to his own Reason of
our modem sur- . . . f , .

groundings,
the external relation of his

life, on



the one side, and.the inter-relations between his intel-

lectual, his aesthetic and emotional, and his moral

and spiritual experiences and needs on the other.

And in this state of conflict, even these inner and

subjective phenomena, necessarily, present them-

selves as the Not-me.

This, then, this attempt of man to adjust him-

self to his Not-me with a view to reach his highest
end in life, is the broadest and most universal

and .as it seems to us, the most
(x) This attempt . . , . .-

at adjustment to rational and scientific, generahsa-

tion - of . the religious phenomena..
terisation of. reli- it expresses the fact of religion
gion in terms of

r
_ ^

universal experi- in the terms of universal experience.
ence presenting T , ,

. ,,

a common factor " seems to present the one com-
m

^
a
-

1
'

4.1,

re
H?J?

ns mon factor not only in all religions, .

and in the diner- J o >

ent aspects of a but in every phase of its evolution,,
religion. . .

in every religion as well.

In taking up the study of any particular reli-

gion, in a truly scientific spirit, and in seeking to

trace its history and evolution with a view to get

at the actual truth of the experiences it reveals, we

must start with this generalisation of the religious

phenomena. We must view it as the attempt of

man to adjust himself to his Not-Me, to realise his

highest end in life. And this means that our study

must divide itself into two parts, namely, first,.

the study of the man himself, with a view

to discover the particular prism through which,.



should guldYoS
from pre-historic times, he viewed

study of any reii-
thjs Not-Me

;
and second, the study

gion which neces-
J

sarily involves the of this Not-Me in itself, in its dual
study of the , . . .

special race-cons- aspect of Nature aud Society, as

ing

U

the

S

rejr

S

ulative
furru

'

shing the materials upon which

idea and the study the instincts, the thoughts, the senti-
ofthe physical and
the social surroun- ments, and the energy of this man

the fcrm^which have always worked. The study of
the idea takes and the man wiU reveal what we have
explaining the

modifications called his special race-consciousness,
of the original in-

. ,

tuitions by envi- the peculiarity of this thought-
ronments. 1:f

^ wh jch fumishes the Regulative

Idea in the evolution of his religion. The study of

his Not-me, his nature-environments and social

surroundings, will not only show us the forms that

this Idea took, but will also give us a clue to the

origin and history of those modifications that may
have been worked into his original intuitions by his

environments, at different periods of his history.

To understand Hinduism, we must, therefore, first

of all study the Hindu, from the earliest period of

his life, to discover the Regulative
(XH) Hence

.

Hinduism is to be Idea in the evolution of his special
understood in re- ,

. , 11. i

ference to the history and culture,and next we must

study of the
study the forms that this Idea has

Hindu giving the J J

regulative idea taken, and the way in which it has
and that of his .

surroundings been accentuated or modified from

timetotime by,what M. Taine would

call, the surroundings of his race

and the epochs of his history.

THE END.





FRAGMENT.

HINDU HISTORY-

ITS BEARING ON HINDUISM.

Religion is not an isolated phenomenon in man's

life, standing, so to say, apart from its other de-

partments. In the earliest state of social evolution

-the state of homogeneity-religion, as we find in the

records of every race, is everything, and everything

is religion. As in the human foetus, the liver

^performs not only its own proper and specific func-

tions but also those of the other organs as well ex-

cept the heart, so in the earliest state of social life,

In the earliest religion performs the functions of

.state of social evo- every department of that life. Scien-
ilution religion

prominent inevery ce and art, politics and economics,
department of life i ., i ,.1

-and mixed up
commerce and trade, everything

with all.
*

js tken a part Of man '

s religion,

-and the supernatural, the specific element

of the religious consciousness, plays a very

prominent part in all these departments of the life

of primitive man. Subsequently, in the gradual

differentiation of the different departments of the

social life, the religion or the sacred separates it-

-self from the secular and the profane. This differ-



entiation has been well-nigh completed in Europe

and America. But even in this state of differenti-

ation religion, specifically so-called, can not be al-

together abstracted from the other departments of

human activities. Religion when standing in this

ante-thetical state, concerns itself with God and

man's relations with and duties to his Maker, pri-

marily, and, in a secondary way, somewhat medi-

ately, with his relations with and
Differentiation .

brought about duties to other members of his socie-

on y gra ua y. ^ ^^ j^g Y3.CQ. But man's concep-

tions of his Maker are always coloured by, if they

are not even directly derived from, his experiances

of and relations with his physical and social sur-

roundings. His physical life, the character of his

Nature-environments, his social relations, the cons-

titution of his society and his State, the general

course of his historic evolution, the influences that

But religion of a are brought to bear upon the general
race is always
coloured by its development of his intellectual and
physical and so- ...-,.
cial surroundings, ethical faculties, all these have a vi-

tal relation to the evolution of his religion, specifi-

cally so-called. . The religious experiences of any

race or nation must, therefore, be studied, in the

light of the general evolution of its history and

Study of Hindu- culture. The general course of the

wtat'S?
5

,^ historic CTotoio of *e Hindu
to Hindu history, people, must, therefore, be a preli-

minary study to any truly scientific investigation-
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of their religious records and their religious life..'

Hindu religion must be studied in the light, that is

of real Hindu history.

A right conception of Hindu history is essential

to a right understanding of Hindu religion. But ,

The
1

Hindus have wnere are we to find a Hindu his- .

no real history tory ? One of the most convenient.
previous to the

'

Mahomedan inva- myths of European origin, in regard
sionand they are .. . .

-

even wanting in to India is that previous to the Ma--

homedan invasion, this country had

pean origin. , never (any reliable history of its-

own. The Hindus not only had no history, but

never possessed the historical faculty even. Ac-

curacy of observation and faithfulness in recording

actual experiences just as they are, constitute the

_. .
, , essential elements of this faculty ;,

Their legendary
' J

poems and stories and the Hindus have been absolutely
are unreliable as ,,..,.,,
containing gross

deficient m these, as a race. Every
exaggerations.

suspicion of historical verity is dis-

pelled by the exaggerations of their imagination

from even their legendary poems and stories, that

supply valuable materials for the primitive history

of other peoples . Uulike, for instance, the Greek.

epicSj the Illiad and the Odyssey, the Hiudu epics,.

the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, furnish no

reliable basis for working up even the semblance

of a Hindu history of these early and legendary

epochs. The descriptions of men and events in<

these books are often-times, too grossly exaggera-
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ted to be acceptable to the historian as even a

flimsy basis for any historic construction. What-

ever may be the real meaning and explanation of

these so-called exaggerations, we shall not stop to

-discuss here. We simply admit that history, as

-an accurate chronicle of dates and events, is ab-

:.sent from the existing records of the ancient

Hindu people. But this may not, we contend,

imply the absolute absence of the historic faculty in

this branch of the great Aryan race.

But the present T . r ,, , . , ,.

'want of accurate *n view * the notorious vandalism
Ancient records of of some of the foreign invaders of
facts may be :

thought as due to Hindustan, it may not be wholly
their destruction . 111,1,1, i c
in times of foreign improbable that whatever annals of
.invasions. ^ km(J may haye exjsted jn the

:royal archives or the sacred temples of the country

were destroyed during these alien irruptions.

Indeed, it seems rather incredible that a people,

who, judged by the existing remnants of their

literature, attained a very high degree of culture

and made marvellous progress in almost all the

. . arts and crafts of civilised life, never
Especially, m >

view of the civili- kept a record of the doings of their
sation they attain- .

-ed and the exist- kings or the exploits of their war-
enceof court-chro- /-\ , t , i ,

niciers as recogni-
rtors - On the contrary, we do know

:sed functionaries, this much at least, that the court-

chronicler was a recognised functionary among
.ancient Hindus, and Hindu archaeology also fur-

.nishes, here and there, strange glimpses into the
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methods by which memory of important events or

personages was sought to be preserved and perpe-

trated in ancient India. Apart from all this, which,

create, at any rate, a strong presumption against

the validity of the popular European view regard-

ing the utter lack of the historic faculty in the:

Hindu race, do a catalogue of the names and dates -

Moreover, chro-
of kings and warriors, and a record

nicies of dates of their outer deeds and achieve-
and events furnish

but little clue to ments, constitute the real basis, and*

ideas that tattle the most valuable materials of true

life and soul of a
history? The value of these chroni-

race. *

cles is not denied : but are they su-

fficient, of themselves, to fully elucidate and cor-

rectly interpret the real life of any people ? Chroni-

cles ofdates and events furnish the sign-posts, so to

say, of historic evolution ;
but these give us but

little clue to the regulative idea or ideas that under-

lie it, and form, really, its very life and soul; nor do-

these truly and sufficiently explain those subtle

intellectual and moral forces that really contribute

everywhere and always to the making of important

historic epochs. Not in so-called annals and

chronicles, hitherto very frequently misread as

constituting true history, but in the records of the-

thought-life of a people, in their general literature,.,

in the pictures of their domestic and social ideals

and activities, in the descriptions of their sacra-

ments rites, and institutions, do we find the most.
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valuable materials for their real history. What

would we know of Greek history
The most valu-

able materials for without the help of Greek poetry,

Greek sculpture, Greek mythology,
its thought-life- and Greek philosophy ? What would
ats general litera- r r J

,ture, pictures of it avail the student of the historic
-domestic and

,
. .. , . .,

social ideals and evolution of the English people, it

.activities. ke kacj an accurat-e diary of the

public events of the Elizabethan or the Victorian

ra, but not a scrap of the Elizebathan or

Victorian literature ? A record of the great Re-

bellion would mean but little to us, as British

.history, if we had not the writings of the Puritan

"Divines, and the products of the immortal genius

<of Milton, to illumine and interpret that tumul-

tuous page of the history of England. The story

of the French Revolution would simply impress

upon our minds the hideous excesses of
it,

if

-,we had not the works, of Voltaire and Rosseau

and the general thought-record of
Annals and f T , . . r ,

Chronicles eluci- the trench Illumination, to find us

^'bTtint the real key to that great world

tion of facts and
cataclysm, to which humanity will

..generalisations.
' '

be eternally grateful for some of its

most precious heritage in the culture and civilisa-

tion of modern Europe. The thought-life of a

people is their real life. The history of their

thought is their true history. Annals and chro-

nicles are helpful in the elucidation of otherwise



-'inexplicable points in this thought-history. These

are needed for the verification of the facts and

generalisations gleaned from, and based upon, a

general study of a People's thought-life. But the

sciences of comparative history, and
But they are now

mostly superceded sociology, as well as the general

.gL;

h
LP
eS

h
s

0l

of Philosophy of history, have, to a

comparative his-
iarge extent, made the students of

tory, sociology f

&c. giving us social and civic evolution, which is

general principles , , ,, , . c , r ,
.

for constructing Pr ougnt to be the chief theme of his-

real history as the
tory. independent of these dry cata-

science or philo-
/ > r / *

sophy of the cul- logues and descriptions of outward
ture of a race.

events. The psychological group of

the sciences have been revealing to us certain uni-

versal truths and principles, regarding the course of

.human development in general, in the light of

which we may now build up a more correct history

of any people than what has been constructed

-hitherto as such, out of the annals of their kings

and the journals of their warriors. From this

modern stand-point, regarding the character and

function of history, as a science or philosophy, the

literature of a nation, their poetry, their painting,

their sculpture, their music, their law, their philo-

.-sophies, their scriptures and their general religious

works, furnish a far true and more valuable

record of their growth and evolution, than what

the so-called historical records have ever been

.able to supply.
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And, so far as the thought-life of the Hindu-

people is concerned, we think there exist ample
materials for the construction of a real history

of it. The Vedas the Sutras, that contain the

laws and rituals of the early Hindus, the rich

exegetical literature that seems to have grown
around the Vedas, and traces of"

The whole of the ... . .

Vedic and Vedan- which are found in me works of

Purana
r

s

a

,

tU

th

e

ecL
h
s

e
- #* Niruktakars or Vedic lexico-

sical dramas, the graphers ;
the Upanishads. so rich

later philosophi-
b r

.

^

cal speculations not only in their profound metaphy-
and the varied . , ... , ,

vernacular litera- Slcal speculations, but also in anec-

ture of the differ-
dotes and stories that throw a hirid*

ent parts of India

and, last of all, light upon the social and civic life-
the architectures

furnish the richest of the Hindus of that great specu-

lative period ;
the philosophical or

metaphysical speculations that sub-

sequently grew around these Upanishads ;
the

Puranas, representing not only the highest, the

fullest, the most universal, and spiritual phase of"

what may well be called Imaginative or Idealistic:

Hinduism, but also giving a vivid picture of the

social life and civic government of medieval

Hindus
;
classical dramas; the later philosophical

speculations like those of Madhavachary'a, (the-

auther of Sarvadarshana samgraha), and Bijnana-

bhikshu
;
of Sankara and Ramanuja ;

and finally,

the varied Vernacular literatures that developed, in<

every part of India, under the Moslem rule,
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the latest works of Tantrikism and Vaishnavism in*

Bengal, of Saivaism and Vaishnavism in Southern

India, the literature of the religious movements of

Kavira and Ramananda in Nothern India, that of

Guru Nanak and his successors in the Panjab,.

the Abhangs of Tukaram in the Mahratta.

country ;
all these, not to mention the revela-

tions of Hindu or Hindu-cum-Dravidian

architectures of Southern India, Bombay, or

Orissa, furnish the richest possible materials for

a true history of the Hindu race. A good portion*

of ancient Hindu records and a good

PSbn
S
of

a
mndJ deal of the ancient monuments of

records were lost this pe6ple, have no doubt been.
during the early

* A

Mahomedan in- lost duriug the first period of Maho-
vasion. . .

medan invasion and conquest..

We have, for instance, no records of Hindu paint-

ing, though it seems clear, from occasional re-

ferences to it in some of our classical books, that:

even the art of painting had attained a fairly high

degree of perfection among the mediaeval Hindus..

There are similar indications of the astronomical,/

the physiological, the physical and
Modern resear-

.

ches discovering the chemical investigations of this.

many
'

side-lights , , 111
to such a history, people ;

and as we already have--

through the labours of Dr. P. C. Ray,.

a history of Hindu Chemistry, so before long we

may also have a history of Hindu physics, Hindu

Physiology, and real Hindu Astronomy treated

13



apart from Astrology. Bu apart from these

side-lights that a patient study, in a Scientific

and critical spirit, of the ancient
The already ac-

r '

cessible books literature of the Hindus might throw
supplyample ,1- i i. j
.materials. on their general culture and

ments, even the books that are

already accessible to us, furnish fairly ample

.material for building up a real history of this

people from the earliest times.

Thus it will be seen, that even if we may not

work up a connected account of the outer events

,
of the life of the ancient or mediaeval Hindus, we

.may well build up, with the help of existing

materials, a very fairly accurate and detailed story

of the evolution of their thought
Properly collec- 10

ted, arranged and and culture. The Vedas, the butras,

mSSaretE the Upanishads, the'Piiranas, the

.quateto give an
gxegetical literature that grew

,
accurate history ot

... the Hindus though around these Scriptures, the Sans-
; archaeological and .11 i

,

-other external re- krit classics, and the vernacular

S

great\; strength^ literatures, furnish ample and varied

. iintemal evidence. materials, if only these could be

properly collated, arranged, and interpreted,

for a Hindu history, that would by no means

toe less accurate than what modern Hebrew

.scholars, like Keunen, Ewald, Robertson Smith

and others, have been seeking to build up, out

of the records of the Old Testament, concerning

the life and thought of the ancient Hebrews.
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Recent researches into Assyrian, Babylonian and

Egyptian archaeology, and the discovery of the

-amieform Inscriptions, have, no doubt, contributed

very materially, to the working out of ancient

Hebrew history, verifying or correcting the theories

of old historians, and clearing up many an other-

wise obscure print and passage of the old records,

and by this means external and objective testi-

mony has been made largely available for lending

strength and support to internal evidence and a

The absence of P*wri inferences. All this is true,

-external testimony. anc| the absence of similar sources
is rather due to . .

want of foreign of corroboration in the case of the
contact in case 'i , / , TV/TV i T i

of the ancient history of ancient or Mediaeval India,
Hindus. makes the work before the Hindu

historians more difficult, demanding much greater

care, circumspection, and patient research, but

this difficulty does not prove the utter absence of

historical materials in the records of the Hindu race.

Indeed, the absence of external testimony simply

proves that the Hindus had from time immemorial,

been practically a self-centred people. They had

but little dealings with the outside world, and

/barring the Greek invasion and the subsequent

relations with the Scythians, the Bactrians and

other remnants of the Greeko Asiatic nations,

:that came and entered India from the North west,

'-the ancient and mediaeval Hindus had no foreign

^contact worth notice. Their method of expansion



and colonisation, strictly confined within the-

Indian Peninsula, except the later occupation

by them of Ceylon and some of the Islands of

the Indian Archipelego their ways of absorbing

alien tribes and cultures, their peculiar socials

economy and missionary propaganda if the

term could be applied to a religion that has been

almost universally described as absolutely non-

missionary all these have helped to practically

obliterate all traces of foreign contact or conflict

from their literature. One must dive much below

the surface to discover these. For, though these-

traces are lost, the fact that there had been such'

contacts and conflicts can scarcely be denied, in

view, for instance, of the undoubted Hinduisation*.

of the whole of the Dravidian people of Southern

India. The story of conversion and absorption

of this people into Hinduism, if only it could be

Their peculiar
discovered, would present this great

methods ofexpan- world-religion in an altogether new
sum and colomsa-

tion and their aspect, and throw considerable
ways of absorbing ,. , , - ,,

alien tribes and light upon some of the most

interesting but obscure passages of

though most ef-
its history. It would not only

fective, helped to J J

obliterate all ex- discover some of the most interest-
ternal traces of

. .

the few foreign ing and instructive features of
;a

h
d
ad?n Hindu culture and civilisation, but

their life history. wouid present a unique phase of

religious propagandism such as the world has.
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perhaps, never witnessed anywhere else. But the

process of Hindu expansion was a quiet, a states-

:manly, a thoroughly evolutionary profcess, that

-has, naturally, left no monuments or inscriptions

to glorify it. It is, therefore, useless to search

for any corroboration of Hindu history in foreign

annals. The neighbours of the Hindus, unlike

those of the Hebrews, were almost infinitely

inferior to them in civilisation and culture, and

who even where they did claim a high standard

of culture, as the Dravidians undoubtedly did,

were quietly absorbed by their stronger neighbours,

almost body and soul, so to say, all but entirely

-losing, therefore, all traces of their previous,

independent, existence.

Indeed, the modern sciences of Comparative

History, Anthropology, and Sociology, which

reveal the general principles of historic evolution,

>have, to a very large extent made the student of

social and civil evolution independent, of those

catalogues of dates and events

-o?a

e

hSto
d

ry ast
which had Pviously usurped the

account of the name and dignity of history. The
systematic evolu-

.

tion of a particular sociological and Psychological
type of race-cons- r . , . 11
ciousness in refer- group of the sciences, have been
enceto a regula- reveaj{ng to us certain universal

truths and principles regarding the

.general course of human progress, in the light of

^vhich, we may now build up a more correct ac-
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count of their real life than what had before been"

furnished by the annals of their courts or the:-

journals of their warriors. History is no longer a

mere record of outer events and dates, but the

story of an evolution. Its aim is to trace the origin

and development of particular types of culture and

civilisation, represented by particular nationalities,

or races, and discover, enunciate, and explain the

laws and principles of social. evolution. It views

society not as a mere, mechanical collection of

men and women, thrown together by chance and

living together by the. needs of mere animal or

physical life and that have no deeper bond of union

than the occupation of a common geographical

situation, or the possession of a common dialect,

both, again, the result of mere chance, the work of
" a fortuitous concurrence" of historical events,

but, essentially, as an organism, having a distinct

life of .its own, .
with an organic and pre-historic

end, regulating and shaping that life to its own

essential needs. Mere geographical situations do-

not create national life, though they do modify and

regulate more or less, the outer expressions of that

life. Neither do historical contacts, whether mili-

tant or peaceful, create it, though these also have

a mighty influence in shaping its course. A nation,.

like an animal, is subject to the laws of natural

selection, and may, therefore, sometimes develop-

new organs and sometimes, in degeneration, eveni



lose old organs, under pressure of external condi-

tions, whether geographical or historical, but it

never, except ,in the case of a total extinction,.

loses its original type. A nation is not a mere

mechanical collection of individuals, nor is it of the

nature of a voluntary association, like, for instance,.

a Temperance Society or a universal Democratic

Federation, any more than a mechanical toy is a.

living creature. Every organism
It is the system-

to

.

atic account of the has an end unto itself, a regulative
evolution of a .

, ,
. , -j i , i n

social organism
1"ea which guides and controls all

through certain
its activities and the manifold

circumstances and
in reference to an processes of its evolution. Every
idea or end which . .

unfolds itself with evolution, indeed, is the evolution of

nW*- Biology has neither been

expresses it. ^^ as vet) to establish the theory

of abiogenesis, or the production of life from non-

life, nor has it been able to discover any differen-

tiating element in the protoplasmic cells that

gradually develop into different kinds of animal

organisms. So far as our present knowledge of

these cells go, there is absolutely nothing to distin-

guish a human cell from what is developed into a

puppy or a baboon, These differentiations set in

later, and the same kind of cell grows into a human

baby on the one side, and into a puppy, a colt, a

calf, or a monkey on the other. These differentia-

tions could not be uncaused or arbitrary. And the

causes of these differentiations must have been
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present, though undiscovered, in the original cells

themselves. It is this which, in evolution, we call

the Regulative Idea. As in the

It showshowthe development of a portrait the idea
'different regula- V r

tive ideas or ends formed in the mind of the painter
evolve different r .1. f . n - t_- i. i-

organisms out of of tne features of his subject, directs

movement of his encil or his

brush, so in the evolution of an

organism, the Idea of it as it is to be finally per-

fected, regulates every step of its growth. It is

this Idea, inherent in the very life and constitution

of every organism, which distinguishes these from

one another, the puppy from the pony, and the

baboon from the human baby. The organic con-

ception of social evolution, the conception that

societies or nations or races have, like animal orga-

nisms, definite and specific ends unto themselves,

ends that shape and control their evolution, that

constitute the regulative ideas in their evolu-

tion, and that therefore, constantly, consciously

or unconsciously, and more frequently uncon-

ciously than consciously, work themselves out

more or less successfully, in the life and institu-

tions of different nationalities and races, ever

since their appearances, on the arena of human

history. This is the view in which History

is regarded by modern thought. This new

aspect of History is seen, in a somewhat crude

form, in the story of the Hebrews as presented
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^in the Old Testament. That story starts with

_, . , f
the idea of a covenant or contract

i he idea of

-covenant between betwen Yahveh on the one side
Yahveh and , A , , ,, r . / ,

Abraham, the and Abraham, the father of the

records of the this contract Yahveh takes the
Hebrews present- . .

.
.

ing in its terms Isrealities unto him for a people and

to them "a God >" in a

genius to be realis-
special sense. They become his

ed m its hfe-his-
r J

story. chosen people, and he .their chosen

God. And the whole of the history of the Hebrew

race is presented in the Old Testament as the

working out of this ancient covenant. This

special relation between them, as a people and

Yahveh, is what may be called the one permanent
and persistent feature of the Old Testament

records, the one regulative idea in the evolution

of Hebrew history, as painted in these. What is

presented in this pious interpretation of Hebrew

'history, as an instance of special providence, and

interpreted, therefore, in a supernatural sense, in

the Old Testament records, is really regarded as

*
Genesis. XII 2,3,7; XIII. 14-17 ; XV. 1-16 ; XVII. 1-15 ;

and Exod. VI. 3-8. In Exod : VI. 7-8 Yahveh says, "I will

take you to me for a people, and I will be to you a God : and we

shall known that I am the Lord your God, which bringeth you
out from under the burdens of the Egyptians. And I will bring

you unto the land concerning the which I did swear to give to

Abraham, to Issace, and Jacob and I will give it you for an

.'-heritage. See also Exod XIII. and XIX. XX.
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a general principle and a quite natural pheno

The . modern mena of historic evolution, by

fo^ttds^
h
to

the modern Philosophy or Science,

rationalise and of History. Stripped of its
umversause this

'

.

a

super-natural and supernaturalism the Old Tes-
particularistic ele- .

'

. r TT i_ i ,

ment in each race- tament view of Hebrew history
consciousness. means that the Hebrews as a

race had a peculiar genius, a special type of

mental and social structure, a special end unto

themselves, as a social organism, the fullest

development and realisation of which was the

universal end, the Regulative Idea of their history.

What modern Philosophy of History has done

is simply to rationalise and universalise this super-

natural and particularistic historic perspective.

Our modern Historical science or Philosophy
of History starts, therefore, with the ultimate truth

of modern Anthropology, the truth,
Scientific or phi- \

s/ '

.

losophical history namely, of the existence of certain
therefore starts ... ..... . . , ,

with the regula- original, prehistoric inexplicable yet
tiveidea. undeniable peculiarities of mental

and social structures, that constitute the special

characteristic and genius of different races and

nations, and that furnish the element of per-

manence, as well as the regulative end and idea

to all historic evolutions.

The study of the historic evolution of a people

must start, therefore, with an examination of their

peculiar race-characteristics or race-consciousness.
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as we have called it, which alone can furnish the-

right key to the solution of the complex problems
of its inner life and outer activities, and indicate-

the universal trend of its past, and the possibilities,

of its future career. The elements of this race-

consciousness as we have already seen, are two,,

namely thoughtrstructure and Social-structure..

The study of the history of every people must

Discovered in
comme-nce with an enquiry into.

their thought- these two vital and constituent ele-
structure and so-

cial-structure even ments of their nationality or raciality..
from the prehis- T ^.i ^i i , , T
toric days and *n their thought-structure we dis-

never totally for- cover tneir world-idea, the special.
saking it until the r

race is totally ex- view-point from which almost in~
tinguished. ,

stinctively, they have always ap-

proached the great wqrld-problems that faced them ,

from time to time. It is here that we find a

a key to their particular philosophy of life, from,

its earliest and crudest to its most refined, and even*

transcendental stage. It is here that we find how

they have viewed themselves and the world about

them, from prehistoric times. It is in this thought-

structure that we see the real character of the

mental and moral life of the people. Like their

thought-structures, different races haye had from/

pre-historic times, types of social organisation and!

social economy peculiar to them. This is what

we have called their social structure. As in.

the thought-structure of a race we find their



'original and peculiar world-idea, the foundation

of all their subsequent philosophies and specu-
/?

"'"'

latioifs, the cast and character of their peculiar

intellectual life, so in their social structure we

discover their original and peculiar social ideal

and economy. And it is in these, in the

'thought and social structures of a people, that

we stand face to face, so to say, with the

(Regulative Idea of their historic evolution, and

discover those secret forces that have shaped and

controlled the destiny of different nations and

traces, forces, which though sometimes vanguished

by foreign ideas and ideals, have never anywhere
been completely crushed out, but that have always

^striven, as long as the nation or race has not

been all but totally extinct, sometimes openly

and consciously, but oftener, perhaps, insidiously

-and unconsciously, to reach out, anyhow, to

;their original ideal and end.

The first question therefore, in the study of

of real Hindu History is, what is the speciality

of the race-consciousness of the Hindu people ?

wu *. u. What is the Regulative Idea,' the
What is the re- & '

;guktive idea of element of permanence in their
Hindu Evolution? . . ,

historic evolutiou ? What is that

which has perpetually differentiated this strange

people, whom more than a millennium of foreign

dominations and foreign repressions have failed to

destroy, from the other nations of the world ?
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What is their peculiar thought-structure, and what-

their special social structure ?

And, as we have already pointed out, the-

thought-structure of a people must be studied in

their linguistic structure.
" We know certaim

forms of language," says Max Muller, "which

correspond to certain forms of thought, and the

relations of the subject to the objects and of the

elements of perception are viewed, and conse-

quently expressed, differently in different langu-

ages. Accustomed to Aryan modes of thought,,

it appears self-evident to us that a language, in

order to be a language, must be able

auTong
6

ttir to distinguish the subject from

thought -structure the object, the nominative and
expressed in their

linguistic struc- the accusative. But as a matter of"

fact, there are few languages beyond

the Aryan group which have distinct forms for

these two categories of thought, and where the

forms are wanting there must necessarily also be-

the spirit absent. There, among peoples outside -

the Aryan group, we find that the consciousness

of the subject as subject, dominating the object,

has been from the very beginning very feeble, so-

feeble indeed that it found no place in their

linguistic structure."

The thought-structure of the Hindus must then>

be studied in the structure of their original lan-

guage, Sanskrit
;
and Sanskrit, belongs to a large-



.-.and influential family of languages, of which' Greek,

Latin, German, and many others, designated by
the name Aryan, are members. The thought-

structure of the Hindus is. therefore,
Genencally, the

thought-structure generically the same as that of
of the Hindus is

, , ,, , . f ,, T ,

Aryan i.e. its
these other branches of the Indo-

world-idea con-
Aryan family. And the. distinguish-

sistsmthepercep-
J J

tionoftbeUniver- ing features of this common, Aryan,
.sal and the Abso- ......
lute revealed in world-idea is its perception of the

luactureTsub- Universal and the Absolute. The

ject dominating pecuiiar linguistic structure of the
the object.

r
.

&

Aryans, which reveals "the consci-

-ousness of the subject as subject, domi-

nating the object," is, in other words of
,
a

pre-eminently metaphysical cast. A hankering

-after the spiritual, a sense of the whole have

always dominated Aryan thought, whether among
the Greeks or the Romans, the Saxons or the

Teutons, the Slavs or the Hindus. The conscious-

ness of the self standing perpetually not only over

against, but essentially independent of the not-

.self, has, in some shape or other, been an original

-consciousness with these peoples : and though

its expression has been sometimes crude and

sometimes clear, and been different among different

branches of the Aryan family, it has never been alto-

.gether absent from their thought-life throughout the

countless centuries of their past evolution. There

iiave been variations in the common world-idea,
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among the Aryans themselves, and different

'branches of the Aryan family have sought to

realise this common world-idea in different ways,

creating wide divergences in the genius of tEe

different nationalities of this Indo-Aryan group,

but nowhere has it been ever absent, and it is

owing to the persistence of this world-idea in them,

'that we find 'so strange a family resemblance in

the highest thoughts and speculations of such

widely different peoples as the ancient Greeks, the

modern Germans, and the mediaeval Hindus.

This original world idea, the conception of the

-metaphysical whole, the common heritage of the

Aryan race, found, thus, somehow, an expression

among the Hindus, very different from what it has

.
,

had among the other branches of
Specifically, the

1 Greeks sought to this family. The sense of the spiri-
realise the parts in

, , ,
. 11.1,1

the whole and tLia' and tne universal took, thus, a

hence were guid-
pecu ijar character in Greece, veryed in every de- r J

partment of life different from what it had among
and thought by , . ..

-

the supreme sense the Hindus, differentiating, thereby
' of form '

the Greek from the Hindu culture.

The Greeks, for instance, viewed the Universal and

the Absolute from the stand-point of the particular

and the relative, the whole through the parts ;

while the Hindus took, evidently, a directly

opposite stand-point, and looked on the particular

-and the relative from the plane, so to say, of the

'Universal and the Absolute. The Greeks sought to



realise the parts in the whole. The characteristic-

element in the Greek civilisation was, thus, the-

consciousness of "Form." In Greece the nature

elements and the social elements of the National

life were all regulated by this supreme sense of"

"Form" the sense, that is, of the proper relation

bet-.veen parts, in reference to the Whole. And the-

resulting achievements ofthe Greeks were, special

development of Logic, having reference to the-

essential forjns of thinking, the categories of the-

understanding through which the relations in*

nature are apprehended and understood
;
the per-

fection of Art, having reference to*
Hence the deve-

lopment of Logic the right relations between limb.

and limb and part and part, in the

superior kinds of
perfected and harmonious whole

;
the

political and *

social structures growth of a very superior kind of"

among them. . f
political structure, having reference

to the just relations of individuals to individuals as

organs of a self-governing State
;
the evolution of

Ethics, which regulate the relation between

individual and individual and individual and

the social whole. Through 'this innate sense of

"form," Greece was able also to enter into a close

kinship with all the relations of Nature in

the physical world, and thereby, through close

observation, to develop the ground-principles of"

Science.

But, for every good there is always a counter-
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poise of evil, and while the special epiphasis that the

original spiritual and philosophic instincts of the

T,
'

, _
,

Greek people laid on what we would
But the Greek

'r r

emphasis on the call the Concrete Universal, helped
Concrete Univer- , . ,. ,, ,.

sal, the immanen- to develop all these peculiar ex-

Sd^fthe'Tm^ cellences of the Greek thought and
scendental and

culture, it also,.at the same time, to a
hence the absence
in them of the very large extent, weakened their

God-consdones, hold on the Transcendental. And^
of the sense of the the result of it was that the Greek
romantic in art, of

the grasp of the conception of the God-head, even in
transcendental as- . . ... . .

pect of the human its highest philosophic stage OI

persona ity.

speculations, was more immanental

than transcendental, the Creator was counter*

minous, so to say, with his creation, and conse-

quently the higher forms of God-consciousness

seen in the Hindu is absent in the Greek. In Art,

similarly, Greece represents the classical stage,

where there is absolute harmony between the form

and the spirit of beauty it seeks to reproduce ;
but

after the classical there is a higher phase of

aesthetic evolution, wherein the spirit transcends

the forms, the phase, namely, of the rdmantic,

which had hardly been reached by Greecian Art

In society, again, Greece recognised simply the

dependence on and subordination of the individual

to the Social Whole, of which they were limbs and

parts, but had no consciousness of the fact that the

individual too had an end unto himself or herself,

14
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an end which is only furthered, but not destroyed or

even actually overruled by his subordination to the

Social Whole
;

an end that the latter cannot safely

or justly ignore or usurp. In other words the Greeks

had not a strong grasp of what may be called the

transcendental aspects of the human personality.

Whoever did not contribute to the general well-

being of society, as that well-being was apprehend-

ed and understood by them, was regarded by the

Greeks as having little or no claims to existence,

just as an effete or paralysed limb has no right

to burden the body. That absolute sanctity of

human life as human life, that majesty and

inviolability of the human personality as a human

personality, to which Europe owes so much of

her later progress and civilisation, almost in

every department of life, are the special con-

tributions of Roman law and Christian ethics,

and Greece lacked these conceptions almost

entirely.
* All these are the limitations of

Greek culture, due to the peculiar form that its

original sense of the Spiritual and the Universal,

the common characteristic of the Aryan race-

consciousness, took due to the fact that Greece

' * And it is noteworthy also that the conception of personality in

Europe, was originally not a philosophical, metaphysical, or religious

conception, strictly speaking, but a more or less political idea only,

basing itself upon the conception of individual rights, as 'citizens

of a self-governing State. :
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apprehended the Whole, only through the relations

of life and nature, and not as existing in itself,

apart from and transcending all relations.

Among the Hindus, on the other hand, the

same spiritual or metaphysical consciousness, the

original feature of this race-consciousness, found a

different expression. The Greeks conceived the

parts in the whole, the particular in the Universal,

'The Hindus saw the Whole in the parts, the

Universal in the particulars ;
to see a Dingle

:man was to realise the presence of Humanity,

because Humanity is to the Hindus in

truth and reality, in all its fullness, in every
"liuman unit, however unmanifested it may

be to our uncontemplative and
*

*saw "the uninstructed vision. For, is not the

Universal in the Wh le ,in every part of it, as its
particulars as

,

' r '

their regulative regulative idea, its end, as well as

beginning ? God, says Emerson, is as

perfect in the atom as in the Universe
;
and here

the Sage of Concord reproduces the highest God-

consciousness of the Hindu. Every atom contained,

in his vision, the Universe. Every creature had in

essence the fullness and perfection of the Creator.

Where is Brahman ? asks the disciple of the

iteacher, in the Upanishads. The teacher directs

,him to bring some salt and a pot of water
;
and the

-salt is put in the water and the pot set in its place.

With this the disciple is dismissed for the day.
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He comes for a reply to his, question the next day.,

The teacher wants him to bring the pot of water-

where he had put the salt overnight. Where is-

the salt ? he asks. It is .. in this water, replies

the disciple. Where, find it out, is the next direc-

tion. The disciple says,how was he to find it out,,

it was in every drop of that water. It
The Upanishads .,.,,. *

find Brahman is like this-^cff eft says the teacher..

in every part, and o r T> 1 ^
particle of the Such ls Brahman, m every part
universe. an<j particle of the Universe.

This is the burden of Hindu Theology almost all'

through. The Upanishads, representing what may
be called the reflective and speculative phase of

ancient Hindu thought, give clear expression to-

the idea, but it is present as an original and

organic element in every phase and form of Hindu,

thought Its lispings are : heard in the Vedas

in the hymns and rituals of that period, and it-

is fairly recognised in the attempts even of the-

primitive Hindus to read some sort
The tendency ,1-1

apparent even in of a spiritual and universal meaning

^4e
primitive even in their perceptive deities,

their sensible God-experiences. It

is, indeed, strange how this people, even in that

early and primitive state, rushed from the parti-

cularities about them, to an apprehension of the

General, if not of the Universal.

Thus, for instance, Agni or Fire, the first born of

the gods, as he is described in the Rig-Veda, and



whose identity with the physical. fire is absolutely

unmistakable, is soon found to have, established

a most significant kingship with the sun, that huge

The sense of the ball of fire up in the heavens,

and with the lihtin-od, and all

from the very these are spoken of as forms of
structure of
Hindu conscious- the one and the same, god, This

steges'of growth!

8
consciousness of the Spiritual and

the' Universal is heard as a. most

distinct and articulate note in the Upanishads., It

controls also every system of later thought and

speculation; including, strange as it may seem, even

those that may be called materialistic or even

-atheistic. And it colours every form of the religious

sacraments, rituals,

'

and mysteries of the Hindu

people, including even what appears to be outwardly

most gross and sensuous. Thus, for instance, the

temple sculptures of Orissa and other places, that

.naturally give such a shock to the refined tastes

and morals of Europeans and even of the English-

>educated Hindus themselves, were meant to serve a

-spiritual and ethical purpose, in Mediaeval Hindu-

ism, by creating a disgust in the mind of the

devotees for sensuous and sensual enjoyments, and

the contemplation of these uglinesses formed part

of the spiritual discipline of monks and others, for

weaning their affections away from all flesh. The

Ethiopean cannot change his skin, nor the leopard

>his spots, nor can the Hindu get rid of .this over-
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powering spiritual instinct, and for the self-

same reason. Because the Ethiopean's colour, the^

leopard's spots and the Hindu's spirituality are all

special, generic, and organic characteristics of their

respective kind or species.

The other branches of the Aryan race also have-

this common element of the Aryan race-conscious-

ness, it is true. But as we have seen in the case of

the Greeks it took a different form among them,,

contributing those precious elements to Greek

thought and culture, that constitute at once the-

peculiarity and the pride of modern Western:

thought and civilisation which owe their origin to-

Greece and Rome. While the Hindus saw the

Whole in the parts, the Greeks saw the parts in-

the whole, as we have already said, and what a

wide and radical difference between the two*

views this simple juxtaposition makes? To
see the whole in the parts is an essentially

subjective process. It involves the negation^

of the particularities of the particulars, the-

denial of all distinctions and differentiations,

in the vision or idea of an undifferentiated;

totality. But when parts are sought for and

seen as parts of the whole, they are seen as-

related to one another and to the whole-

of which they are parts. So do the parti-

culars exist, in a series of relations, in the:

Universal. To approach the whole through the:
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parts, these must be put in their right rela-

The subjective

tbnS' Not the denl
'

al
> but the

process of seeing fullest acceptance of the reality
the whole in the ,,.,.,.,
parts the vision and validity of these relations

5
not

Sy-aS

ntia

o
e

p

d
their negation but proper accen-

posed to the tuation and development of these
<jreeko-Roman re- r

cognition of the relations, this is the only way here.
particulars in the .,/-,, ~
Universal, has And Greek culture and Greeko-

ihlism?^S-' Roman civilisation, the common
minism and fata- mother of modern western civilisa-
asm and also to

too much of indi- tion, is a most glorious example of
vidualism on the , , . , f , .

one hand and a what this phase of the spiritual

pTsonaHtyfnce?
consciousness naturally results in.

tain directions on The Hindu civilisation is an ex-
the other.

ample of the opposite process; It

leads, the search of the whole in the parts, to

pantheism in theology, determinism in ethics, and

to a fatal fatalism in the general philosophy

of life. At its highest point, on the one side,

it leads to absolute quietism as the goal, and mon-

kish monasticism as the way. It is the high road

to all sorts of artti-social ideals and other wordly

dogmas and disciplines. It is this peculiar view of

the Spiritual and the Universal that helped to

weaken the sense of personality in certain directions

and obstructed the due development of what is

understood as the true ethical consciousness, in

Europe, and of the higher forms of civic life, among
this people. On the other side, if sets up the
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individual, as representing the whole, above all

relations, makes him a law unto himself, and leads

"to the apotheosis of the human personality, even

'in its most degraded form,* as really and

essentially divine, and through this to the ideal

of what may be called a universal divine incar-

nation, .*" '

*

Hindu history must be studied, therefore, in

-the light of this peculiarly spiritual genius of

-that people, and the moment we do so> we find

This idea of the
many things that had at first eluded

Abstract universal our analysis and our understanding,
alone can explain
.the Hindu, civili- revealing their reason and meaning
sation in all its , .- , , , c .

phases-its effects t us
>

a^ if by a touch of magic.
as well as defects. Th js gense of the Spjritual and the

Universal, which forms an organic element of the

Hindu race-consciousness, viewed as what is called

the Abstract Universal, explains the meaning

.of Hindu . culture and civilisation, finds out

the secret of their social economy, and their

civic laws and institution, as well as of their

philosophies and their religion. It is this

which also easily explains and accounts for

those limitations and deficiencies in their life and

; thought that have not infrequently led superficial

*
SeeGeeta IX. II
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Students of Hindu civilisation to relegate it to

a lower and comparatively primitive stage of

'human progress. To properly understand the

meaning and significance of the historic evolu-

tion of the Hindu people, we must examine, in

;some detail, the results of their innate sense of

-the Spiritual and the Universal, in their relation

with Nature, Society and God, results that have

flent a special tone and character to their physical,

to. -their social, their intellectual, their aesthetic

-and their- religious life.

This sense of the Spiritual and Universal is the

.'Regulative Idea in the historic evolution of the

Hindu people. This is -the prism through .which

^the Hindu has, always viewed himself, his social

-and his physical or nature environments. And
' consequently a sense of the abso-

The absolute ^ J
. .

r supremacy of the lute supremacy of the Spiritual over

External anTobj!
a11 external and objective forces,

ective forces the whether sodal Qr physical, has
keynote of Hindu r J '

, eiviiisation. always dominated all his relations

. with both society and nature. Superficially viewed,

social authority seems to be absolutely crushing to

?the individual -in India. There is, apparently, but

little room for the exercise of what is. called per-

-sonal or individual freedom in either domestic or

-social relations among the Hindus. Society, through

Jts caste-codes and its religious sacraments and

-ceremonials .absolutely dominates the life and
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activities of the individual to its minutest*

.details to the extent even of his choice of food

and drink even:on different days, of the week of

the month. The authority of Society over the

individual seems, thus to be as rigid and as absolute-

here as it ever was among the Greeks. But this.

is, however, only a superficial view of the Hindu

social economy. Society does control the in-

.dividual here as it did in Greece, but the end

was not the same in Greece as it has always been

in India. In Greece the individual was considered

as a limb of the body politic, and the control of

the limb was regulated by considerations of the

well-being of the organism, the State. In India

among the Hindus, the authority
As a sample of its

. ,.,..,,
application to of society over the individual was,.

the Greek the . , c jrr .

individual was imposed, -for -a different purpose..
a hmb of the Here the well-being of the organism >

body politic and
t

.thus subordinate was not the only, at any rate it was.
to the Society but

, , . , , ,

to the Hindu, the never the supreme end in the regula-

was
tion of the ^dividual. The indi-

the end in itself vidual, the Self itself was that end.
and the Society

only a school for Society was only a school for the
his training in . . r , . ,. , ,

_
,

and through training of the individual, for the-

obS ^freedom development and perfection of the

from bondages by real life of the individual, that is, his
means of regular .

course of dis- spiritual life. Social bondage was^

Clp me'

not an end unto itself, but was only

a means to a higher end, and strange to say, that:
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end was the very freedom of the individual whom*

society sought so rigidly to rule. Through bondage-

to freedom, that was the process. Subordination to-

social disciplines was meant to cure the conceit of

self, to bridle unruly passions, to regulate the-

appetites by giving legitimate but restricted oppor-

tunities for their satisfaction.

As in his social life, so also in his relations

with his nature-surroundings, this innate sense

of the Spiritual', and the Universal always asserted!

The assertion of
itself- Nature is terrible, in its wild

the Spiritual and
aspects, in India. Its majesty stands.

the Universal m ^ J J

the relations of almost unrivalled, in the snow-
man with his . . ,

. .

nature -surround- capped mountains, the rushing
ings<

rivers, the endless expanse of arid

plains or wild vegetation, almost all over Hindus-

tan. But awful as his nature Nature-environments,,

both terrestial and celestial, have always been,,

the Hindu never allowed these to overawe or over-

whelm him, except only as expressions or symbols;

of the Spiritual and the Universal. Viewed from;

the stand-point of the Absolute and the Spiritual,

Nature appears in one of two ways. It is either

Nature viewed an expression, a radiance, a sign and
either as an ex-

symbol, of the Absolute, the outer-
pression of the

Over-soul or as an body, so to say, of the Over-Soul,
illusion that ,, - , .

, ,, .,, ,, ,, . .

hinders the vision the form which the World-Spirit or
of the Real. ^^^ Soul hag thought fi(

. ^
assume for its own self-revelation, or self-reali-
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sation or it is an illusion, a false covering, a

iiideous nightmare that hinders and distorts

the. vision of the True and the Real, Nature

stands, thus, either as. a medium of communi-

cation or communion between God and man,

or as a veil that shuts his God out of the sight

of man. In the one case, Nature will be sought

to be idealised and spiritualised, quickening and

'feeding : the faculty of Religious Imagination, to

a. very high pitch, and giving birth . to a most

marvellous apotheosis of the cosmic forces and

phenomena, both in their totality, as well as, in

their varied, differentiated, and fragmentary as-

pects. In the other case, it will be
But not as an in- , , . n , , .,

'

, , . ,

-dependent power shunned, ignored, deliberately denied

flktwTth.

in C n"

and ne ated ' But in neither case

.-.,:: . will there beany attempt or even

any desire to enter 'into any serious conflict

with Nature, with a vi#w to its ultimate con-

quest and submission. And this has been the

.general character of the Hindu's .relations with his

.Nature-environments, all through his past history.

,. In the earliest stages of his life; as indicated in

the hymns of the Rig-Veda, for instance, the Hindu

tOO had his COnflic.tS with his Nature-
Evidence of early
conflict with surroundings. Such conflicts are
mature visible in . , . , .,.,.. ,

.Rig-Veda but not universal in what is called the jungle- -

very prominent,
clearing" stage,' : when man's first

-concern is 'how to. clear the earth, both of beasts
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and vegetation, to make it a safe habitation for

himself and his kind. There are just a few Suktas:

in the Rig-Veda which preserve for us the memory.

of this period of primitive Indo-Aryan history.;

But the generality of the Vedic hymns belong-

to a later period, when the Aryan settlers.

in India, had practically 'settled down to a

fairly advanced agricultural life, which implied.

a certain amount of progress in the arts-'

and crafts of, civilisation. The dominant note>

therefore, in the Vedic hymns in regard to the-

view that the Vedic Hindus took of their nature-

surroundings, is one of fellowship. The Vedic1

hymns are very largely addressed to what are-

called Nature-deities, representing the spirit, -'so-

to say, of natural objects and phenomena. Fire,;

in its dual aspect of terrestrial fire;,
The prominent .

relation with the and celestial light and heat, is one

of the most prominent of the Vedic-

of
fellowship^ GO(JS . The sun, the firmament.

is manifest in the '*

Vedic hymns to the clouds, sending rains and*
the Nature-deities . ,

hurling down the thunderbolt, the.

storm winds, the morning and evening twi-light,,

the rivers that flowed through their settlements,.

fertilising their fields, carrying their primitive

merchandise, and spreading their culture and their

dominions, all these and others like these, natural,

objects of phenomena with which the Vedic Hindu

was familiar and which influenced for good or evil1
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ihis earthly life and happiness, are the most

prominent of the Vedic deities, and the hyrnns

addressed to these bear ample evidence to the

^spirit of friendliness and fellowship, in which the

Vedic poets and seers, usually viewed the Nature-

forces about them.

This spirit of friendliness and fellowship with

Nature-forces and natural phenomena, could not

^possibly grow without the very closest obser-

vation of these forces and phenomena. And an ex-

amination of the ritualism of the Vedas shows how

careful had been the Vedic Hindus in their crude

observation of their nature-surroundings, and

mpre particularly of the phenomena of light and

darkness, and the rains and the seasons. Astro-

nomy Vedanga Jyotish\s one of the six recog-

nised branches of Vedic knowledge, without which

the study of the Vedas could not be regarded

as completed. The minutest observation, as far

as it was possible with the naked
Such a relation >

ipresupposesa eye, of the movements of the sun,
more or less close . , 1.1 i *. j*.ii.
.study of nature as tne m on the planets and the stars,

found in Astro- was neecjecj for the determination
morny, Anatomy,
Physiology, Geo- of the right moment for the per-

"devekped

C

in the formance of.Vedic sacraments and

Tft?n" IhJoufh
sacrifices. Astronomical . observa-

the exegencies of
t{on became, thus, a religious neces-

ritualism.

; sity with the Vedic worshippers,

same need led them to the study, in their
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primitive way, of animal anatomy and physiology,

rfbr with the growth of ritualism, there grew up
-a very complicated system of animal sacrifices,

which demanded a very minute and careful divi-

:sion of the sacrificed animal body, not only for

the various offerings made to the gods, but also,

for its division among the different orders of

Ipriests and chanters who took part in these sacri-

.fices. Minute directions for the construction of

^sacrificial alters and the preparation of the sacri-

ificial grounds led to the discovery of the elements

of Geometry and Mensuration by the Vedic

Hindus. And all these indicate

some sort of rudimentary scientific

observation observation and research, thoughand research.
' *

conducted not exactly in the spirit

of science or after strictly scientific methods, but

simply prompted by religious or sacrificial and

ritualistic requirements. Besides these, the very

>needs of ordinary human existence impelled the

Hindus, as they did other human groups, to inves-

tigate the properties and character of the natural

;forces and objects about them. A knowledge of

;the seasons was necessary for agricultural
'

pur-

iposes ;
that of herbs and minerals was needed

for manufacturing as well as medical purposes ;

;some knowledge of mechanics was essential to a

people who built stone-structures, used cotton

and woollen clothing,
;rode in chariots driven by
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horses and oxen. And all these, imply some know

. . ledge of nature, some conquest of
The Scientific

* M

tendency further and supremacy over natural forces-
stimulated by the 1 , T i i 1

needs of everyday
and phenomena. Indeed, no people-

life and progress cou^ possibly attain the standard
in civilization.- r -J

of civilisation that the l Vedic

Hindus seem clearly to have done, without the

establishment of some sort of a mastery over:

nature and without wresting some of /her elemental

secrets from her hands. .

But still the spirit in which the ancient Hindus

approached Nature was not in any sense, what:

would be called a scientific spirit in our age. The-

Hindu approached his nature surroundings, iii

the spirit of the poet and the seer, like a painter

or a philosopher. He did not
The Hindu

.

r r

viewed nature not botanise his plants and herbs but:
as a scientist but i , i_. , -j i i

as a poet and ;

he
(

simply sought to idealise and
seer>

. spiritualise the vegetable kingdom

about him. He did not bring the sun down fromi

the heavens and press him under the spectrum,,

nor did he catch up the death-dealing,, thunder-dis-

charging, and yet beneficient, because rain pro---

ducing lightning from the sky, to make it run.

on his errands .of peace or war over measureless-

miles of
:
vacant space. He did not gauge the

rains by inches, npr span the heavenly heights,

\>f his snowcapped, mountains by the theodolite^.

He saw, he : heard, he felt, and by his own inner
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sensations and emotions, he sought to take his own,

soul-satisfying measure of the outer world. Con-

sequently whatever records we have
So he could not .

so much utilise the of the ancient Hindus nature ex-

perience, have almost universally,

nal life as he
vvhich may be called a soul-reference

could read his J

thoughts and in them, either direct or indirect,
emotions in them.

Nature was to him not a thing apart,

not a thing that had a real existence outside or

absolutely independent of him, but he found it,

at the final analysis, when he attained the reflective

phases of his evolution, to be a part, really, of the

self
j
and by the experiences of that self, by its

He conceived na-
sensations

> impressions, and.emo-

ture as a part of tions, he always .
measured Nature,

the selfand always
clothed the real and interpreted it, and to the highest
with the ideal. , c ,, , 1f ,, , , , .

ends of that self, throughout his

whole history, he tried to turn it. So there is

poetry even in, his science
;
which means that he

always clothed the real with the ideal, the material

was always symbolised by, if not universally

transfigured into, the spiritual. And thus the

genius of this race asserted itself even in its

experiences of and relations with their physical

surroundings,

This curious admixture of science and. poetry,

common to all primitive culture, has, however,.

a peculiar meaning and significance in the case

of the ancient Hindu. It is not the product of
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wild and untrained imagination. In fact, this is

This poetic ele-
f U11^ m records that must have

ment in his science grown side by side, almost with
is not the product

J

of wild imagina- some of the profoundest speculations
tion but is really ... TT . . .

. idealisation or of the Hindu mind, speculations
spiritualisation. ^ ^^ ^ wonderful analytical

powers of this race
;
and when, the Hindu intellect

could hardly be called, therefore, very wild or

untrained. Nor is it the product of what has

been termed, with ill-concealed contempt, as

"oriental imagination" which is an euphemism,

plainly, for deliberate falsehood or lying ex-

aggerations. But it is the product, really, of the

innate sense of the spiritual and the universal, of

this people. What unimaginative European critics

condemn as "oriental imagination," is really the

result of idealisation and spiritualisation, even

though it should seek to express itself in the

terms of the material and the sensuous. And

it would not, we contend, be very easy to deter-

mine whether the highest truth is to be found

more in what people usually characterise as real

than in what the unimaginative and the unspiritual

necessarily dismiss as mere ideal. Usually we

declare our sense-testimony only as real. 'For

purposes of strictly scientific investigations this

definition of the real is correct tentatively',
and \

absolutely needed. But people who take the

testimony of the senses, what is called scientific
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evidence, as absolutely real and true, forget the

The tentative
tentative character

.
of it, as well

. character of scien- as ignore the narrow limits within
tific evidence to

be always supple- which the sciences have necessarily
mented by the in- . ^ .

-terpretations of to work. bor are our senses the

r the h*ha* witness f

understanding. reality ? What, indeed, is sense-

testimony itself, except the impression produced

.upon a sentient being by the contact of sense-

objects with his senses ? And these impressions

.are measured really not by the senses, the senses

only communicate impressions but do not record

them but by the mind, their universal reader.

What happens, really, in so-called strictly accurate

or scientific statement or record of our sense-

impressions is that the mind works here within

certain arbitrary limitations, and reproduces not

-the whole but simply a part of the impressions

of sense-objects communicated to
Science is con-

.

-cerned with a it by the senses. Generally speak-
limited view of . .

, ... ..

things in space
mg> science, by its quantitative

.and time which an(j qualitative analysis, limits the
are really appre-

^ J

bended by the mental records of sense-impressions

to their relations in space and time,

ignoring ;for the time being, that both eKtension

.and succession, implying relations, are appre-

hended, not by the senses, but by the mind alone.

Thus, in what are called strictly accurate records

of outer objects and events, the mind divides-
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itself, so to say, from itself, and gives out, not

the whole of its impressions, but only a part, and

really, a very contemptible part of them. In

fact, mere sense-impressions do not ^constitute-,

knowledge at all
;
nor is such knowing, if knowing

Perception con- it may, at all, be called, in any
stitutes true know- __ .j r , u , ,,

ledge only when sense, an evidence of the truth even
followed by emo- of external objects. Perception,.tion and volition J r '

and volition justi- emotion, and volition these are the
fied by the actu-

, . , . .,

ality of the thing three essential constituents of know-

KSbHiS le<%e>
and truth or ri.ht knowledge

Logic, is established only when perception

is followed by its own proper emotion or feeling,,

and finally, when this emotion or feeling is followed

by volition or activity, and when this activity is-

justified by the actuality of the thing perceived,

it is then only that the real truth of a thing may
be said to be thoroughly established. This is the

test of truth as recognised, at least by Hindu

Logic. And this canon is equally supported by the

highest methods even of modern science. How,,

then, can we abstract the feelings that particular

sense impressions produce from our real know-

ledge of sense-objects ? What is called ordinarily

accurate statements is only, thus, a partial record

of our impressions of objects and events. It is

an outside measurement of them. The senso-

rium or the Manas measures things from the

outside, the heart measures them from the inside..
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The one refers them to things conceived as stand-,

ing outside the seer or the knower :

The Oriental ima-

rgination spirit-
the other refers them to the seer or

.while "weTe'rn knower himself. And why should

.Science material- the one measurement be declared as
vises the mind in its

method of study- true and accurate, and the other
'ing objects. r . . , c , f .

as false, exaggerated, and lanciiul ?

The one, really, is the result, of the materialisation

of the mind, so -to say ;
the other the result . of

the spiritualisation of matter. This is the difference

.between Western truth and Oriental imagination.

And this fact must be borne in mind in studying

Hindu records, whether they refer to scientific,

.historic, literary, or religious subjects.

The fact, really, is that what is contemptuously

-characterised as "oriental exaggeration" is only the

preponderating soul-reference or subjectivity of

these records, indicating the overwhelming sense

,.
( ,

... of the Absolute and the Universal
Thus the oriental

-exaggerations that possessed the Hindu mind
.really refer to the .

pre ponder a almost from prehistoric times. In

? thT
1 "

HtadS the earlier Sta CS f thdr hist ric

even from prehis- development, the vehicles of their
toric days though
die' expressions thought were, naturally, not only
were then neces- , , 1 ,. , ,

. .. i

.-sarily crude and crude, but also exceedingly limited
;

defective. ancj ^ express ion of their sense

of the Universal and the Spiritual, by means of

:such crude and chaotic materials as were supplied

tby their natural or social environments, naturally
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became somewhat chaotic, crude, and exaggerated..

Hegel's characterisation of the first stage of the evolu-

tion of art, as oriental, in the sense which he uses the-

term, is
y therefore, hardly applicable to Hindu art,.

be it poetry, or painting, or sculpture or architecture-

. ,
-

, , Oriental art, according to Hegel,.Hindu art not ' fe
.

oriental in the is that wherein the form over-
Hegalian sense of . . .

form overwhelm- whelms the spirit. But in the con-

ing spirit, sciousness of the Hindu,-the form

never, actually, overwhelmed the spirit, but it is-

rather the spirit that overwhelmed the form..

Philosophy of Art characterises it, rather as the

third, according to Hegel the highest, stage of

T -,. .1. -. the development of Art. In saying,
In it the spirit

r J Q

overwhelms the however, that -even in the earliest
form.

stage of Hindu art, the sp-irtt over-

whelmed the form, we do not mean to claim for

it, really, a place in what is called, Romantic-art.

In Romanticism the spirit overwhelms the form of"

art, in a way very different from that

n in which it is found, actually, in

the Romantic or anc {ent Hindu art Romanticism is
even the classical

stage of develop- preceded by classicism, the stage of

art-development, wherein there is an-

equipollence of form and spirit "a balance, a.

harmony, a reposeful interpenetration of form

and matter." In romanticism, we have a distinct:

"transcendence of the matter by the form" of the

symbol by the soul. In the earliest Hindu art, we-
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do not find this transcendence, which is characteristic

of real romanticism, but simply an
In it the soul at- . , ,

tempts to over- overwhelming of the form by the

Zgh
h
"tir

b
dt

S

spirit ;-an attempt to overcome

tinct transcendene tne symbol by the soul. In fact.
of the spirit over

matter is not esta- since the entrance of Japanese cul-
blished. , T . , . , .

,

ture and Japanese ideals into the

common room of European culture and ideals,

even European art-students are being compelled,

gradually to re-examine their old estimates and

canons of art-criticism
;

and the dominant or

impressionist school of Japanese art, has already

claimed a distinct place and position for itself.

There is, no doubt, a very wide difference be-

tween modern Japanese and ancient Hindu art,

and the two cannot by any means be classed to-

gether. But the spiritual note, the sense of the

In conmmon wn H almost independent of that of

with the modern
t foe relations of the parts to one

Japanese art find-
l

ing its own place in another, through which it exists and
Europe, the an-

, ,, .. . ...

cient Hindu art reveals and actually realises itsell,

has a sense of the . , i ,1, -T?~- :~~~^^
whole indepen-

common to both. For impres-
dent of the parts. s ion ism has necessarily a soul-re-

ference always. It realises or seeks to realise a

form of beauty, not, really, as it stands in itself, in its

varied relations to its own parts and its own en-

vironments, but as the whole, including the rela-
*

i

tions and environments, impresses the mind or the

soul with itself. The ancient Hindu records belong
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to this class. They are records not of objects or

_, , events in themselves, but of the
They are records

ofimpressions that impressions they produced upon the

on the mind of the mindof the recorder. And our mental

impressions can merely be indicated

tual impressions but can never be actually photo-
can' never be re- .

'. .

produced with ex- graphed. Much less are our spiritual
actness, espe- . . .

, . 1 . c . i

dally when ex- impressions, that are almost infinitely

pressions are more complex and subtle than our
crude. L

ordinary mental experiences. cap-

able of even an approximately exact reproduction

whether by words, by colours, or by hewing and

carving. They can never be reproduced with any

pretension to exactitude, especially, in the earlier

periods of human evolutions, when the vehicles

of human thought are, necessarily crude, tentative,

and limited, owing to the crude and chaotic and

limited character of man's experience in that pri-

mitive state. Hindu records must, therefore, be

studied and interpreted not as representing the

The Hindu re- nature or social surroundings of the

Hindu, as they existed, actually, in

actual
_
physical themselves, but as seeking to indi-

and social sur-
t

roundings but cate how they affected his inner, his
their effects on

,
. , . . , 7

. ....
the mental and Mental, hzs

. emotional, ,
his spiritual

spiritual life-the
Uf viewed in this light, it will be

experiences they
J & '

record are subjec- seen that despite the apparent
tiye though real

as such. crudities and what appear as wild

and hysteric exaggerations to the modern mind,
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of the ancient Hindu books, the experiences they

record are subjectively real, and as such, absolutely

true.

On account of this peculiarly spiritual prism

through which the Hindu viewed everything,

nature never presented itself to him as merely

natural, nor man, either, as merely human. Natural

objects and phenomena had always

to- him a soul-reference. Fire,

m Hmdu thought water, ether, sky, the sun, the moon,
makes the realistic

' J

descriptions of the the stars, the twilight, the clouds,
elementals in the ,. . . . . .. , . .

Rig-veda spiritual
tne winds, the rivers, all his nature

instead of mate- env i rf.nments, whether terrestrial or
rial. .

'

celestial, were always soul-ful, so to

say, in his eye. We have some of the finest realistic

descriptions of these elementals in the Rig-veda, to

be fonnd, perhaps, anywhere, in any human litera-

ture, ancient or modern. But . this realism is not

materialism in any sense of the term. The pictures

-have always a halo of genuine spirituality about

them, The poetry of the Rig-veda, indeed, defies

Hegel's classification. It is not, really, oriental,

in the sense that the form over-
The poetry of the

Rig-veda is whelms the spirit, the expression
'neither oriental or -

,
. ,

, , , , , . ,, .
.

classical or Ro- the ideal, the symbol the soul. It is

in sense dassical or

forms a distinct Paganistic either, as having a clear
class by itself.

o . o

conception and firm control of the

relations of things, out of which grows that equipol-
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lence between form and spirit, which is the charac-

teristic of 'Classicism. Nor can it be called, in any

sense, romantic either
;

for there is really no^

"
transcendence

"
of the form by the spirit here.

The poetry of the Rig-Veda stands, thus, by itself,,

as a distinct class or type, which reproduces nature

through the lens of the mind, the spirit, the soul,

neither overwhelmed by its chaotic mass (which

In which the would make it oriental in the sense

Seas
1

??!!
of HeSel); nor standing fairly

tual factor with- balanced with it (which would
out over-whelming
or being over- make it classical) ;

nor even exactly

standing fairly transcending it (which would make
balanced with it.

it romant ic) ;
_but simply interpret-

ing it, even as it exactly stands outside, as a spiri-

tual factor, however crude may be the conception

of this
"
spiritual

"
itself.*

This quasi spirituality of the Rig-veda develop-

ed into what may be called a pure, though perhaps
a preponderatingly abstract, spirituality, in the

Upanishads. In the Vedas Nature is, so to say,

simply vitalised, on being transmuted as mentaf

experiences, in the consciousness of the ancient

Hindu. It stands here simply humanised. The

view is not exactly animistic, which would raise

a suspicion of the identification of life with the

body, but anthropomorphic. There is, indeed, no*

*
See descriptions of Agni, Varuna, Indra, Aswinikumaran,.

Saraswati, Rudra, Maruts &c.



suspicion of the identification, in consciousness, of

_. Tr ,.
the body with the life principle, of

The Vedic con-
J r r >

ception of nature form with spirit, in the most crude
is thus human or . ... r ., ,

anthropomorphic-
v mst primitive of these records.

bv
te

mfnl
in

but

at

not
The sense of the spiritual and the

identifying the one
universal, the sense, that is, of

with the other.
'

.

'

.

'

the" Absolute, being an original,

an organic, and pre-historic endowment of the

Hindu race-consciousness, such identification of

the body with the soul could never vitiate Hindu

thought, even in its earliest stage. It is, therefore,,

that we find Tylor's animistic theory of the origin

of religion, inapplicable to, and unsupported by
the records of the Aryan, and especially of the

Hindu people. The Vedic view of nature, we

therefore prefer to characterise as humanistic or

anthropomorphic. In the Upanishads it is-

distinctly spiritualistic or idealistic, and monistic..

Nature has no existence here apart from Brahman

or the Absolute. It is his covering,

his manifestation, created out of

Vedas is developed himself by him, existing in him, and
into Idealism and
Monism in the in death or decay, going back to-

Upanisads which j i >,ir- i T.I
take Brahman an" l sing itself in him. Brahman

.both as the effi'ci-
jg both the effic ient ancl the ma_

ent and the mate-

rial Cause of the terial Cause of the Universe. The
Universe.

sun, the moon, the stars, me im-

mensities above, and the myriads of forms and

appearances below, are all sparks of him, the
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Eternal, the Absolute, the Infinite Being. These

are reflections of his thought, endless ripples

rising on the surface of his infinite energy, creations

of his absolute will. He throws them out, at his

pleasure, and draws them in again at his will.

But while there is a very distinct note of

divine immanence in the Upanishads, the growth,

really, of the earlier nature spiritualism, so to say,

of the Vedic thought, it became gradually lost in

what may be called the Abstract Universalism or

the subjective idealism of the later Upanishadic

speculations. The dominant note here is not of an

idealisation, what, in fact, may even be termed a

distinct apotheosis of the cosmic forces and phe-

The abstract nomena, united in and conceived

Universalism of as the Virata-Purusha or the
some of the later

Upanisads develo- Viswarupa, of Nature, but, practi-

Snceptbn oftl^e pally, that of the denial of all truth

Universe and thus and real{ty to ft With the growth
brought about a J

separation be- of this Mayic conception of the
tween the natural 111 -n/r* *

and the spiritual phenomenal world, wherein Maya
is co ceived not

>
as in the earlier as

tion of scientific vven as fa some of the later specul-thouht chiefly

-through man's ations, as the creative energy of
weakness and in- . T^. . ,..,- . - , ,.

-

. .

ability to cope with the Divine, differentiated from him-
theforcesofnature. sdf in the process of his self-revela-

tion or self-realisation, and, therefore, as a real and

substantive moment of the Divine Being, but as

mere illusion, there grew up a distinct divorce and
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separation between the natural and the spiritual

life. And in consequence of it, after a certain

stage, when nature was too strong to be ignored'

and man too week to meet even the essential re-

quirements of his physical life, and of the state of

civilization that he had already attained, all

progress of the natural sciences came, practically,,

to a stand-still.
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